,

LAS VEGAS.
The most luxurious high-rise enclave in
the history of Las Vegas will feature
elegant residential towers serenely set
within a 15-acre gated-entry community,
rich wi th the amenities of an exclusive
private club. Where a European spa,
fitness center, indoor-outdoor swimmi ng
pools, and tennis complex, as well as
casual and fine dining are mere steps from
your door. The prime "in town" location
of Turnberry Place on Paradise Road is
opposite the Las Vegas Hilton and steps
from the non-stop shopping, wining,
dining, and entertainment attractions of
the Las Vegas strip. Yet it's discreetly set
apart from the outsi de world in a secure
and private world all its own .

Life at Tumberry Place is less taxi11g, too.
Because evada has no state income,
inheritance or intangible taxes .
For more information, floor
plans and pre-construction prices
call 702-732 -9 79 7

~
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to be the place
to live Lns Vegas.
i11

Luxurious Tower C o ndo min iums.
Private Club Amenities.
From $3 50,000 To More Than $ 3 Millio n.

Created by Ti1 mberry Associates, the people who
wrote the book 011 private club lifestyles.
2777 Parad ise Road, Las Vegas, Nevada 89 109
702.732.9797 • 800.616. 2120 • Fax: 702.733.8222
Broker participation invited.
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Learning to be a Rebel?

UNLV's new

hat's up at
UNLV? Well
it's certainly
not enrollment . . . at
least not by much. In
1995 the Co=unity
College of Southern
Nevada topped UNLV 's
enrollment by nearly
1,000 students. Just
three years later, CCSN
student enrollment has
grown to more than
30,000 while UNLV 's
student count is just over 21,000.
Why? Well, you can blame it on a failure
of the school district to previde college-bound
students ... blame it on UNLV 's administration ...
blame it on UNR ... blame it on parents who either
can' t afford tuition or don ' t encourage attendance ... blame it on teachers ... blame it on
whomever or whatever you want. The bottom
line remains that somehow UNLV has become
stagnant, posting little annual growth. Futhermore, the university continually fails to measure
up to national standards.
Since the days of Jerry Tarkanian, UNLV has been
a political hot potato with boosters, politicians,
coaches, presidents and professors all contributing
their two cents. It seems the only ones who haven' t
been heard above the rumble are the students.
As a parent of two UNLV students and two
UNR students, I can tell you their failure to be
heard is not from a lack of something to say. UNR
students ' chief complaint is having to walk a ways
from the parking lot to class. On the other hand,
UNLV students are upset because professors
aren ' t teaching. Instead of receiving instruction
from Ph.D.s, they are being taught by research
assistants . It seems the doctors are too busy

W

multi-media
campaign,
which recently took top
honors in
national competition, is
one of only
a few kudos
the University
has received
on a national

doing research to teach.
While most people
would agree that university research is important, especially in
establishing a national
reputation, few would
give research a higher
priority than the role
of teaching students.
After all, isn' t the primary function of a university to provide higher education?
In the pursuit to establish a national reputation
through research programs, UNLV 's administration has forgotten its primary mission of education. The professors no longer have time to teach,
while their graduate assistants, who shouldn ' t be
teaching in the first place, are too busy working on
their degrees to spend much time preparing lectures. The end result is students are expending
time and money to be taught by other students.
Did I say money? That's another issue that's
always a hot topic when it comes to education,
especially at UNLV . It hasn' t gone unnoticed that
UNLV receives about $7 ,000 per student, compared to UNR's $10,000. However, the funding
issue may be a can of worms better left unopened.
Since state law does not require funding of higher
education, the entire university system could suffer if a battle is launched on the Legislative floor.
But a battle is brewing, and sooner or later it
must be fought. Lines are being drawn and agendas are being formulated by professors, regents,
UNLV administrators, boosters, legislators ... and
the list goes on. The ones who have the most to
lose, UNLV students, seem to be the only ones who
have not lost focus on the true purpose of a university ... to provide an education.
•

Comments? e-mail: lb.nbj@usa.net
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There's One Simple Answer

TheValley~ 'HealthSystem·
Whether it's a routine check-up, a case of the flu ,
or a situation requiring a hospital visit , you can
depend on The Valley Health System to provide
superior care. That's because The Valley Health
System is an integrated system, committed to
providing our community with convenient access
to quality healthcare , while at the same time
controlling costs through increased efficiencies.

Our philosophy has made us the provider of
choice for more employers, delivering quality
care to over 780,000 Las Vegans - we are the
leader with nine specialized centers of medical
excellence, representing 3,500 of the finest
physicians and medical professionals. So, when
you're looking for answers to all your healthcare
questions , all you need is The Valley Health System.
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EMPLOYEE
BENEFITS

BUSINESS TRAVEL

Are business
trips giving you
a headache?
usiness
travel is
rarely considered fun, and
it's only getting worse as
airlines pare customer service
to maximize profits. The National Headache Foundation
found numerous symptoms
associated with travel, including fatigue, aching limbs,
paranoia, memory loss and
hyperactivity. Predictably, almost three-quarters ·of travelers blame airlines for their afflictions because of missing
luggage, long lines and lack
of air conditioning on flights.
Some suggestions to ease the
stress? Watch your diet when
traveling. Maintain your exercise program while on the
road, and try more advanced
relaxation techniques such as
yoga or massage therapy.

Retirement
planning
a priority
for most

B

U.S. CHAMBER CRITICAL OF TAX INCREASES

T

he U.S. Chamber of Commerce sharply criticized President
Clinton for pushing $82 billion in tax increases on American businesses and consumers in his budget proposal when
the government projects it has a $117 billion surplus next year
and a $4. 4 trillion surplus over the next 15 years. The chamber
bristles at such White House suggestions as higher airline
ticket taxes, increases on life insurance companies and several corporate tax increases designed to finance new spending
programs. " The administration says we'll have surpluses as
far as the eye can see. If that's true, do we really need to punish American businesses with more than 8o new ways to raise
taxes?" asked Chamber Executive Vice President Bruce Josten.
"This is a painful irony because businesses created the surplus and the administration is determined to spend it. It looks
like the era of big government has come roaring back."

of critical supply chains.
Y2KWATCH
w......-.
Such disputes may rise
Arbitration offers
above initially anticipated levels: Weiss Ratquick resolution
ings Inc. recently
of Y2K disputes
'"~t."~,. released a study
in which 30 percent of
he American Arbibanks admitted missing the
tration Association
December 31, 1998 missionestablished a National Techcritical testing deadline the
nology Panel of
federal government estab350 technical and legal exlished. Weiss' findings contraperts to hear and resolve the
dict assurances from banking
spate of Y2K disputes likely
to emerge in the new year.
regulators that only 4 percent
The panel will work within
of banking institutions are at
" unsatisfactory" levels of prethe association's new Y2K
program, created to offer a
paredness. Sixty-eight percent
of survey respondents assert
105-day maximum mediation
they've completed the realternative to costly and timequired Y2K fixes on all interconsuming trials in cases of
product failure or disruption
nal mission-critical systems.

T
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eterrnining benefits priorities among employees
isn' t always easy, but business
owners might take a cue from
a recent nationwide survey
conducted by the International
Society of Certified Employee
Benefit Specialists and the
Employee Benefit Group of
Deloitte & Touche. According
to 73 percent of respondents,
the top concerns for 1999 entailed evaluating current investment options and the adequacy of current retirement
savings levels.

D

THE jOB MARKET

National job growth
expected to continue
early 16,000 U.S. businesses indicated the
country's low unemployment
level is likely to stay that way
at least through this year's
second quarter. Manpower's
quarterly Employment Outlook Survey revealed 29 percent of respondents plan staff
increases, while 61 percent
expect no change. Only 6
percent anticipate a reduction.

N

CONSUMER ECONOMICS

Employee debt: Is it
affecting
your
business?
ew business owners link
the personal finances of
employees to job performance. However, according
to debt management firm Arbitronix, employees with debt
problems can quickly become
problem employees. Thinking
about debt problems at work
can distract staffers and lead
to poor public contact skills,
avoidable accidents and
employee theft. Arbitronix is
offering a solution: the Las
Vegas company is waiving its
annual fee to employers interested in assisting workers in
becoming debt free . The program offers a " win-win situation for the employee and the
employer," noted a company
spokesperson . •

F

INVESTING

Consolidating Assets Can
Help Simplify Finances

CENTRAL ASSET ACCOUNTA KEY ORGANIZATIONAL TOOL

BY REBECCA SAXTON

n today's busy world,
it makes sense to organize your life and
your finances as much as
possible. One way you can
gain more control over
your finances is to consolidate your assets. This can
assist you in evaluating
how your assets are allocated and in tracking results so you can be sure all
your money is working to
help you achieve your financial objectives. An
added bonus is that less
time spent on paperwork
from multiple accounts
translates into more time
to pursue other interests.

I

transactions are held
in your account.
MONITORING YOUR
INVESTMENTS

onsolidating your finances can also help
you ensure your investments are positioned to
help you achieve your financial objectives. To be
sure your financial goals
are being addressed, the investments you select must
'be constantly monitored
An additional benefit and adjusted when necessary.
This process will help you
of consolidation is
keep pace with your changing circumstances and the
that many full-se rvice current
economic environIMPROVING YOUR
ment, based on your individaccount executives
RECORDKEEPING
ualized investment strategy.
With your assets in one
offer complimentary
onthly recordkeepplace, you and your financial
ing becomes easier
adviser can more easily deasset allocation or
when you pull scattered
termine if your investments
are properly diversified to
assets together because
lump-sum distribuyou don' t have to watch
meet your investment goals
and risk tolerance.
for several statements a
tion analyses, which
An additional benefit of
month. Tax preparation
consolidation is that many
may be easier too because
can help to ensure
you don' t have to coordifull-service account execunate multiple statements
tives offer complimentary
your funds are appro- asset
allocation or lump-sum
at year-end. Records of
purchases, sales, dividistribution analyses, which,
priately invested.
dends received and the
when viewed in the context
current value of your holdof your total portfolio, can
aid in your decision-making process and
ings will all be together when you need
help to ensure that your funds are approthem. Consolidation has another plus:
your trades settle automatically since
priately invested. Consolidation can also
help with estate planning. If your assets
securities and cash required to cover

M

are in one place, and should the need
arise, it will be easier for heirs to put your
estate in order if they don't have to search
for scattered investments.

C

o carry organizing your finances one
step further, many financial institutions offer central asset accounts. A central asset account is an all-in-one money
management tool that typically combines
all of your investment and savings activity, your checking and cash access card
transactions and an optional secured line
of credit into one central account.
Central asset accounts generally offer:
• Automatic investment of idle cash in
a money market account
• Composite monthly statements, as
well as a year-end summary statement that can save you the time and
effort of compiling information from
dividend and interest statements,
securities receipts and checkbook
records at tax time
• The ability to write checks against
the assets in the account
• A debit card
With so much to organize in life, consolidating your assets makes it easier to
focus on your financial situation. Talk to
your financial consultant about other ways
you may benefit from consolidation. •

T

Rebecca Saxton is a financial advisor
with Morgan Stanley Dean Witter. She is
professionally trained in retirement planning, U.S. government and municipal income, insurance and professional portfolio manager selection.
INFORMATION AND DATA IN THIS REPORT
WERE OBTAINE D FROM SOURCE S CONSI DERED
RELIAB LE . TH EIR ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS IS NOT GUARANTEED, AN D THE GIVING
OF THE SAME IS NOT TO BE DEEMED A SOLICI TATION ON MORGAN STANLEY DEAN WITTER'S
PART WITH RES PECT TO THE PURCHASE OR
SAL E OF SECURITIES OR COMMODITIES.
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Want to be in
Here's a high tech tip
BY BoB FELTEN

hat are you
looking for
in a hightech gadget? Are you
seeking those items
that make your business and personal life
easier and better? Are
you in search of more
convenience, efficiency and productivity? Sure you are. But
there's something else you want. Admit
it. You want control.
Yes, you 're hoping to find the device
that will, through a wonderful technological advance, give you more control more control over your business success,
more control over your personal life.
Control is one of the reasons for the
popularity of cell phones. We fool ourselves into thinking that if we're always
accessible, always in touch, we will
somehow be in control.
Yet, cell phone addicts provide the
most obvious example of people who
completely overlook the simple capability
for control offered by a standard feature
on every high tech device ever made.
How many times have you been having
lunch with a friend or business associate
when his or her cell phone rings? Your
friend answers the phone with a grimace
and says something like, "I told my office
they could reach me, but I just hate it
when that happens."
Well, if you really hate it, here 's a tip.
Tum the phone off. That will give you
control. And what about driving with
your cell phone in your ear? The evidence is mounting that talking on the
phone while driving can be as dangerous
as drinking and driving, and perhaps a
similar sign of addiction. You see, the
"power" button, even on your cell phone,

W
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doesn't always have
to be on.
Of course, it is
seductively titled.
Power. Who can
resist power?
And power is
what you get when
you push that button. With a cell
phone, you get the
power to reach the
world while walking
around town. With
computers you get
what seems to be
almost unlimited
power for calculating, communicating
and even creating. The power button on
your television brings you comedy, news,
sports, drama, music, information and
more. Push a power button on and it's
likely that something good will happen.
Just don't get seduced into thinking those
power buttons are the only way to make
good things happen.
Every now and then, choose quiet
over the cacophony of a blaring television. Choose conversation with a friend
over the demands of a ringing cell
phone. Choose to focus on strategic
thinking for your business instead of
surfing the Internet.
Pushing those power buttons gives
you access to an amazing amount of
high-tech, cutting-edge power. But
only the ability to turn them off truly
keeps you in control. •
Bob Felten is a principal with Innerwest
Advertising in Reno. He has more than
25 years ' experience in marketing
communications. E-mail him at bob@
innerwestadv.com.

TECH TALK

Love shopping online?
Watch out lor cyber fraud
or~

M Wide Web every day to meet diconsumers tum to the World

verse shopping needs. However, according to the National Fraud Center, a rise
in Internet fraud
Do not disclose
your credit card has accompanied increased
number before
online shopconfirming the
ping. The center
legitimacy of the has various sugonline retailer.
gestions for
consumers, including studying disclosure
statements carefully and remaining skeptical of "free" bargain packages. Also,
the center advises consumers not to be
pressured into buying immediately, as
well as not to give out credit card numbers unless you know a company is legitimate. For additional pointers and updates on avoiding cyber fraud, visit the
center's Web site at nationalfraud.com. )o-

TECH TALK

Panasonic debuts integrated
lax/e-mail product

Where do growth
companies with
the urge to merge
go for valued
advice?

anasonic recently unveiled its
Panafax DX-1000, a high-performance, plain-paper multifunctional
system combining e-mail, print and
scan functions into one unit. In addition
to carrying out standard fax, printer and
scanner functions, the Panafax DX-1000
sends fax messages as e-mail file attachments over a LAN or to an e-mail address.
The machine has its own IP address, so it
requires no dial-up or connection time
prior to transmission.

P

Rite Aid cuts pharmacy
wail limes in hall

the answer

.s

Deloitte&

Toucbe

1

Las Vegas

Reno

702 . 893 . 3100
775.348.8808
www. us.deloitte.com

QUICK QUOTES

AnnuitvNet.com lirsl online
variable annuity store
ite Aid drug stores throughout Las
Vegas are utilizing a new dispensing
technology the company says cuts waiting times for pharmacy patients in halfto 10 minutes or less. RapidScript uses
lasers, bar codes and robotics to fill and
label each prescription, enabling pharmacists to fi ll orders more quickly, safely
and efficiently. Another upside to the
product: pharmacists spend less time
counting pills, so patients have more time
with their pharmacists to obtain information about medications . For those concerned about technological error, the system offers built-in assurance via a system
that triple-checks orders. Pharmacists
provide a fourth go-over. Las Vegas represents the first West Coast market to
have the technology. •

R

to sell its products completely online, as
well as offer Web site visitors objective
information regarding tax-deferred retirement investing through variable annuities.
AnnuityNet.com's online store allows the
company to eliminate broker commissions
and administrative fees. Prospectuses for the
company's products are available online.

Sollware signals when to
buy or bail out ol market
or many amateur investors, determining the ideal time to buy or sell stock
is a hit-or-miss proposition, based more
on intuition than science. Microstar is offering software to change that. Developed
by Frank Alfonso, a former Chicago Board
of Trade and Mercantile Exchange trader,
the software (called Indigo) identifies actual trading patterns and offers buy, sell and
hold signals. It then alerts investors when
to buy and sell, like an alarm clock. •

F
, _ , . - • • - - - .. fWII~

irginia-based AnnuityNet.com announced a multi-year, multi-milliondollar relationship with Quicken.com.
The agreement will enable AnnuityNet.com

V
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When Visitors Become Victims
Assisting Nevada's visitors
when misfortune strikes
neofthe
worst experiences a visitor
can have is to suddenly become the victim
of a crime. Granted,
it's not a frequent occurrence in Nevada's
tourism-oriented comBY THOMAS TAIT
munities, but it happens here as everywhere else.
We know that despite all the safety
measures and security systems devised to
protect our visitors, a certain number will
become victims of interpersonal or property crime while they 're here. When a
crime occurs, it's usually sudden and the
victim is unsuspecting. Theft is the most
common crime against tourists. In an instant, a wallet or purse is gone, and with
it perhaps a passport, credit cards, identification, cash and keys to their residence.
The victim is left shaken, confused,
and sometimes injured. Chances are, he
or she doesn' t know what to do, and may
have little comprehension of the English
language, or American customs. In fact,
foreign visitors may not be aware of
crime they might encounter, just as
Americans visiting other countries are
sometimes caught off guard by a criminal
activity uncommon in the United States.
Visitors come to our communities anticipating a safe, enjoyable experience.
We in Nevada's tourism industry devote
considerable resources to enticing visitors to indulge in the comforts of our hotels and resorts, to be entertained, shop,
dine and visit our cultural, historic and
scenic attractions.

O
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When a criminal strikes, tourism
venues need to respond swiftly and
with sensitivity. Treatment that seems
brusque or callous to the victim can
exacerbate a bad experience. Tourist
victims need to be informed what to
expect from police, prosecutors and
the courts each step of the way.
In 1976, the Clark County District
Attorney's Office established the Victim
Assistance Program, only the ninth such
program in the United States at the time.
As its founding director, I was involved
in its inception . Most of the tourist victims we assisted had lost cash and credit
cards to a purse snatcher or pickpocket.
In some cases, the theft occurred elsewhere and the credit cards turned up
in Las Vegas.
When suspects were apprehended,
the cases were not plea bargained away
without the express consent of the victim.
Our Victim Assistance Program brought
back 30 to 50 victims a month to testify
in these felony cases. We wanted to see
justice served.
Today, Las Vegas is one of America's
most popular destinations for domestic
and international travelers - more than
30 million a year. The Metropolitan
Police Department now has a special
unit for dealing with tourist victims.
After 23 years of operation, the DA's
program is highly experienced and multilingual. When passports and airline tickets are stolen, investigators intercede
with airlines and foreign consulates for
speedy replacements so visitors can get
home. When victims are brought back to
testify, they are treated as a guest of the

community paid for by county funds.
This expertise has positioned Las
Vegas as a knowledgeable and credible
information resource for other communities developing a tourist victim assistance program. •
Executive Director Thomas G. Tait of the
Nevada Commission on Tourism was
founding director for 10 years of the
Clark County's first Victim Assistance
Program in the District Attorney's Office.

TRAVEL TRENDS

Silver Legacy, Alaska
Air team up
eno's Silver Legacy resort joined
with Alaska Air last month to provide casino patrons an opportunity to
earn air miles. Those signing up for a
free Club Legacy card will earn points
toward Alaska Air miles every time they
play slot machines at the hotel-casino.
Guests showing their Alaska Air mileage
card upon check-in at Silver Legacy earn
500 air miles for staying at the resort.

R

Imperial Palace, Reno Air
oller unique conveniences
mperial Palace Hotel and Casino and
Reno Air have become the first hotel
and airline in the country to offer airline
baggage check-in service from a hotel's
tour lobby to McCarran International Airport. Passengers staying at Imperial
Palace in Las Vegas are also issued a
Reno Air boarding pass and seat assignment at the hotel, enabling them to bypass the hassle of dragging bags to the
airport and go directly to their assigned
departure gate at the airport. ABC, Inc .
is offering the service for a " nominal
charge," and hotel officials say more
airlines will soon follow. •

I
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Boosting prolit, cutting loss
Managing costs critical to
success of business endeavors
BYTOM DYE

etting expenses
too late," Schroeder said of
Entrepreneurs should
get out of hand
SCORE's efforts in helping
do two things when
represents one
floundering businesses.
of the principle sins of
For entrepreneurs looking
projecting reven ues and
a new business. Many
to avoid such floundering,
expenses for a start-up
entrepreneurs throw
keeping expenses under control starts when the company
their financial records
endeavor: decrease the
is formed. "The first problem
into a shoebox and deal
revenue es timates by
with them later, accordmost new businesses ening to business consultant 25 percent and increase
counter is undercapitalizaNorm Schroeder. They
tion," Schroeder explained.
expense estimates by
fail to track business ex"They don ' t have enough
penses on a regular basis
operating capital. Companies
the same percentage.
or keep detailed profit~un out of cash before they
Then calculate whether
run out of anything else."
loss statements.
Schroeder recommends enAccording to Schroedthe business is capable
er, who heads the Las
trepreneurs do two things
of turning a profit.
Vegas chapter of the Serwhen projecting revenues
vice Corps of Retired Exand expenses for a start-up
ecutives (SCORE), many businesses fail in
endeavor: decrease the revenue estimates
the first year because they lack an effecby 25 percent and increase expense estitive system for controlling expenses.
mates by the same percentage. Then calSCORE, which is affiliated with the Small
culate whether the business is capable of
Business Administration (SBA), helps
turning a profit.
small businesses learn to control costs
Research is the key for projecting profand become more efficient. It offers a
its and losses and determining expenses.
local network of 30 retired business execWhen making projections for a business
utives and business owners who act as
plan, entrepreneurs should look at the ficonsultants for entrepreneurs needing
nances of similar businesses to see how
help. SCORE attempts to match entreprethey perform. The Almanac of Business
neurs with counselors who have experiand lndust1y Financial Ratios by Leo
ence in similar businesses. The counToyavia provides information obtained
selors visit companies and watch them in
from business and trade groups that enoperation to get a feel for their problems
trepreneurs find useful. Robert Morris
and subsequently, make recommendaand Associates publishes surveys of bustions for improvements.
inesses in a wide variety of industries
with a breakdown on their finances.
SCORE also holds monthly seminars on
cost-cutting and other issues confronting
Understanding finances and profitabilismall businesses. "We dearly love cases
ty only comprises one step in cost manwhen we can catch someone before it's
agement. New business owners should

L
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also have enough money stashed away so
the business can continue if it fails to show
a profit in the first year or two, which is
very likely. Schroeder added that entrepreneurs should consider obtaining a line of
credit from a bank, in addition to startup
capital, to pay for unforeseen expenses.
Using a line of credit will suppress interest
expenses because entrepreneurs pay interest only on money they borrow.
Finding professional help may also be
wise for new businesses in their incipient
stages. Company owners should retain an
accountant and analyze their finances
monthly to determine if revenues and expenses meet projections. Once the business is established, entrepreneurs should
switch to analyzing finances quarterly,
Schroeder advised.
KEEPING COSTS LOW

fter assessing profitability, loss and
other related financial issues, entrepreneurs must at last contend with the actual price of doing business. The cost of
staffing constitutes one of the biggest
problems a business faces. Owners neglect to account for the cost of benefits,
Social Security taxes and other expenses
when determining how much they can afford in wages.
Sharolyn Craft, who heads the Small
Business Development Center, cautions
business owners to be careful about overtime costs. The business should be staffed
efficiently so it retains the right number
of employees during peak periods and
slow times. Some businesses hire temporary employees during peak times to save
on salary costs. The inability to pinpoint
the ideal number of workers isn't the only
costly personnel mistake an entrepreneur
might commit: owners must also discern
wh~ther a potential hiree is honest, because theft of product or supplies can lead
to a big difference in the profit margin.
In a recent newsletter from SCORE's
national office, the association wrote,

A
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he frustration in EDE executive director
Sandy Harmon's voice is evident as he talks
about this area's vast promise - promise stifled time and again by a severe lack of fmancial resources and a populace historically hesitant to embrace a changing economy. The news is improving
for Nye and Esmeralda counties, however; citizens
are finally yielding to the necessity of economic development, and the region is in the midst of a longterm effort to capitalize on its many assets and attract
new commerce.
Much of that new commerce is flocking to unincorporated Pahrump, which Harmon asserts is the
fastest growing town in the country. Pahrump harbors
28,000 of the residents in the two-county region, but
it's not the primary focus of EDEN's business recruiting efforts. The real future of the area, according to
Harmon, lies in tapping the vast potential of the Nevada Test Site (NTS) and its appeal to science- and technology-related companies. The NTS and the ellis
Air Force Bombing and Gunnery Range reside almost entirely within Nye County, the second largest
county in the nation (after California's San Bernardino County). Yet, unbelievably, few of the Test Site's
workers hail from within EDEN's boundaries.
"Out of 2,000 Test Site employees, only 89 come
from our two counties," Harmon noted. ''The rest are
bused in from Las Vegas." To add insult to injury, the
Las Vegas-based workers' salaries count as payroll in
Nye and Esmeralda counties, so the area, despite its
lack of wealth, actually registers a $2-per-hour advantage over the state's average wage. "None of that
money is spent here," Harmon declared.
The area doesn' t have much money for economic
development, either. Little of the financial pie is left
after Las Vegas, Reno and Carson City development
authorities take their portions. "Forty percent of the
money available for economic diversification is split
between the nine rural development authorities," he
said. "EDEN receives $36,000 a year for economic
diversification efforts."

T

For a long time,
businesses and residents
in EDEN 's jurisdiction could
be of little financial help; struggling to keep themselves afloat,
they had little to contribute to the organization. Though times remain hard,
Harmon has noticed citizens awakening to the
understanding that the price of self-imposed economic stagnation could be a slow death for the counties ' business communities.
"In the past, we've witnessed the boom-and-bust
cycles that accompany mining," Harmon recalled.
"People born here have traditionally been leery of
new ideas, because they've seen it all. They' ve
learned to save away like crazy in the good years and
live off that during the lean years. But most people
now realize we have to do something." In Tonopah,
which serves as Nye's county seat, for example, the
local Rotary Club is more involved in business development. The town is also close to completing its
community assessment. And there is another sign
that the late 1990s have arrived in Tonopah: the
town has crafted a "vision statement," according to
Harmon. "We're at a point where people are becoming aware of their communities. They're looking at
their towns ' attributes and determining how to advocate those attributes."
While waiting for residents to come around, Harmon and EDEN have been busily working with the
Nevada Test Site Development Corp., a private economic diversification agency designed to attract
high-tech businesses to dormant areas of the NTS.
EDEN has outlined a science and technology corridor
straddling U.S. 95 from Indian Springs to Tonopah,
and three companies, including Nevada Bell, are
preparing to lay a competitive fiber-optics system
throughout the area - a boon to firms needing added
bandwidth for data transfer. As the NTS Development
Corp. works to bring in such endeavors as NASA's
Venture Star project and Kistler Aerospace's satellite
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launches, Harmon senses abundant opportunity. "We're looking at support services of
every kind, from assembly points all the
way down to the paint jobs for the rockets.
A major European carmaker built a garage
at one of our high schools to develop prototype cars with alternative propulsion, because we're in the type of congestion-free
area they require for testing. We have places
to put these companies, especially with the
development of our fiber-optics and communications backbone."
Harmon also predicts Nye and Esmeralda counties will become centers for alternative power companies. "We have sunshine
more than 300 days a year, and we always
have wind," be noted. The region already
claims a harbinger of such coming technologies : the Belmont-Monitor Inn bed and
breakfast in Belmont is soon to become the
site of Nevada's only solar-powered casino.
Attracting such high-tech businesses becomes easier with a skilled populace - a
fact not lost on the citizens of Pahrump.
"Pahrump will have 60,000 residents in a
few years, so the area will need an education
center to anchor the high-tech and industrial
parks," Harmon said. A trained labor force
will help EDEN extend its efforts beyond the
science and technology corridor, which,
though it is the centerpiece of much of what
EDEN wants to accomplish, is not the endall-be-all of the authority's efforts and ideas.
Though Nye and Esmeralda counties continue to grapple with numerous concerns,
Harmon believes quality-of-life issues will

prove a boon to the region's boom. "Our
local governments and utilities are very responsive and crime, traffic and smog are
nonexistent. The costs of security for warehousing and distribution facilities are considerably lower here than in big cities, and
south of Goldfield we have the lowest electric rates in the state [through Valley Electric
Association] . Housing is less expensive as
well. Within a half-hour of any area, residents are in the wilderness, where they can
enjoy fishing, hunting and other recreational opportunities. People wanting to see real
beauty come here," be touted.
What of the future for this distinctive corner of the state, where only one town - ye
County's Gabbs, population 300 - is incorporated? In spite of its obstacles, the area
will prevail because of the strong vision and
commitment of EDEN. Harmon, who has the
fortitude and confidence to envision the region 's economy in 20 years, expects great
things: "I see high-tech industries aligned
with our education system, and I see local
youth blazing educational trails with the experience they get. We'll be demonstrating
how it works. Many companies will be here
and loving it, and we'll have lower taxes for
citizens after we bring enough people here
to spread costs around."
The community Harmon describes - a vibrant, contemporary business community
with a small-town atmosphere - is likely to
appeal to many. The question for Esmeralda
and Nye counties is no longer one of whether
its promise will be fulfilled, but when. •

"Evaluate expenses and look at areas
that may be high or rising at a rapid rate.
Look at how expenses are distributed
from year to year to identify areas for review. Review each segment of your operating budget. Can you negotiate a better
lease? Can you renegotiate long-term
debt at a better rate? Can you earn discounts by meeting accounts payable earlier in the payment cycle? Can you cut
specific costs for specific time frames in
order to reduce overall expenses?"
However, SCORE warns, "Do not needlessly cut costs. Legitimate expenses provide the framework for your business and
you don't want to cut your operating
budget too deeply."
Retail operations have their own
special problems. SCORE says entrepreneurs can "reduce costs without cutting
specific expenses by increasing the average sale per customer." Retailers are advised to continually analyze their product line to figure out what items sell
and yield the most profits.
One of the biggest headaches for retailers is controlling inventory, Schroeder
noted. The old formula of having $3 of
goods in storage for every $1 of goods
sold monthly may not apply. Schroeder
said businesses can now use the Internet
to order quickly and restock inventories.
SCORE recommends inventories be
evaluated constantly to determine how
much should be kept to avoid excessive
storage costs. Enough goods should be
on hand to meet demand, but old goods
and those that don ' t sell should be discarded. Both SCORE and the Small
Business Development Center provide
literature on inventory controls. The
National Retail Merchants Association
and other trade and business associations
also have information on inventories and
other cost issues.
In addition, information can be obtained by accessing the SBA Web site
(sba.gov) and the SCORE site (score.org).
The U.S. Small Business Administration and the University of Nevada-Las
Vegas Small Business Development Center have extensive libraries with information on business finances . Contact the
center at 702-734-7575 and the SBA at
702-388-6611 for information .

Downtown Tonopah
April 1999 •
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ence in the local community, with an emphasis in lending to small and mediumsized businesses. He previously served at
First Interstate Bank, First Security Bank
and Bank of America.

tions to present ATI to their relocated and
current employees . Prior to joining ATI
Title, Ruccia served as relocation director
for Century 21 Consolidated.
GROUP hired BARBARA
as vice president of property
operations. She is responsible for the company's property management portfolio,
marketing and operations. Helgren most recently served as director of property management for The Howard Hughes Corp.

THE

BUSINESS SERVICES
BANKING

& fiNANCE

L

as Vegas management consulting firm
MANAGEMEN T

D

eloitte & Touche affiliate
RE :SOURCES CONNECTION

named three new associates at
its Las Vegas office. LY NN
FORESE is now director of information technology ser- LYNN FoRESE
vices, where she assists clients
in assessing their technology
needs. )AMES B. TRUA~ was
named information technology recruiting manager. Ll N DY
MAN DEKIC , CPA, was appointed finance and accounting recruiting manager. Mandekic
assesses candidate qualifications and skills and matches
their abilities to Re:sources
LI NDY MAN DEKIC Connection clients.
U.S. BANK hired )1M R. VOGEL
as the Nevada vic~ president
for marketing in the bank's
asset-based lending division.
Vogel, who will market the
)I M VOGEL
bank's secured loans to middie-market companies, previously spent
eight years as a senior auditor for New
York-based Congress Financial in Denver.

ACTION

PROGRAMS

appointed RANDY
HALLE to chief executive officer. Halle, who was named
company president last June,
has been with MAP for 23
years. In addition to his new RANDY HALLE
duties as CEO, Halle continues to serve as
the firm 's president.
(MAP)

has joined the Las
Vegas office of RH I MANAGEMENT RE SOURCES as division director. Prior to
joining the company, Williams spent three
years as a controller and financial systems
conversion specialist for the PGA tour.
ANNE W I LLIAMS , CPA

promoted STUART O LSON to senior
vice president and senior
credit officer. Olson now
oversees loan policies and apSruART OLSoN
proval activities for the Las
Vegas-based business bank. He was most
recently vice president/credit administrator for Nevada First Bank.
was named senior vice president and branch
manager at SILVER STATE
BANK'S Westcliff and Rainbow location in Las Vegas.
JAMEs YoRK
York is responsible for all
business lending and branch operations.
He possesses 15 years' banking experi)AMES R. YoRK
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RALPH

" GABE "

PROJECT

GABRIEL ,

ENGINEERING

P.E . joined

CONSULTANTS ,

as vice president. He now manages
the firm's Las Vegas office and develops
new business. He brings more than 25
years of experience as a consulting engineer in civil engineering/land planning,
public works design, water resources,
drainage and transportation.
LTD .

LEE

&

SAKAHARA

ARCH I·

promoted
to
principal of the firm 's Las
Vegas office. Congdon joined
GARY Co NGDON
Lee & Sakahara three years
ago as vice president.
TECTS

AlA,

INC.

GARY E. CONGDON , AlA

was promoted to branch manager at the Las Vegas office of ROBERT
HALF INTERNATIONAL. West joined the accounting, finance and information technology staffing 'company in 1997; he has three
years' experience in financial services, primarily focused in brokerage and banking.

TODD WEST

DEVELOPMENT &
REAL ESTATE
joined the DEL WEBB
team as Gold Key
manager for both Sun City Anthem in
Henderson and Sun City Summerlin in Las
Vegas. His duties include directing the
activities of the Gold Key department, including contract administration, architectural plan preparation and permit processing. Trueblood has
been in the construction industry since 1973. He was most
recently senior project managTYSON
er at American Nevada Corp.
TRUEBLOOD

T

YSON TRUEBLOOD

CORP. SUN C IT I ES

NEVADA FIRST BANK

EQUITY

HE LGREN

was named service coordinator at ATI TITLE OF NEVADA'S Flamingo
office in Las Vegas. Ruccia is responsible
for calling on resale agents, teaching new
agent orientation classes and escrow
opening classes and calling on corpora-

TRACY RuCCIA

COLLIERS INTERNAT IONAL appointed ROBERT TORRES marketing specialist in the Las
Vegas company 's land division. Torres' duties include the
RoBERT To RREs
coordination and creation of
property marketing materials and all targetmarketing campaigns for the team of land
agents. He is also accountable for all aspects of client administration, escrow management and partnership coordination. He
previously served as one of the youngest
branch managers world-wide for Kinko's.
KEVIN jEFFERS was elected
president of the Nevada chapter of the AMERICAN INSTI·
TUTE OF ARCH ITECTS

(AlA)

for 1999. Jeffers is director of
KEviN JEFFERs
the Reno office of Tate &
Snyder Architects and past president of
the AlA Northern Nevada chapter.
Stateline-based McCALL REALTY hired
CooK as full- time trainer and
"success coach." Cook now serves as an

)OH N

THINK IN

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE
in-house resource for individual goal
achievement programs, sales training and
real estate-specific marketing direction for
the brokerage, which recently opened new
offices in Carson City. Cook has served as
an upper management level executive in
real estate for nearly 10 years.
G.

I

DENNIS

HARTSOUGH

joined DERMODY PROPERTIES as national marketing
director. Hartsough brings
more than 25 years' real esHA~~~~~GH tate experience to the Renobased industrial developer. He is based in
Dermody Properties ' newly created
Columbus, Ohio office.
Two new sales associates
have joined the Henderson office of KELLER WILLIAMS REALTY, the MarketPlace. DIANE
HARRIS specializes in the
DIANE HARRIS
sale and resale of residential
homes throughout the valley.
jULIE McDouGALL, a $15 million producer in the past two
years, focuses on new and resale residential properties and
JuuE McDouGALL custom homes in Green Valley and surrounding areas. Harris, a licensed agent, will assist McDougall.
named a
sales staff to coordinate sales
and marketing activity at the
luxury high-rise condominium community in Las Vegas.
DAN RIORDAN
DAN RIORDAN was named assistant vice president of sales,
and Eo GONZALES and )IM
NAVARRO were appointed regional sales managers. Riordan has more than 12 years '
experience in selling and marketing luxury condominiums
and has closed more than
$400 million in sales. Gonzales joins Turnberry Place
from Williams Island, a conliM NAVARRo
dominium community in
Miami, where he was international sales
manager. Navarro, a 15-year industry veteran, also comes from Williams Island,
where he served as sales manager.
TURNBERRY . PLACE

added two project managers.
and DENNIS MOYER joined
the company. Kunze served as project engineer on the $100 million corporate
headquarters for Phillip Morris USA.
Moyer is a 34-year industry veteran who
comes to Martin Harris from Miron Construction Company in Wisconsin, where
he was senior project manager.
STRUCTION

jOHN KUNZE

DOROTHY

as branch
manager for the firm's Jones
Boulevard location in Las
Do RoTHY Swm Vegas. Sweet possesses 19
years ofresa1e and commercial escrow experience in Las Vegas.
PANY OF NEVADA

MARTIN-HARRIS CoN-
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FELIX D . RAPPAPORT was elected to a second consecutive term as chairman of the
board of the NEVADA HOTEL & MOTEL
AssOCIATION for 1999 . Rappaport is
senior vice president of operations at
MGM Grand HoteVCasino in Las Vegas.

Reno 's
GAMING

& TOURISM

S

HOWBOAT-LAS VEGAS announced the
addition of four new staff members .
MANNY WEISE was appointed director of
food and beverage. His prior experience
includes food and beverage posts at casinos around the world and in Las Vegas.
LORRAINE CARMOSINO joined the property as director of benefits and compensation. C~o sino , a certified risk management specialist, has 15 years' experience
in all aspects of human resources. DoN
SIMON was named director of security.
Simon 's more recent security background
includes posts with Citibank and several
Strip and downtown properties. BRENDA
BEEBE STEVENS was recruited as director
of purchasing. She has 16 years ' experience, including nine years of mega-resort
openings on the Strip.

BOULDER

STATION

named

HOTEL

& CASINO

and
vice presidents. Hambleton, who began
with Boulder Station in 1995
as slot manager, continues his
management role of slot operations for the Las Vegas property. Jacobson joined the management staff at Boulder
Station in 1994 as assistant
controller. She is now vice
president of administration.
DALE HAMBLETON

DANIELA jACOBSON

DALE HAMBLETON

DANIELA
JACOBSON

ticketing

joined national
marketing firm ETM

BARRENTINE

and

NETWORK

as its Nevada area manager. Barrentine's duties with
ETM include securing ticket
sales agreements, representDEBBIE
BARRENTINE
ing major accounts, area marketing and managing the company's regional office. She previously worked as
the supervisor of ticket sales for the
Stratosphere Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas.

joined

FIRST AMERICAN TITLE COM-

DEBBIE

Las Vegas-based

SWEET

ENTERTAINMENT
INC.

ElDORADO

HOTEL/

appointed KENT
WILSON PBX and reservations manager and )AMES
VARGAS
executive casino
KENTWILSON
host. Wilson has been with
the Eldorado for nearly four
years, holding such posts as
front desk manager and
wardrobe manager. In his new
post, he oversees hotel operalAMEs VARGAs
tors and reservations for the
hotel, restaurants and casino. Vargas joins
the Eldorado with more than six years' experience in the gaming industry. He now
assists casino customers and coordinates
player development.
CASINO

TILLANDER was promoted to director of facilities
for the LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER. Tillander was
formerly a meetings sales executive at the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority. He has been with the
LVCVA since 1989. Also, VEL
jONES was promoted to director of facilities for Cashman
VEL IONES
Center. Jones has been employed for more than 20 years in a variety
of LVCVA positions.
jOHN

GOVERNMENT

P.

& lAW

GREGORY GIORDANO was appointed
co-chair of the committee on gaming
law for the business law section of the
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION. Giordano

is a partner in the administrative and gaming law department of Las Vegas-based
Lionel Sawyer & Collins. He has been
with the firm since 1993.
NANCY ALLF was sworn in as
president of the (LARK COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION . Allf
has been an attorney with
John Peter Lee, Ltd. for more
NANcYALLF
than 15 years. She currently
chairs the Las Vegas firm 's bankruptcy department. She is a graduate of Salmon P.
Chase College of Law at Northern Kentucky University.

HEALTH & MEDICINE

P

ETER BELTRAN was appointed senior
vice president for Las Vegas-based
MATRIX

BIOKINETICS,

INC.

Beltran has been with Matrix
for more than 10 years, holding such posts as national
sales manager and sales vice
PmR BELTRAN
president In his new role, he
oversees domestic sales, organizes the international sales program, coordinates
new distributors and handles agent contracts and training.
DESERT RADIOLOGISTS AND
NEVADA

RADIATION

LOGY (ENTERS

ONCO-

in Las Vegas

appointed ]AMES KILBER
chief operating officer. KilIAMES KILBER
ber, a registered technologist,
began his career with Desert Radiologists
as an MRI technologist in 1990.
was appointed director of business
development for LAKE MEAD

ANNETTE KINSMAN

HOSPITAL MEDICAL (ENTER

in North Las Vegas. Her reANNETIE
KIN SMAN
sponsibilities
encompass
marketing, advertising, physician relations, public relations and community relations . Before joining Lake Mead Hospital, Kinsman served as branch manager
for Echales Management Corp.
DESERT SHORES MEDICAL OPTIONS

A.

clinic

intravenous treatments and
nutritional advice to patients.
Winters previously served as
a fitness instructor, personal
training director, strength
MICHAEL WINTERS trainer and fitneSS direCtOr.
He also owned Flexappeal Presents, a personal training business.

MEDIA&
COMMUNICATIONS
lark County Commissioner DARIO
HERRERA joined Las Vegas public relations firm MAssMEDIA as a principal.
Herrera handles public relations and advertising needs for several of
the firm 's clients. Previously,
Herrera served as director of
business and industry relations at the Community ColDAR io HERR ERA
lege of Southern Nevada.

C

Las Vegas-based

QUILLIN &

Co. ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC
RELATIONS announced two
new hires. KIMIKO HAI GHT
joined the firm as an account
KI MI KO HAIGHT
executive. She is responsible
for advertising account management on the agency's St.
Rose Hospital, Pulte Homes,
Bank:West of Nevada and
Southwest Communities acAMBER CROTHERS COUnts. The agency alSO hired
AMBER CROTHERS as a media assistant
Haight previously served as an account coordinator for DRGM Advertising & Public
Relations and R&R Advertising. Crothers
most recently served as a sales assistant for
Outdoor Systems of San Diego.

joined
as the
Las Vegas-based agency's
public relations director.
Rorman is an adjunct proSHARON RoRMAN fessor at the UNLV Greenspun School of Communications. Her
public relation s experience includes
media relations, crisis communications,
employee commun ication and issues
SHARON

RORMAN

HANDS

INK

ADVERTISING

hired two new staff members
and promoted another at its
Las Vegas-based office. ]IM
AMSTUTZ was appointed vice
JIM AMsTuTz
president/creative director.
He was most recently head of
Los Angeles' Strike Group ad
agency. The company also
hired SALVADOR MUNOZ as an
Apple Macintosh production
SALVADOR MUNOZ artist Munoz, WhO previously
served as a layout artist for the Sands
Expo and Convention Center, handles art
production and works on design as welL
VERA MARTIN was promoted from front
office manager to executive assistant She
joined the fmn two years ago.
NON-PROFIT
joined NEVADA
as associate marketing director. Litchfield is responsible for
community and school outreach programs, publicity for performances and
special event coordination. She comes to
the Las Vegas-based non-profit arts organization from The Firm Public Relations
and Marketing, where she was an account executive.

L

ESLIE

LITCHFIELD

BALLET THEATRE

KELLI jACKSON was promoted to director
of workplace giving for the UNITED WAY
OF SOUTHERN NEVADA. She is in charge of
the employee campaign division of the organization's yearly fund-raising effort
She has been employed as a campaign
fundraiser with United Way of Southern
Nevada for more than four years.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY

&

THE CREATIVE GROUP

LLTEL named DAVID W. MURDOCK customer services manager for its southwest market area communications operations. Based in
Las Vegas, Murdock manages
all aspects of customer services, financial services ,
DAVID MuRDocK major accounts and technical

A

regis tered

management. She i s accredited by both

s upport for ALLTEL 's operations in Neva-

nurse and fitness director of the northwest
Las Vegas clinic. Winters ' duties include
providing pre-examinations , injections,

the International Association of Business
Communicators and the Public Relations
Society of America.

da, New Mexico and east and central
Texas. He has been with ALLTELL for
more than five years.
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1999 NEVADA LEGISLATURE
Legislators look at education, healthcare & budget concerns

~Jennifer Rachel Baumer

·THE CHALLENGES ·
The 1999 Nevada Legislature is operating under clear constraints, mandated to take no more than 120 days
to complete tbe session. April 9 is the
deadline for all bills to leave committees and enter first house, and April
19th is the deadline to have bills out
of the first house. By April 19, Assembly bills must be in the Senate
and Senate bills need to be in the Assembly, or the bills are dead. At 110
days - May 21 -all bills and resolutions must be passed by the second
house, Senate bills have to be out of
the Assembly and to the governor
and Assembly bills out of the Senate
and on their way.
Conference committee reports
must be turned in by Saturday, May
29, and unless the governor approves
a special session, this Nevada Legislature must end by midnight on Monday, May 31.
Committee chairs are feeling the
crunch, but, says Thomas, the 120day rule is probably a good thing. A
new computer system tracks each
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day's events, turning it into the journal
of each house, which will be indexed
and edited to become the historical
document at the end of the session.
"As administration staff, the 120day boundary is our biggest challenge," says Lome Malkewich, director of the Legislative Council
Bureau. " Generally [the session]
takes 165 to 175 days. There's a
whole new set of deadlines and limitations, and this represents the first
time we've had to work under these
deadlines and limitations."
Time isn 't the only thing in short
supply. The new, tighter budget is a
major issue for the Legislature. There
is simply no money for new programs
and perhaps not enough for existing
ones. Governor Kenny Guinn has reportedly said if anyone comes up
with a bill requiring money not already in the budget, he'll veto it.

·THE ISSUES ·
Education is one of the major issues before the Legislature. Senator
Ann O ' Connell speculates more than

CAPITOL BUILDING, CARSON CITY- RENO NEWS BUREAU

75 bills have been introduced that in some
way touch upon education.
Another issue, according to O' Connell,
is that Nevada has a bankrupt system as
far as employee health benefits are concerned. The state has already loaned the
system approximately $26 million. Proposed AB 176 from the Ways and Means
Committee appropriated some $10 million for the state employee benefit plan
and abolished the Committee on Benefits.
At the same time the State Industrial
Insurance System is being restructured as
Employers Insurance Company of Nevada, the Public Utilities Commission is
working on the deregulation of electrical
utilities. Nevada's two electric companies, Sierra Pacific Power and Nevada
Power, are in the midst of a merger. As a
condition of federal approval of the merger, the companies must divest themselves
of all their generation plants.
"I have concerns for the consumers in
Nevada that [the deregulation of energy]
doesn't turn out to be a real boondoggle

for all of us and especially for the small
businesses and the individ ual consumer,"
says Vivian Freeman, Assembly Health
and Human Services chair. For several
sessions, Freeman has served on the
Commerce Committee, whose members
have discussed deregulation for some
time. A bill has been proposed that would
delay opening of the electrical market
until January 1, 2000 to make certain
Nevada consumers are adequately protected and that the competitive climate is
really a benefit. However, some recommend flexibility regarding that deadline.
AB 168 "extends the statutory deadline by
which customers may begin obtaining potentially competitive services relating to
provision of electric service from an alternate seller." SB 226 begins with virtually the same wording. Utility deregulation is seen as an area where each step
must be deliberate and well thought out.
The allocation of monies from the tobacco settlements is occupying time in the
session and the debate is continuing. Orig-

inally earmarked as money for the public
health system, Governor Guinn announced
he wanted to take half the settlement and
establish the Millennium Scholarship
Fund. The Democrats responded with an
alternative proposal offering 25 percent of
the settlement for the Millennium Fund,
with the rest of the fund going to healthcare. Another option involves putting the
money into a trust and leaving the issue for
the 200 1 Legislature to decide.
Freeman believes the funds, which the
state won't receive until June or July of
2000, are fairly well accounted for already. "We've already spent the Medicaid
dollars on Medicaid needs, long-term
care and care for the indigent, elderly and
the di sabled . The tobacco settlement
money is based on money the states have
already expended on healthcare. And with
Medicaid, the needs are increasing; they
don ' t go away."
At the same time, with Hometown
Health Plan pulling out as a Medicaid
provider in Northern Nevada, half the state
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is left with only one Medicaid HMO in a
system that must offer two choices in order
for managed care to be state mandated.
The needs of Nevada's healthcare system are considered critical, and although
growth is still rapid, many of those moving into the state do not provide a new
revenue base. Las Vegas , for example, has
the fastest growing population of seniors
in the country, according to Dina Titus,
Senate minority leader, meaning at the
same time the revenue is diminishing the
demand for services is increasing.

·THE RESOURCES·
'The biggest challenge in the transition
to a new governor is to come out with a
good budget that holds the line as far as
spending because the growth in revenue is
not as high as projected two years ago,"
says Assembly Speaker Joe Dini. With the
budget crunch, the rural mental health
system hasn't received any new positions
and several counties have waiting lists for
services. The budget shortfall affects services in such programs as. welfare, youth
services and different branches of administration . There's no money to expand programs and some existing services, such as
Family to Family, have been cut back.
The tight budget is impacting education
on many levels . Lawmakers concluded
local governments should provide for
school funding and construction, and in the
last election Clark County voters supported
a referendum freezing the property tax rate
so consistent revenues would enable planning for the future without raising taxes.
But rural areas, where some economic
bases are disappearing, are struggling to
provide for schools, healthcare and individual services. Freeman states, "President
Clinton proposed additional funding for
schools and he would like some of it to go
for the building of schools, so federal
money may be available."
Attracting qualified teachers to Nevada
is also a critical issue. Senate bills 46 and
47 were drafted to encourage teachers to
seek National Board Certification. SB 46
seeks salary increases for public school
teachers who receive national certification,
24 Ne>'l!da Business Journal •
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and it also takes into account and credits
time teaching in other school districts when
considering salary. SB 47 appropriates
$20,000 from the general fund to reimburse
teachers for costs incurred in attaining National Board Certification. Along with
these bills, SB 231 appropriates $600,000
for the Department of Education for the
gifted and talented students program.
The apparent funding inequity between
University of Nevada-Reno and University of Nevada-Las Vegas represents another education issue. Speaker Dini sees the
situation as potentially explosive. "I think
it's caused us a lot of heartache," he says.
"Nobody likes to see the north/south
issue get started because nobody can win
except the south."
Dini points out UNR - which currently
tips the funding scale by $3,000 per student - is an old institution, with a scattered campus and older buildings that require more maintenance. UNLV has posted
greater student body growth creating the
need for more expanded facilities and
teaching staff. "So you have to weigh that
out," Dini says: "We have to enlist a study
to examine that formula, and get the answer, and see if in fact [funding] is
weighted more to UNR. If it is inequitable,
I think we have to make it equitable. But
at this time we wouldn't want to indiscriminately yank money from the northern
schools to help the south. It's something
that has to be studied very carefully and
handled in an equitable manner." The regents at both universities have agreed to
launching an independent study to determine if the funding split is fair.
Other areas impacted by the tight budget include hiring for state positions in
such areas as the Nevada Department of
Information Technology, which is unable
to fill its computer programmer slots.
When it comes to salary, the state just
can' t compete with private industry.
In the north, casino owners and government entities came to an agreement and
the Government Affairs Committee introduced a bill on the last possible day,
agreeing to a measure in downtown Reno
to raise hotel and motel taxes by three
cents on the dollar in a move to generate

revenue. The tax is expected to play a
major role in the expansion of the RenoSparks Convention Center.
While one tax is being instituted, another is being considered for repeal. "I think
there may be some attempts to repeal the
business tax," says Dini. The tax, $25 on
employers for every employee per quarter,
raises $80 million a year for the state. "I
think it would be kind of ludicrous [to repeal the tax) at this time, because we don ' t
know where we're going," says Dini.
Senator Dina Titus is looking at growth
management in the south as an issue.
Under SB 191 , developers of large projects would have to submit an infrastructure impact study reflecting traffic,
schools, water and emergency services. It
would then be up to local government to
decide if the area could support the project. While Governor Guinn has stated he
will not sign any growth management
legislation not approved by the Southern
Nevada Strategic Planning Authority,
Titus states local governments have
agreed to support the bill with some
minor amendments.
Titus was the lone voice of opposition
against limiting the session to 120 days,
she says. She doesn ' t believe it's good for
the institution, and is worried the Legislature will be more concerned with procedure than with substance.
"From the start, the session set a rapid
pace," Speaker Dini says. "Committees
never began this quickly, and the schedule
is tight. More people are [attending]. One
reason I believe is because we're on the
Internet, and usually we televise to Las
Vegas quite a bit, so we have attracted
much more interest than in the past. The
hearings are long. It used to take 20 minutes to do a bill; now it takes two hours.
And everybody wants to testify, which is
great, but I'm not sure it's great if we are
trying to squeeze it into 120 days."
"I want to make sure the public always
has the chance to know what's going on
and to testify," says Freeman, "and I
haven't seen any problems, but I'm concerned about what will happen later as the
speed picks up. I just don ' t want the publie to be left out."
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We help your business do more business "'

Finding the ideal information
and communications system
for your firm requires research.
good professional help
cott Seegmiller likes his computers
and phones to work for him, not
against him. "I admit it, I get a kick
out of figuring out ways to make information and communication technology
do more for us," said Seegmiller, a CPA
who has been vice president and chief financial officer for Las Vegas-based Realty
Management, Inc. since it opened in 1990.
"We're always on the lookout for solutions to common business programs, trying to achieve better results."
Guy Amato, director of operations for
Staminet, agreed with Seegmiller that
technological developments in communications and information systems can help
companies work faster and smarter. But
just because something looks good doesn' t mean every business should have it.
"You can spend a lot of money to get the
latest technology," noted Amato, whose

S
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company specializes in network integration linking software, hardware and information services. "It all depends on your
requirements and your company's philosophy. If the latest development isn' t necessary to give you a competitive edge, you
need to watch how much you spend. If
you don' t need Internet access or a Web
page for your business, don't do it if it
won ' t make you money. Technology is
great, but you have to be smart, too. If you
run a print shop with 30 employees, your
needs may be rather simple."

making technology umrk for you
t doesn 't hurt, of course, if you 're someone like Scott Seegmiller, a communications and information systems buff
for more than two decades. His experiences with Realty Management Inc. show

I

how effectively well-applied communications and information systems can further
a business's goals and functions . Under
Seegmiller's direction, the company installed on-site computers at its 52 apartment communities and developed sophisticated budgeting and reporting systems to
control expenses .
"The key for us has been using the
right tools for the right procedures and
processes," he asserted. At each of his
company ' s apartment complexes , the
manager has and knows how to use a computer, a modem and a printer. "These are
the tools the on-site manager uses to control the property and communicate with
the home office," he said. Managers can
use the computer to record tenants ' payment history and balance. It can even generate a five-day notice to pay or quit, the
legal document warning deadbeat tenants
April 1999 •
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they're about to be evicted. "Most property managers have to do this manually,"
Seegmiller said. "Our computers do it automatically."
Using the computer and modem, property managers can also obtain information
about a tenant's credit within three minutes through a credit reporting service.
The manager often can learn if the person
bas a job and if he or she was evicted from
another apartment.
The rent roll, which lists the names of
all tenants and their family members, is
also on the computer. If a fire or some
other calamity occurs, police and fire
fighters can use the roll to help determine
if all the apartment complex residents
made it out safely.
Seegmiller also used modem information technology to set up a lock box payment program and streamline the firm's
homeowners association management division. Instead of having homeowners
send their money to his company, where it
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would be processed and deposited in the
bank, residents mail their checks to the
bank. "The bank processes the money and
sends us the figures via modem," he described. "We have 10,000 homeowner
units and at one time, we were taking in
10,000 payments a month. Now, we are
able to do it all with four fewer people. We
have two computers and two accountants.
Those same computers will generate violation letters if a homeowner breaks a rule,
stops mowing his lawn or adds a room
that's not in accordance with the community's covenants."
Seegmiller also uses a Magnetic Ink
Character Recognition (MICR) laser check
printing technology that allows him to
manage 137 different checkbooks with
only one check stock. "When I print
checks, the magnetic characters go on at
the bottom," he said. "You don ' t have to
order checks in advance. If we need to add
a new property, we can produce more
checks. We print about 4,000 checks a

month here and without the MICR, it
would be a nightmare to manage."
Seegmiller said Realty Management
Inc. also maintains a Web site allowing
prospective tenants and homeowners associations to quickly access information
about the company and the properties it
manages. "We recently hired a full-time
Webmaster," be said. "We're also looking
at renting apartments over the Internet, expanding to other cities and using the latest
technology to stay in touch and share important information."
Seegmiller urges business owners to
forge a strong partnership with key vendors who can provide reliable service.
"Most people are beyond the phobias they
once had about computers and other hightech tools," be said. "There are 38 people
in my office. While they might have been
uncomfortable with some things five
years ago, they can't live without them
now. Like e-mail, for instance."
But Seegmiller doesn' t jump at every

new gadget. "I like to evaluate a piece of
software and make sure it is mature, stable
and working properly before we implement it. There are new software releases
each month, so I'll wait and get the 2.0
version instead of 1.0." He also likes to go
with proven names and standardize the
system so all users in his office can get
into the company's 30 Micron computers.
"That makes it easier to train, manage and
supervise," he explained.
Seegmiller figures his company has
more than $100,000 invested in computers, $20,000 in the file server, $25 ,000 in
its phone system, $6,400 in cell phones,
$16,000 in laser printers and at least
$10,000 in fax machines for all 52 apartment communities combined. "We spend
a lot of money to stay in contact with each
other," he said. "But I think it's important.
And it makes us a more profitable company, which is the bottom line."

Embracing ubiquitous technologies
ccording to Staminet's Amato, it's a
rare company these days that doesn ' t
use computers to manage its information in one way or another. "It's just a fact
of life," he said. Amato 's company specializes in serving businesses with a minimum of 25 employees, most of whom
work on computers to run the business and
communicate with each other. "They've
probably reached a critical mass and need
a central file storage system, as well as inhouse e-mail so they can communicate
more effectively, Internet access to get
outside e-mails and Web access to do research. Several people might also require
access to an accounting software package,
and sales people might need to use the
computers to do price quoting and check
inventory levels. If they need to share information , they' ll be able to do it more efficiently on a network."
Companies with 25 to 50 people usually have to hire an employee as an " information technology" expert. That person
should possess general knowledge of the
system and be able to manage the daily
administration , control security, backups and maintenance of the computer
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network. "That manager might also need
to service modems and routers so employees in branch offices can access the
file server in the main office," Amato
said. "But the person who does that
won ' t need the same expertise as the person who designs and installs the network.
You usually don ' t have to pay $70,000
for that employee."
Amato said he is a big fan of the ''Thin
Client Network," a system featuring powerful file servers with a lot of processing
power. Instead of employees having a personal computer on their desk, they have
simpler, less expensive terminals without
hard drives. The central file server constitutes the system's brain, reducing cost and
maintenance. It might cost $70,000 to set
up a typical small office with 25 computers, one file server, an e-mail server and
Internet access, according to Amato. That
figure should also cover the purchase of
applications software to get the system up
and running.
"There is no standard package," he
noted. "Companies have different needs
and demands. 'A more complex company
might have multiple offices around the
country and workers on the road who need
access to information in real time. That
same firm might need a Web page that
people visit, so they'd need to be able to
respond to inquiries quickly. It can all add
up quickly with switches, hubs, routers,
file servers, Webmasters and so on."
The key, he said, is to have the technology that allows individual companies to
be efficient so they can react to their market needs . "Little ABC printing company
can have the same technology as General
Electric and its thousands of workers. You
just have to use it effectively."
Effective use of technology begins with
finding the right professional to guide your
company through the system selection
process. When business people are looking
for help, Amato said it's important to ask if
contractors are certified. "Someone might
have 25 years of experience, but if his
company isn' t certified by Microsoft, for
example, and he's putting in a Microsoft
network, you're taking a risk."
According to Jack Hawley of Hawley

Telecom, it's important for business people to work with providers who understand their needs, applications and even
their corporate culture. "A multi-level
marketing company won't have the same
telecommunications needs as an auto
body shop," he explained. "Your system
should be designed for your firm and have
features you require. As with any part of
your business, you need the right tools."
To find a provider, Hawley suggests asking other business people who have been
around the block. "If someone else had a
positive experience, that's a very good
start. You want reliability, a system you
can customize and one that will grow with
you. Down the road, you may want to do
multi-location voice and data networking."
Hawley added that a good communications system should "enhance your
business , not hinder it. It shouldn't be an
obstacle to getting work done. Ultimately,
however, good equipment will never
overcome a bad provider. You have to
do your research."
David Dubler, CEO of Am tel Communications, said managers should always deal
with licensed and bonded contractors who
are insured and registered with the state.
"Price shouldn ' t be the only factor,"
warned Dubler, whose company sells
business phone systems, call accounting
systems, automated attendant voice mail
systems, data cabling and phone hardware. "If someone is a fly-by-night operator, you could get burned. Also, make sure
they speak English to you. High tech can
come with a lot of jargon. You may only
need a simple system if you 're a small retailer," he said. "But if you're an insurance
company with a wide array of needs, you
may need a sophisticated digital system
linking computers and phones. Also,
make sure your costs are itemized because
little, hidden things can really add up."
Amato emphasized that smart companies carefully watch the costs of their hardware. "Prices are all over the map," he said.
"You can hire a company to do a bid analysis and design a solution for you down to
the part numbers. It's like engaging an architect to design your information system.
That may be the best.way to go."
•
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ark cloud is building on the horizon of the
managed healthcare scene. On both state and
federal levels> pending legislative initiatives
could have a negative financial impact.
Provisions of greatest concern would increase the
exposure of managed healthcare plans to more
sources of malpractice liability, deem utilization review to be part of the practice of medicine, prohibit medical necessity review when making coverage
detenninations and permit any willing provider to
apply to a managed healthcare plan.
Industry analysts predict the adoption of any or
all of these initiatives will have a potentially disastrous effect on employers, who could be subjected
to rate increases of up to 15 percent. This would
translate into more individuals with no medical insurance coverage and possibly a higher rate of unemployment if employers feel compelled to cut
back their workforces.
continued
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arents Group LLC researched this
topic extensively on behalf of the
American Association of Health
Plans (AAHP). The company's April 1998
report, Impacts of Four Legislative Provisions on Managed Care Consumers:
1999-2003, thoroughly addresses each
initiative and identifies the factors that
will lead to cost increases. The initiatives
are complex.

Health Plan Liability
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160,108

he passage of initiatives designed to
expand the liability of health plans
would mandate increased liability insurance and negatively influence the utilization management process. Most claims
against managed healthcare are based on
either poor quality of care or insufficient
quantity of care. Quality-of-care suits involve allegations of provider negligence.
Since healthcare providers are viewed as
employees of managed care plans, the
HMOs are considered to be "vicariously liable" for the actions of their providers.
Quantity-of-care suits involve alleged injury from the delay or denial of coverage.
If_managed care plans are subjected to
expanded liability, not only will liability
premiums skyrocket, but the number of
malpractice suits will also increase. A
"deep pockets" effect will likely occur,
wherein plaintiffs will elect to sue health
plans rather than providers because of
their perceived greater assets . The absence
of monetary caps on rewards could create
a costly situation.
Any effort to decrease exposure to liability actions will also affect utilization
management, since decisions will be rendered from a defensive position. This includes conducting diagnostic tests of minimal value and even the approval of
inappropriate services. It will also lead to
an expansion of administrative costs, as
more personnel will be required to maintain treatment decision records and conduct additional utilization review.
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n short, this type of provision would
make health plans liable for the results

of their utilization review decisions. Malpractice liability would increase and,
therefore, so would liability insurance. The
costs associated with the practice of defensive medicine would also be incurred.

Medical Necessity
nder an initiative of this type, physicians would have complete control
over coverage decisions based on medical necessity. Essentially, utilization review would be eliminated, and health
plans would be excluded from all treatment-related decisions. This would result
in the costs associated with an increased
volume of services.

U

Any Willing Provider Laws
n addition to allowing any willing
provider in the geographic region to
apply to become a participating provider,
this provision would require health-plan
organizations to submit written explanations to every healthcare provider they
deny. Health-plan organizations would
also have to prepare a written explanation
for every physician they terminate. It
would be harder to exclude or terminate
physicians unwilling to practice medicine
in a cost-effective manner.
Health-plan organizations fear that passage of this type of initiative would negatively affect cost-containment programs.
An expanded provider force would reduce
patient volume, thus making it harder to
negotiate price discounts. Administrative
costs would also increase because the organizations would have to oversee an expanded number of providers.

I

The Impact on Businesses
uring the past 10 years, managed
healthcare has expanded to encompass a substantial share of the healthcare
industry. Although it has become a dominant industry force, it is an entity that continues to evolve. The use of cost-management tools- including selective networks,
utilization review, negotiated price discounts and financial incentives to providers - allows managed healthcare plans
to save between 10 percent and 26 per-
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cent relative to common indemnity plans.
These savings benefit consumers in the
form of broader coverage and lower costs
to individuals. However, if the aforementioned initiatives become law, and managed healthcare plans are forced to increase their liability insurance and expand
their administrative infrastructures, the
cost benefits enjoyed by both employers
and employees could drop dramatically.
In 1997, Texas became the first state to
enact increased liability legislation. Since
then, 28 states have rejected health-plan
liability bills. Thus far, Nevada has avoided the issue, but negative consequences
for Nevada employers and employees are
inevitable if such legislation were to pass.
Assuming a 10 percent cost increase,
Nevada employers would see a $139.8
million increase in premiums in 1999 and
$772.8 million between 1999 and 2003.
The per-worker increase in premiums
would be $236.48 in 1999 and $1 ,236.40
between 1999 and 2003 . The state of
Nevada would experience an $8.9 million
increase in premiums for 1999 and $46.4
million between 1999 and 2003. Many
employers would be compelled to pass
this increased financial burden on to their
employees by reducing wages or increasing deductibles and co-pays. Worse yet,
some employers may be forced to downsize middle management and reduce their
number of full-time employees .
Wendy Witherspoon is director of
human resources for Bentley International
Group, a Las Vegas trade-show fum. She
says her company would not be devastated
by a 10 percent cost increase in their HMO
premiums because "employees already
pay half, so it wouldn' t hurt us as much."
However, some business owners say
they would be forced to raise the cost
of their goods or services in order to
compensate for the higher insurance
premiums. Burnett Haase, a Las Vegas
construction firm, currently pays 100 percent of its salaried employees ' HMO premiums. Owner Chris Haase says a 10 percent increase "could present a hardship for
us. It would have to be passed on to the
business community. Or, if need be, we
might have to ask employees to pay part
of their premiums ."
Dennis Guldin , president and CEO of
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tions are absorbing the additional costs or
passing them along. We have to remain
competitive because we don ' t want to lose
our good employees."

Nevada First Bank, expresses concern that
a significant increase could impact the
bank's ability to remain competitive. Currently, Nevada First Bank pays the entire
cost of employees' insurance, but a 10
percent increase might require the bank to
look at other options. "The increase
wouldn ' t knock the legs out from under
our program," says Guldin, " but we would
have to determine if other banking institu-

Costs on the rise
egardless of whether the initiatives
pass, the cost of managed healthcare
will rise in the corning year. Marie Soldo

R

As an employer, you risk substantial fines when your employees don't use safe work practices or
proper safety equipment. This is on area where o lock of anention on your part could end up
costing you o lot. In the fourth quarter of 1998 alone, Nevada employers were cited for 94
hazard communication violations, for on initio! penalty of 512,525.
The foct is1 ony time you violate health and safety hozords,/.ou con incur o hefty fine. And that's if
you're lucKy. One of your workers could be seriously injure - or even die - because of safety
hazards in the workplace.
The Nevodo Deportment of Business and Industry, Division of Industrial Relations, Safety
Consultation and Training Section (SCATS) con help you prevent workplace
accidents and ovoid safety violation penalties.

Vi~~:~~ns

J~~~~~~

Hazard Co m municat io n

94

$12,525

Electrical

83

532.025

Writte n Safety Proaram

78

s 8.350

Fall Protect ion

so

$51,775

35

$21 ,100

TOP FIVE HEALTH AND SAFETY STANDARDS VIOLATED:

(No written chemical hazard communication program. exposed employees not adequately
trained, and not having material safety data sheets for all hazardous chemicals.)
(Not having adequate strain relief on extension cords, for improperly spliced extension
cords. and for not having a cover on an electrical junction box.)
(Not having all of the requireO elements in the safety program. for not establishing a
Written Safety Program. and for not providing adequate safety training.)
(Not providing fall protection systems lor exposed employees to unprotected sides and
edges. having unprotected openings in floors or roofs. and not training exposed employees.)

Machine Guard ing

.

.

(Not having a properly adjusted work rest on a grinder. for not having an adequate point of
operation guarding. not anchoring fixed machinery, not having proper abrasive wheel guarding.)

Violo1ions found by the Divisionof lndlllfriol Relotions, Ocrupatioool
Solely ond Heahh Enforcement Section (OIHES), Odober · December 1998

·All penahies colleded bythe Divi!i<>nof lndlllfrial Relations are '"'d
tooffset annual assessmenb of Nevada worke~· compensation insurers.

SCATS
~AH

TY

CON~Ul

T... TION AND TRAINING HC!ION

DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

is vice president of government affairs
for Sierra Health Services, a diversified
healthcare company headquartered in Las
Vegas . Through a network of subsidiaries,
Sierra offers managed-care benefit plans
for individuals, employers and government programs nationwide. Soldo feels
that, in the corning months, cost increases
are inevitable. She identifies three major
contributing factors: the rising cost of

medical care, an increased use of technological advances and expanded use of
expensive pharmaceuticals. In recent
years, notes Soldo, "HMOs have held back
costs with minimal increases, but that's
going to change as technology advances.
We anticipate seeing a 7 percent to 8 percent increase."
According to Soldo, the regulatory
process represents another main issue

Make the
safety
connection.
Remember these tips to ovoid hazard communication program violations:
• Establish o written hazard communication program and train
employees in proper procedures for hondlmg hazardous
chemicals.
• Prepare on inventory list of all hazardous chemicals found
in the workplace.
• Obtain Material Safety Data Sheets from the chemical
manufacturer or distributor lor each substance on your
hazardous chemical inventory list.
• Establish written procedures for ensuring that incoming
chemicals ore included on the hazardous chemical
inventory list, that they ore properly labeled, and that a
Material Safety Data Sheet has been obtained.
• Ensure that Material Safety Data Sheets ore readily available
to employees during all shifts and at all work locations.
• Make sure that all containers of hazardous chemicals ore properly labeled
with the identity of the chemical and the appropriate hazard warnings.
• Inform employees about the hazards of using the chemicals and of the pro·
tective measures lor working with hazardous chemicals.
No maHer what your business, no maHer what your hazard concern, SCATS con
make sure you're connected to the information resources that will help your
business run more solely.

Northeastern N

Always think and act safely on the job.

DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

affecting the cost of doing business. For
example, the government recently issued
700 pages of regulations addressing
Medicare. To deal with these changes,
managed healthcare organizations such
as Sierra Health Services must increase
administrative budgets substantially to
assure full compliance. They are also required to amend all communication materials and distribute the revisions to all
those affected by the changes. Soldo says,
"We have an obligation to advise our
members of changes. We do that, but it
carries a price tag."
While Soldo acknowledges the need
for regulation of the healthcare industry,
she points out that political rhetoric,
rather than a rational examination of the
issues, currently leads elements of the
regulatory process. "We are faced with a
continuous flood of imposi ng regulations
and changing statutes. I'm not sure anyone is trying to look at what the changes
are supposed to accomplish."
Her question for policymakers:
"Where's the substantial evidence that a
change is needed?" To add to Soldo's
frustrations, policymakers are already
talking about additional legislation "before we even have the opportunity to complete previous changes."
Whatever the cost, it is the responsibility of businesses, both big and small, to
provide employees with healthcare coverage. In the past, businesses kept healthcare expenditures reasonably low by acting on the principle of fi nite resources.
By setting limits, businesses created a
competitive environment for the various
healthcare plans in their vicini ty. To compete for the businesses ' healthcare dollars,
health plan providers offered the best services at the lowest possible prices.
However, more is involved in choosing a healthcare plan than cost. Karen
l gnagni, president and CEO of AAHP,
advises businesses to carefully examine
the quality of benefits and provider networks. Ask health pl an organizations
which hospitals and physicians are in
their network. Get clarification on how to
navigate the plan's system. Learn what
rights your employees will have. And
above all , make sure the health plan in..
cludes a code of ethics.
Aprill 999 •
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Th e region's scenic vistas set the stage for a golfer's paradise.

A

look at Reno's history opens
a window to her future. All
the diversions that made the
region a place worth visiting in the 1800s
remain popular attractions today: the
snow-capped Sierra Nevada Mountains,
pristine alpine lakes, the variety of a mild
four-season climate. Furthermore, Reno 's
citizens are characterized by a fierce individualism that very often placed the city
on tourism's cutting edge. Reno has always gone against the conservative grain,
believing vice is in the eye of the beholder. From prizefighting to gambling to
quickie divorce, the area has been eager to
sell what many other states scorn.
However, the frontier-oriented, individualistic outlook that has always defined
the state has also led to many of the challenges of marketing Reno. Northern
Nevadans don 't have a history of playing
well with others. Cooperation , while not
unheard of, is not a word traditionally associated with Northern Nevada's pursuit
of the almighty tourist. And with no fewer
than 11 marketing and promotional organizations working in the area, cooperation is paramount.

NOT IN OUR BACKYARD
brief look at the history of the
Reno-Sparks Convention & Visitors
Authority (RSCVA) shows a prime example of the area's previous lack of a longterm vision and the seeming inability of
different constituencies to work together
toward a common goal to increase
tourism revenue. While no one has disagreed with the ends, there has been little
consensus as to the means.
The RSCVA is the marketing ann for
promoting conventions, tourism, special
events and recreation in the Washoe
County area. It took a long while for that
arm to find a convention center to boost.
Discussion about a convention center
began in the 1940s, but community leaders could not reach agreement on a site, so
they abandoned the idea. In 1946, a civic
center auditorium was proposed downtown , but citizen opposition killed it. A
Calf Palace at the fairgrounds was suggested in 1948, but received little support.
By the 1950s it seemed every city but
Reno had a convention center, and
Washoe County leaders went twice to the

A

voters to promote convention facility bond
issues. Twice, the voters said no .
In 1955 , the Nevada Legislature enabled counties to create fair and recreation
boards. Clark County immediately swung
into action. By 1959, when Washoe County finally got started , Las Vegas was nearing completion on a multi-million dollar
convention hall. While Washoe County 's
new board tried to deal with concerns
motel operators voiced regarding a proposed room tax, Las Vegas booked 26
conventions in its new facility.
The new Washoe County Fair and
Recreation Board asked the board of
county commissioners to call for a referendum seeking authority from voters to
issue $4.5 million in general obligation
bonds to build or acquire a convention
hall. The bond would also fix a license fee
(room tax) of 5 percent on hotel and motel
room rentals. Motel operators were not
fond of the idea. Arguments ensued, and
the motel operators eventually filed (and
lost) a lawsuit to test the constitutionality
of the tax. Then-Reno City Councilman
and Fair and Recreation Board member
Ben Maffi was quoted in the Reno
April 1999 •
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Historic Virginia City is a popular day trip, less than an hour from Reno
Evening Gazette as saying, "I've served
on fair boards here clear back 20 years
ago, and it was always this kind of bickering that has kept us from getting a convention haU ... you people are picking flyspecks out of pepper." This sentiment still
lingers among various marketing organizations in orthem Nevada today.
For the next four years, through several
board changes, the fair and recreation
board argued over whether the site
should be downtown. Groundbreaking
ceremonies for the Reno/Sparks/Washoe
County Convention Auditorium were
finally held in May 1963 at its current
non-downtown site. That didn ' t end the
infighting. Calls came for a second convention center to be located downtown.
The downtown project was approved and
money set aside, but in 1964, when a
banking firm pulled out of the deal, the
board voted to spend the aUocated funds
instead on the non-downtown site still
under construction.
By 1965, accusations pointing to a lack
of cooperation and lost potential were still
being leveled. The Reno Chamber of
Commerce convention sales director resigned. The Nevada State Journal for January 9 that year quoted Director Elmo
Ellsworth as saying, "Jealousies between
Reno and Sparks hamper the entire area,
hotel and motel owners fail to cooperate
with others for the general good ... Reno
has u·emendous potential as a convention
38 Nevada Business Journal •
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city. But some of the hotel operators lack
the spi.Iit of cooperation to stimulate this
type of business. Reno should forget
boundaries and jealousies and start
pulling together for the good of all."
FinaUy, on April 22, 1965, amid continued debate regarding whether the facility
should focus op local events, the convention center, renamed Centennial Coliseum, officiaUy opened its doors.
By January 1968, the Pioneer TheaterAuditorium was opened and saluted as a
comfortable convention center. But it was
never really utilized as such due to design
flaws: no catering kitchen and no parking.
In 1988, the Sierra Arts Council took over
the building and turned it into the Pioneer
Center for the Performing Arts.

In 1982, the Centennial Coliseum's
name was changed to the Reno-Sparks
Convention Center when tourists complained about difficulties finding the center. When they asked locals or taxi drivers
to point out where the convention center
was, they were often directed to Harrah 's
or the ugget's convention centers.
Confusion over Reno 's identity and
confrontations between the various properties and numerous city, county and state
agencies has slowed the region's progress
toward its goal of expanded tourism. The
road to that destination has been fi lied
with potholes and detours. While Las
Vegas put itself on a fast track toward becoming the nation 's gambling Mecca,
Reno 's leaders engaged in heated debate
over whether to market gaming, conventions or the unique physical geography of
the area. Promoting gaming puts folks at
the tables. Promoting the outdoors or conventions and trade shows has traditionally
been viewed as a means to lure tourists
away from those tables .
But the area's outdoor appeal is undeniable. Within an hour's drive lies historic
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he fair and recreation board spent
time over the next few years on reorganization and name changes that would
eventuaUy give rise to the Reno-Sparks
Convention and Visitors Authority in
1981. The RSCVA brought new hope to the
area with the idea that it could project a
unified image of Reno better than any one
property. The expanded scope of the
RSCVA was included in a $6.6 million budget that sanctioned more money for advertising, a tourism bureau and the new executive office.

T

Cultural events take place throughout the
yea1: Above, the Nevada Opera debuts
Saint Sa en's production Samson et Dalila

AIRCENTER SOUTH
Carson City, the mining town of Virginia
City, the first permanent settlement in
Nevada (Genoa) , a bevy of golf courses
and ski resorts , alpine Lake Tahoe and
desert Pyramid Lake. The attractions are
so varied and dynamic, that with or without promotion, they readily draw visitors
away from the casinos. Even the RSCVA
served as an investor backing casino interests, buying buildings and golf courses to
help bring people to the casinos. It ended
up asset-heavy and overwhelmed.
In the meantime, the rest of the country
experimented with legalized gaming.
While Reno 's officials sought a resolution
to the debate over indoor versus outdoor
recreation, no fewer than 65 incorporated
cities picked up casino-style gaming.
Now it seems attitudes are changing at
last. Casinos offer bus trips to "Broadway
at the Pioneer Center'; and ski or golf
packages are promoted along with casinohotel rooms. Area advertising is touting
location, geography and climate. Vital
new blood has taken over at the city offices and the RSCVA , which has begun to
liquidate some of its assets and focus
more on marketing the region. All evidence points to a community ready to
work together to highlight the amenities
locals love - the skies, the mountains, the
special events, the vast array of art and
culture, and that unique "biggest little city
in the world" atmosphere.

SOLVIN<j THB
IDE NTITY CRISIS
eno lies in a geographic crossfire of
diverse land types - alpine mountains, gently rolling sagebrush grasslands,
salt desert scrub, lush ranch land and
meadows. This diversity has shaped the
area and its people. The history of the land
is filled with attempts to reconcile the
sometimes divergent goals of economic
success while maintaining small town life.
The future of promotion in Reno seems
to be in continuing what has worked in the
past and combining it with a proactive vision for the future. Events such as the
Reno Grand Prix (which took place in a
casino parking lot) and The Big Easy (a
New Orleans-flavored festival) have not
fared well in Reno. The area has no histo-
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NOW LEASING

OFFICE/WAREHOUSE

Occupancy March 1999

• 2,000 Sq. Ft.
Grade Level Un its

Conveniently located:
Half mile to 1-215 Airport Interconnect.
Adjacent to Main Post Office and Hughes Airport Center

• 5,000+ Dock-High Units
• 20,000 Sq. Ft. Building For
Sale or Lease

For Information Call
Marge Landry at 436-3 166.

• 78,000 Sq. Ft. Building for
Sale or Lease

• 5 Acres for Build to Suit

INSIGHT

• Ample Parking
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HEALTHY CHOICES
WELLNESS GROUP

DI·DYOU
KNO\V?
OF THE

60,000

MONTHLY

READERS WHO:PE.Rt:JSE

Nevada Business journal

• Corporate and Individual
Wellness Programs
• Simple, Effective, Clinically
Proven Nutritional and Weight
Management Techniques
• Main Focus is on Prevention
and Personal Responsibility
through Diet & Exercise

D UM currently use a health
insurance agent

1M iffl will be looking for a new
healthcare provider in the
next 12 months
B j:wtJ are directly involved in the
healthcare decisions made
by their companies
NBJ

Our association with a 30-year giant in the
preventive health-care industry allows us
to offer free seminars to businesses and
organizations who are looking to increase
employee productivity and well-being
through health awareness and education.

DELIVERS YOUR ADVERTISING MES-

SAGE TO AN INFLUENTIAL CROSS SECTION
OF BUSINESS LEADERS ACROSS N EVADA.

Call today

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Las Vegas, Nevada

ABOUT OUR COST-EFFECTIVE RAT ES AND
SPECIAL ADVERTISING PROGRAMS.

702-289-0281
702-837-4355

702.735-7003
www. nevadabus iness .com
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During construction, Reno's Convention Center was the topic of debate regarding
whether the fa cility should fo cus on local events

ry of car racing or Southern charm. When
Northern Nevada sticks with its history
and what it knows, it does well. When it
strays from those roots, it wilts.
Surprisingly, throughout the divisiveness, Reno still garnered enviable tourism
counts. The RSCVA has continued to ef-

fectively promote the area despite dissension and opposition, and the cities themselves have maintained their pride and enthusiasm. When tourists first came to
Reno, they were treated to a variety of experiences, only some of which included
gambling. The dudette ranches of the di-

vorce era arranged trips to Lake Tahoe and
Virginia City as well as to the casinos.
When people came to the prize fights,
they also did a little fishing.
Somewhere along the line, the area lost
the ideal of Reno as a destination unto itself, featuring many diversions, of which
one is gaming. Instead, the area has been
promoted strictly as a gambling destination to the exclusion of all else. And while
that philosophy may have carried Reno's
tourism industry in past decades, the proliferation of gaming across the U.S. calls
for a far more diversified and sophisticated strategy. The biggest question now is
how to deliver that message to a nation
that still perceives Reno as a poor man's
Las Vegas, a dusty suburb of that other
city's shiny glamour.
•
Part III of this four-part series examines
the challenges faced by Northern Nevada
in light of the changing tourism market in
the United States.

From Digital Network & illgh Speed hnaging to
Color Copies, Infinet Delivers the Total Solution!
Color Imaging-

Office Imaging Technology
Our technology e~-perts \\ill fully analyze your document processing requirements. Then
we'll research all options from our leading edge manufacturers, and deliver solutions that
meet your needs exactly. We'll design a placement program that fits your budget and a
properly scheduled service program to maximize productivity.

Flexible Acquisition Options
ll'e offer a "1de range of placement options. 1\'e \\ill custom-tailor a program to meet
your financial requirements.
• Just Add Paper- Our total copy management program includes equipment, all senice,
parts and labor. supplies and price protection in one lo\1· price per copy. One monthly
inroice covers e1'erything, just add paper!
• Trade-In Allowances - Get a generous trade-in on your current equipment, even if it's
covered by an existing lease.

The newest genera·
lion of digital color
copiers produce the
industry's best
quality at the touch
of a button.
Powe?fulMtwork·
ing options tum
your color copier
into a printer and
scanner

Copying Systems &
Duplicators -

From state-of-theart high-volume
duplicators UJ more
modest setups,
today's systems
offer advancedfeaturesfor automated
document processing and asse11Zbly.

Network Printers -

Multi-Function -

The answer for fast
and reliable high
volume workgroup
printing. New
output technology
delivers a costeffective solution
for integrated
workgroups.

Streamline your
office processes l:>y
integrating fax,
printing and even
scanning capabilities in cme convenie?zt unit.

Expert Service & Local Support
• Guaranteed Service Response- \\!thin 3 hours.
• Remote Diagnostics - ~lany systems monitor perfonnance 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
• Guaranteed Print Quality - For the life of the system.
• Factory Trained Technicians - \\ill fix your system right the
first time.
• Replacement Guarantee - If your system fails to perform
to specs when continuously covered by our maintenance
Connectivity agreements, we'll replace it for up to 5 years.
IVe can deliver office

......................................................................
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Thtal Satisfaction
1\'e'll delirer the right system at the right price, and we'll
back it up ~>ith the best service in the business.

lnfinel:
Business Solutions
UBSGroup

3086 \\'est Post Road, Las Vegas,~ · 911 • (702) 260-3003
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connectivity solutions
and help you manage
and plan for the transition UJ the totally digital
workplace.

mergers
consulting
estate
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-
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Corporate Advertorial

Finding it hard to

get your message across?
Publish your story in the

Nevada Business Journal!
SPECIAL OFFER!
Nevada Business journal offers
one-page (printed one or two sides your choice) advertorials, which read
like news articles, and are the perfect
way to tell your story.

Choose NBJ as part of your advertising
program and receive a full-page, four-color Advertorial, which features:

D

All the

D
D

copywriti~g

needed to tell your story.

Design and layout services you'll need to ensure your
message is effective and eye-catching.
An on-site professional photo session to give your ad strong

visual impact and your company the most effective visual image.

D

One complete set of color separations, custom-scanned to fit the
specifications of your ad.

PLUS:

1,000 reprints ofyour advertorial to use as an extended
marketing tool; the perfect piece to leave with potential clients.

THIS CORPORATE PACKAIE IS OFFERED AT
One page, one side
One page, two sides

$3,115
$",115

If you would like two advertorials a year- we can offer them at $3,400 each for one-sided
and $4,400 each for two-sided- A HUGE SAVINGS!

Please call (702) 735-7003 and speak to a sales representative to guarantee your message
is being heard by decision-makers throughout the state!

REMODELING
YOUR HOME
Planning and preparation can
smooth an often bumpy road
by Cindie Geddes

hether you're improving your property to
sell it or to upgrade
the environment in
'\£,......,._ _=-_ _. which you live, home
renovation and remodeling can be a daunting task. You can alleviate some of the
stress with simple preparation. Know what
will be expected from you and articulate
what you want and expect from others
(both family members and your contractor). Have discussions with your whole
family about what each wants and what
each can do to make the process go more
smoothly. Look at the project as an adventure, not an imposition, by keeping the
final outcome in sight. Perhaps you could
tape a picture of that dream kitchen on
your bathroom mirror to keep reminding
yourself why you've been eating take-out
for the last week. Or have your children
draw pictures of what they see as the ideal
room. Talk often about how wonderful it
will be when the job is finally done. You
might take this time to plan a gala open
house for all the friends and family to
whom you will be complaining for the next
few days or weeks.

Ken Rowan, general contractor and
owner of Nevada Remodelers, says you
can save money by buying your own fixtures ahead of time. This saves you the
mark-up rate some contractors charge, as
well as the pick up and delivery costs. It
also saves a lot of headaches for you and
the contractor, because there will be no
questions as to which exact fixtures you
wanted. However, not all contractors work
this way, so be sure to ask first. At a minimum, write down as much detail as you
can about the fixtures you want (color,
brand, style, size, even product numbers)
and have them"on hand for the contractor.
Once you have a good handle on what
exactly you want done where, clear plenty
of time on your calendar for the project.
Remember to allow for delays due to
weather, supply shortages or other holdups that might occur.
Make sure you've included a budget in
your planning. If you are remodeling to
sell, your budget shouldn't exceed the increase in sales price of your home due to
remodeling. If you are planning to stay in
the home, go ahead and spend a little more
to get just what you want.

THE PLANNING

THE SEARCH

good way to start the remodeling
process, according to the National
Association of the Remodeling Industry (NARI), is to get a concrete idea of
what your final remodel will look like. Cut
out pictures from magazines, collect paint
cards and fabric swatches, circle items in
catalogues and sales inserts. The more detail you know about what you want, the
faster the design phase will go.

hen you're ready to begin, your
first step is to find a reputable
contractor. This is the frame
upon which your entire project will be
built. The best-laid plans are useless when
left in the hands of an incompetent. A contractor who is insured, licensed and a
member of a professional trade association (like ARI) is ideal. Since 22 percent
of jobs are assigned through word of

A
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ask your friends, neighbors
if they've done any remodeland how they ~tabout the process. If

I

!1..

you're going into the pro
col ou can
keep an eye open for signs at ·o sites
(how the site looks can tell you a lot), look
for articles about local remodelers, attend
home improvement seminars and go to
home shows. All of these should give you a
variety of starting points.
Once you have a few names, ask to see
the license pocket card along with another
form of picture identification of each contractor, then call the Nevada State Contractors Board (702-486-1100 in Las Vegas,
775-688-1141 in Reno) to verify the information. Ask for references and follow up
with questions. If you have any doubt
about a contractor's financial stability, ask
for financial references as well.
The contractors board also tracks complaints. Rowan says a contractor will likely have one or two resolved complaints per
thousand jobs. The key here is that they're
resolved
Once you have the names of so e contractors you feel you can w~ with, get
three written bids, but don't"just jump at
the lowest bid. Read through each carefully and cemp~e similar services. Rowan
sayS: a rei)utable aontr{l-Ctor will~do a
''"'-~here costs will
estimate\ · and explM:h
' - - --t-:-'.1
...__
come in and wher~gr~
a
C
grades are'av · abl~.' ·€. Y.. C , ,
"'
\\ \ RI., 1
"
1-- Jim Mo
on, -generar contJ;actor· with
"'Associates, recom- ':llim Momson-'and
->- -"i
mends youjsk
bidders--how their bids
_ differ o~ ea,Sh...otherand ask about
varying qUality of products they
M~Ire sure you know wh'm- exactly· the-bid
~
~
. J!-'"'
0
overs. Is it for time and materiii:ls ,9nly or
0
is it an overall contract? Are ~es ana
the like included in the price? If the bids
come in higher than your budget, don't be
afraid to sit down with the contractor and
ask about other options. Your contractor
may know how you can accomplish the
look you want with other products or design techniques.
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THE PAPERWORK
et it all in writing before the work
ever begins. Make sure you have a
contract covering the description

of the project, timetable, payment schedule, types of products and anything else for
which you are pa~ ~ provisions
e contractor,
for the responsibillfi
any subcontractors (who should also be licensed), change order procedures, warranties and alternative dispute settlement
clauses. Also make sure the contractor
contacts the local building department before construction begins and obtains the
proper building permits.
ormal contracts split payments by
decreasing percentages of total cost and
are tied to significant work stages in the
project. Unless a large amount of money
is required up front for the purchase of
appliances (as in a kitchen remQ
this
is the way to go.
Don't let the paper trail end once th

work begins. Be sure to write down any
changes to your original plans (change orders), even minor ones, and have your contractor sign or initial each change.

SURVIVAL

TECHNIQUES

T

his is another one of those places

where good communication can define the quality of the experience.
Before work begins, ask the contractor
what inconveniences you can expect. Be
clear on what you expect (like not blocking your driveway, storing lumber only on
paved surfaces to protect your landscaping, where you expect them to walk and
what areas you expect to remain untouched). Don't leave all the planning to

VANGUARD

Commercial, Inc.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BUSINESS
DESCRIPTION

GROSS
SALES

8,200 Square Foot Bldg

NET
INCOME

ASKING
PRICE

DOWN
PAYMENT

$69,600

$64,186

$820,000

ALL CASH

Office Building

0

0

1,200,000

NEGOTIABLE

Office Building

0

0

2,500,000

NEGOTIABLE

Vacant Land

0

0

600,000

200,000

BUSINESSES & REAL ESTATE SPECIALISTS

702-731-0030

Construction, Inc.
Some of our clients say:

"IMAGE is
everything"
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the contractor. Let him or her know when
you expect to be out of town or when you
are plarming a special event so that he or
she might schedule accordingly.
Remember that parts of your home and
property are now work zones. Move your
personal property from the construction
areas and declare work zones as off-limits
to kids and pets.
No matter how anxious you are to have
the whole thing done, do not sign for completion of the contract until every last bit
of work called for in the contract has
been properly completed. Before you accept a job as complete, walk through it
with the contractor and list anything
needing correction.
Like any other relationship, it is important to be open and honest with the contractor from the start. Discuss problems
and irritations as they occur. If a wall looks
crooked, ask about it. If the music is too
loud, say so. Like it or not, according to
Rick Baumer, a carpenter with Double Diamond, you are the boss. But remember to
be patient too. Old wiring may need to be
replaced, plumbing may need to be upgraded or asbestos removed. Baumer says
these are common problems a contractor
might uncover. You may have not thought
of them when you were plarming, but then
there they are. Rowan explains that sometimes opening up a house is like opening
up a person for surgery- you don't always
know what you're going to find until you
get in there. For example, dry rot in a bathroom may extend to other rooms outside
the scope of the original project. According to Rowan, knowing the house's age
should tell the contractor which of these
possible setbacks is likely.

We would have to agree.
With a name like ours
You know we understand.

5070 S. AIVille Street
las Vegas, NV 89118
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Phone: (702) 248-1181
Fax: (702) 248-ll41

THE PAYOFF

R

emember that it won't last forever.
The noise and the dust, the nails on
the lawn, the trucks lining your
street - these are only part of the process.
Keep the end in sight. By the time you finally get that higher asking price or enjoy
your new dream home in your old, beloved
neighborhood, you will have forgotten
about all the distractions.
•

KASSIE

SMITH

IS A TRUE

LAS VEGAS SUCCESS
STORY.

As

OWNER AND

PRESIDENT OF DESIGN
CENTER WEST AND YOUR
HOME EXPRESSIONS, AS
WELL AS A SUCCESSFUL
DESIGN CONSULTANT FOR
LARGE-SCALE COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, SHE HAS
BECOME Or E OF THE
STATE'S TOP INTERIOR
DESIGN SPECIALISTS.
Above right: Design Center West
President Kassie Smith

ike most successful entrepreneurs,
Kassie Smith recognizes the power
of an idea whose time has come. In 1995,
she saw the need for a center in the fastgrowing Las Vegas area where designers
could preview and order the latest fabrics,
furniture and accessories. At that time,
local designers had to travel to other cities
to find the styles and variety they needed,

L
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or buy "blind" from catalogs. Smith spent
time researching trade showrooms in several large cities before opening Design
Center West, a 5,000-square-foot showroom located at 5410 Cameron. Design
Center West, the only true wholesale-tothe-trade outlet in Las Vegas, now serves
the needs of over 300 interior designers,
architects and specifiers.
A DVERTORIAL

Design Center West prides itself on offering cutting edge, quality products and
features unusual, private label and hardto-get fabrics and furnishings. It is an
exclusive source for several fabric, wall
covering and furnimre lines available
nowhere else in the area. It represents 50
fabric lines with 20,000 fabric samples,
over 200 lines of furniture and 1,000 wall
covering books as well as window covering samples. Design Center West also
sells accessories and art work to the trade
and to the public.
Showroom Manager Diana Della
Iacono, who has been with the company
since it started, also serves as Project
Manager. She uses her experience and organizational skills to help clients of Design Center West put projects together.
The showroom can offer clients the best
discount from suppliers because of its
buying leverage and volume of business.
The Design Center West showroom has
proven to be such a successful enterprise
with a strong repeat and referral-based
business that Smith has received numerous offers to purchase the showroom.
In 1998, Kassie Smith opened a retail
showroom and design center in Green
Valley called Your Home Expressions,
specializing in fme home and office decor.
An e:>.:tensive array of unique furnishings,
wall coverings, fabrics, accessories and fmishing touches makes Your Home E:>..'Pressions a popular stop for new homebuyers,
those redecorating existing homes or offices and people looking for a special gift.
The store also offers a bridal gift registry
and interior design consulting. Styles
range from traditional to modem and reflect the latest design trends.
Diane Schaal, manager of Your Home
Expressions, has over 20 years' experience
in the industry. She and her highly skilled
staff can assist clients in layout, theme and
design for an entire home or an individual room, or help them pick the perfect
window coverings or accessories to complete their decor. Many of the 200 furniture lines featured are exclusive to Your
Home Expressions and furniture can be
made to a client's specifications within
three weeks. Designers seeking assistance
for their clients often drop by the store,
which offers a courtesy to the trade disADVERTORIAL

D esign Center West President Kassie Smith (left) reviews
fabric samples with Publicist Mary Vail.

count. Your Home Expressions is located
at 6356 South Pecos Road #4, just north
of Sunset Road.
Kassie Smith was recently appointed
design consultant for the city of Henderson and the new 150,000-square-foot
Henderson City Hall expansion. She has
also completed projects for Howard
Hughes Corporation, Sunrise Hospital,
and the Imperial Palace. Smith recently
announced the formation of an Executive
Design Team to assist with large scale
projects. Smith heads the design team,
which also includes Diana Della Iacono
of Design Center West and Diane Schaal
of Your Home Expressions. As a team,
they have incorporated their individual
specialties to develop the most diverse interior design group in evada.
As a successful woman entrepreneur,
Smith feels a responsibility to give back to
the community and also to be a good role
model for young designers. She gives
tours of Design Center West for local design school smdents and frequently holds
seminars for them. She also works on the
accreditation committee for the design
school. ''When I entered the design field,"
says Smith, "there was no place in Southern Nevada like Design Center West, so
these young people have an advantage I
didn't have. It's nice to see they appreciate what I have put together for them."

Nevada Business Journal

Smith also gives back to the community
by supporting fundraisers for many local
charitable groups. She is active in professional associations, especially ASID,
American Society of Interior Designers,
NEWH, Network of Executive Women
in Hospitality and S HB, Southern
Nevada Home Builders.
Kassie Smith has changed the face of
the interior design industry in the state of
Nevada with the establishment of Design
Center West. The recent opening of Your
Home Expressions and the formation of
the Executive Design Team give Smith
and her staff the ability to serve the valley's growing interior design needs in all
areas of residential, health care, commercial and hospitality.
Kassie Smith may be contacted at either
showroom or through the Internet at
WWJV. kassiesmith. com.

DESIGN CENTER WEST
5410 Cameron Street
Las Vegas, Nevada 89118

702-871-5657
YOUR HOME EXPRESSIONS
6356 South Pecos Road, Suite 4
Las Vegas, Nevada 89120

702-433-6800

Associated General Contractors, Las Vegas Chapter, presents ...

n
esert
lean-Up
Saturday, May 1, 1999 • 8:00 a.m.
Northwest corner of Martin Luther King and
Vegas Drive • Las Vegas
The Associated General Contractors of Las Vegas, a non-profit organization,
proudly present their 5th annual Operation Desert Clean-Up. The construction
and business communities unite annually to clean a publicly owned lot plagued
by illegal dumping and debris. Help as we restore civic pride to the neighborhood.
The event is free and open to the public. There will be food, soft drinks, water
bottles, t-shirts and raffle prizes for all participants. Plus, there will be a live
radio remote with Lark Williams of 97.1 "The Point," along with a number of
local political dignitaries.

Sponsors are needed. For more information on how to become involved, call Tony IIIia
at the Associated General Contractors office:

(702) 796-9986
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verything Las Vegas

s metropolitan areas grow and
evolve, the architecture and
design preferences of business
owners tend to change as well. For
Las Vegas and Reno, long disrespect-

A

centrally located Class A office space
or expansive industrial property at the
outskirts of town, commercial space
consumer demands are changing the
way commercial space is designed
and built across Nevada.
According to several office space
experts, market trends favoring tilt-up
designed projects and movement to-

and Reno have emerged. "We're seeing several concrete tilt-up projects,"
noted Bob Miller, vice president of office leasing at Great American Capital
in Las Vegas. ''The idea of large projects at a lower price is a very popular
design concept, especially for such
users as call centers, for example."
Tom Stilley, senior vice president at
Colliers International, agrees. "The
biggest trend we're seeing in the office
sector is in flex product such as tilt-up
buildings," he said. "There's been an
increase in tilt-ups for back-office facilities. Some tenants are more price
sensitive and they're opting for less
expensive space."

'de:sigJ1ed to accommodate many workers are directly linked to another popular office facility feature: extensive parking
availability. Industry analysts are seeirig increased requests for larger parking space requirements. "The standard
has been four parking spots per 1,000
square feet of lease space," noted
John Pinjuv, SIOR, president of Grubb
& Ellis/Nevada Commercial Group in
Reno. "Today, we're hearing requests
for between five and eight spots per
1,000. " Stilley, of Colliers International, echoed the parking space situation.
"Everybody is building in excess of
code to keep up with the parking demands," he said.
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Limited parking space isn't the only potential problem accompanying tilt-up construction. Although cost-efficient, concrete tilt-up designs sometimes lack
substantial window space, according to
Miller. "It does limit window applications,"
said Miller of the drawbacks of tilt-up construction, "but some construction companies are starting to build with more windows" in response to consumer demands.
Miller's company, Great American Capital, is finishing several Las Vegas-area projects, including the 58,000-square-foot
Summerhill Office Plaza in Sununerlin. Although tilt-up projects have been around
more than 10 years, Miller said "standard
wood and steel frame buildings" are still
popping up everywhere. An example is the
company's new 100,000-square-foot Gateway Business Park at the intersection of
Sunset and Pecos roads in Las Vegas.
Pinjuv said the demand for office property in Northern Nevada has shifted from
downtown to the suburbs. "We've experienced a number of projects dealing with
suburban office space," he said. "Suburban
Class A property is where the trend seems
to be headed." ·
Las Vegas is experiencing the san1e
trend toward suburban projects, according to Stilley. "The demand for space used
to be focused on the center of the Valley,"
he recalled. "Now, there's a movement toward the outskirts of town. Office space
projects are moving out of the center of
town and closer to clients and employees." Retail development is also following
the expanding edges of town, as retailers
seek to capitalize on the burgeoning population in the suburban areas of Nevada's
two major cities.
Demands for tilt-up space and prime
suburban real estate aren't the only trends
characterizing Nevadans' commercial
space preferences. Pinjuv says he's noticed
a push toward open-space floor plans that
enable tenants to utilize their own modular
furnitw·e. "Companies today want flexible
designs. Employers are reducing the space
per person to help reduce costs, and such
a layout easily allows them to reorganize
the room," explained Pinjuv.
Many office space users are also demanding high-tech an1enities in the space

they lease. Such capabilities as dual fiberoptics systems are increasingly popular as
the companies opening shop in Nevada become more technologically advanced.
"There's a trend toward Internet-related
businesses," said Pinjuv. "Internet companies five years ago were a small market.
1 ow, 25 percent of our new inquires are Internet related." Such tendencies in the
state's business community mean demand
for high-tech capacities will remain popular among office space seekers.

Bigger is better - for some
xperts agree the industlial submarket
is seeing a trend toward larger, highsquare-footage developments. "We're seeing substantial complexes emerge - anywhere from 100,000 to 400,000 square
feet," said Bryan Gardner, an industrial
consultant with Grubb & Ellis in Reno.
"The bigger box products are definitely
popular in Las Vegas," said Michael
Townsend, Las Vegas regional manager of
Dernwdy Properties, a Reno-based industrial developer. "Two or tlu·ee years ago
this was primruily a local market, but now
national companies ru·e taking a look at
Las Vegas, and those companies require
lots of squru·e footage."
According to Townsend, the big-box tendency is evidenced by two of Dermody
Properties' clients: Rite-Aid and Office
Max, which recently opened a 272,000square-foot national disttibution center in
Las Vegas. "In the last 24 to 30 months, 75
percent of our clients have been out-ofstate companies," he said. A widespread
belief within the Southern Nevada commercial development industty that out-ofstate companies won't come to the area
unless big box space already exists is likely to fuel construction of such space for
much of the foreseeable future.
Northern evada is also experiencing
growing demand for space capable of accommodating big-box users. In Fernley,
about 30 miles east of Reno, Wade Development is developing a 5,000-acre industrial park that is attracting lru·ger national
clients, including several Fortune 500 companies. "Some of our larger clients prefer
the big-box distribution centers since

E

we're centrally located among 11 West
Coast states," explained Patty Wade, president and owner of Wade Development.
"Our projects average more than 300,000
square feet," she added. Nevada Pacific Industrial Park's clients include such business and industry titans as Amazon.com,
UPS and Quebecor Printing.
F1ex-market projects are also emerging
as a popular trend as companies become
more image conscious about their industrial project. According to industJ.y experts,
functional buildings once reigned the market as opposed to image-conscious projects. Until recently, in1age sin1ply wasn't
something industJ.ial space users focused
on. But times and trends have changed.
"Tenants want to be in a master-planned
setting to portray a better professional
image," said Gmbb & Ellis' Gardner.
"They're looking for higher ceilings - up to
30 feet. Our clients are also requesting more
an1enities contributing to park-like settings,
as well as greater parking availability."
According to Tom van Betten, senior
vice president Colliers International in Las
Vegas, "Some flex products provide for inexpensive and useful space. Tenants love
the options accompanying flex projects,"
he stated. "Instead of the older square, flat
box designs, we're seeing more architectural features in industrial properties, such
as recessed front-door overhangs, exterior
lighting and landscaping. These changes
provide more corporate-image appeal and
sophistication."
Gardner and Townsend agree. "F1exmarket projects are more for service-oriented companies who want a showroom
along with warehouse space," Gardner
said. "They're becoming very popular. "
"Traditional Class B property users such
as smaller furniture, carpet and paint
stores are looking for more flex-based projects," said Townsend. "They want a betterlooking appearance and greater exposure
in more visual parts of town. "
Other trends revolve around more practical building amenities. For years, industrial space projects were constmcted with
one or two docks per 10,000 square feet of
space. Today, according to van Betten,
four dock doors in the industry is standard. "The last four to six years have seen

a push toward better building standards,"
he said. "They've adjusted according to
tenants' needs. [Tenants have] changed the
whole game plan."
According to Wade, some of her company's newer clients are requesting projects
with a wide variety of manufacturing
usage. "We're seeing trends in custom designed building with higher ceilings and
thicker floors depending on the equipment
the company uses," said Wade. "Longer
truck trailers have also created a design
need for larger bays on projects."

What the future may hold
he future of commercial space in all
submarkets should continue at its current brisk pace for some tin1e to come, according to growth expe1t Richard Lee, director of public relations for the First
American Title Company in Las Vegas.
"As Las Vegas' Beltway project moves
closer to the northwest prut of town, it's
going to tie this city together," he said. "Las
Vegas is structured differently from most
cities in that do.wntown doesn't include a
large office distribution segment. This city
is spread out. That lends itself to building
in pockets of ru·eas that allow for better
commuting opp01tunities."
Lee said he expects to see more industlial space projects near McCru-ran International and the Las Vegas Strip for accessibility reasons. "The southern prut of
town is important for industrial projects,"
he said. "It's a major difference for California tmckers coming into town when
they have to tJ.·avel through the tJ.·affic to
get to the northern prut of the city. A
southern plant really cuts down on the
tmck time. I see a continued southern emphasis in that respect. "
Regru·dless of where specific tJ.·ends take
building design and function, one fact remains cleru·: commercial space user demands ru·e responsible for changing the
face of conm1ercial development across
the state. As Nevada's population grows in
sophistication, the region's commercial architecture will quickly catch up with tastes
and preferences ru·ound the nation, perhaps bringing Nevada the reputation for
strong design it deserves.
•
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SooziJones
Commercial real estate comes
naturally to industry veteran
by TONY ILLIA

"I like this - this is
fun," says Soozi
Jones with a wide
smile. She is referring to her job as
a commercial real
estate broker at
Realty Executives,
a position requiring
her to work 10 to
12 hours a day, six
days a week. "Real
estate is a lifestyle
- a passion."
Apparently so.

oozi Jones, who specializes primarily in buildto-suit properties and commercial sales and
leasing, has been in the business for 21 years.
She has been with Realty Executives for five. "When
I moved to Las Vegas back in 1978, I was like a kid
in a candy store." At the time, there were a scant
200,000 people in town and everything west of Rainbow Boulevard was dirt. "Today, I can't d!ive down
a street where I haven't sold or leased property."
Indeed, Jones recorded $19 million in total transactions last year, leasing more than 250,000 square
feet. She brokered the 60,000-square-foot ALLTEL
headquruters at the Hughes Airpmt Center. In addition, she transacted the 12,000-square-foot Losha
Engineeling and the 12,000-square-foot ITI offices at
Mountain Point West. She routinely deals with Nigro
Associates developments. "We saw more subleases
this year than in any other ye~ I can remember,"
Jones notes. She attlibutes that trend to office
consolidation, trying to squeeze as many people as
possible under one roof. Jones remarks on another
trend, one that may concern
some: "Right now, the available
inventory is going up while the
market is slowing." While the
landlord has reigned supreme
duling the past five years, the
shift now favors the tenant.
Despite the hectic professional work schedule that comes
with keeping abreast of such
market changes, Jones miraculously finds time to be a teacher,
an amateur golfer and a mother
of two. She even managed to get
marlied last May. Her husband
is Monty Walker, president of
Chief Concrete. "Sunday is for
golfing," she says. "The best part
of golf is being away from cell
phones, beepers, fax machines
and voice mail." CUITently, her
daughter Bobbi is attending the
University of Nevada-Reno,
where she majors in accounting.

S

Jones' 16-year-old son Michael, who is still in high
school, enjoys computers. The marliage in May has
added yet another role for Jones - that of stepmother. Her stepson Matt also attends UNR, and
majors in business. "I love my life and what I do,"
says Jones. In prut, her core values and high-energy work ethic are reflective of her upblinging.
Jones comes from Downers Grove, Ill., a small
middle-Amelica town with a population of 3,000. It
is the type of intimate community where everyone
is known on a first-name basis and keeps their
doors open at night. She grew up with four brothers and sisters in a house built in 1868. "We weren't
the Waltons, but we were pretty close," recalls
Jones. Her war-veteran father taught her the value
of hard work and integlity. "My dad proved to me
that sales is a profession and not a job."
As a result, Jones has taught at the Greater Las
Vegas Association of Realtors for the last seven
years. "It's a great way to meet people and give back
to the community," says Jones. "There is really no
place people can go to receive commercial real estate training, unless they are fortunate enough to intern at a brokerage house." In addition to commercial real estate, Jones teaches such courses as
proculing cost, fair housing and ethics. "There is no
right way to do the wrong thing," says Jones. Cleru·ly, Jones has been doing the right thing for some
time. The association has been named her its top
teacher for the past three years. She holds the Graduate, Realtors Institute (GRI) designation and is also
a Certified Commercial Investment Member (CCIM).
"I was always fascinated with real estate, even as
a little girl. I wanted to know everything about it,"
Jones recalls. Her introduction into real estate
came when she moved to Riverside, Calif. It was
there that she began working for the Irvine company that owned nearly one-third of Orange County at
the tin1e. "I liked real estate; it came naturally," says
Jones. With her subsequent move to Las Vegas,
Jones' poise, integlity and positive approach soon
made her a highly regarded industry expert. She
hasn't slowed down since. "The day real estate isn't
fun anymore is the day I will retire." Hopefully, the
fun won't stop anytime soon for Soozi Jones. •
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Grubb & Ellis/Nevada Commercial Group
Long-time Reno natives assemble
experienced, respected crew
The company may be relatively
new to Reno - established in December 1996 - but its principals
can claim strong roots in Nevada.
eno-based Grubb & Ellis/Nevada
Commercial Group had its beginnings with company President John
Pinjuv, SIOR, a third-generation native Las
Vegan, and Vice President Roxanne Stevenson, CSM, a native of Reno. Both have been
active in the Reno-Sparks commercial real
estate market since the early 1980s.
Despite its youth, Grubb & Ellis/Nevada
Commercial Group has evolved into one of
Northern Nevada's most respected commercial real estate services films. Numerous factors - including a roster of experienced, ethical agents and staff, a
commitment to service and vigilant tracking of the market - have contributed to
Grubb & Ellis/Nevada Commercial Group's
meteoric rise to the upper echelons of the
region's real estate brokerage community.
"All 10 of our real estate professionals
are very well-respected in the community,"
asserted Pinjuv. "They've all been in the
business a minimum of 15 years, and they
represent some of the top real estate professionals in the area." Supplementing
their broad experiences: Grubb & Ellis'
practice of pairing sales associates with a
given client and enhancing their efforts
with support, marketing and administrative staff. "Our professionals and support
staff like to work as a tean1. When clients
call or come in, they can always find someone to help them get the answers they
need. They become a part of our tean1, and
we become a part of theirs. "
The depth of experience within Grubb &
Ellis has enabled the fim1 to offer a complete menu of commercial real estate ser-
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vices. In addition to assisting a broad anay
of clients with their office, industrial, retail
and land needs, the brokerage offers development consultation to assist out-of-state
developers through the local pennitting
process. Grubb & Ellis also retains two fulltinw prope1ty management professionals
to oversee about 1.5 million square feet of
commercial property in orthern Nevada.
Regardless of clients' needs, Pinjuv declares the brokerage harbors one p1imary
nli.ssion: "Our main goal is to service
clients and protect their assets, which, in
commercial real estate, can be quite considerable," he noted. "We treat our clients
the way we'd like to be treated- in a fair
and ethical .manner. We also give 100 percent of our focus to the client and his or
her transaction. " Pinjuv speaks with pride
of the reputation such focus has netted the
fum. "People who approach us for assistance with their commercial real estate
needs know they're dealing with professionals who place client interests first."
Part of that comnli.tment to serving client
needs has manifested itself in extensive industry analysis. Grubb & Ellis/Nevada Commercial Group tracks inventory in different
specialties on a monthly basis. The company then utilizes that information to help
clients detennine their real estate needs
based on regional market trends. "We supply our clients with as much knowledge as
possible so they can make the right decisions," Pinjuv explained.
Grubb & Ellis/Nevada Commercial
Group's industry-watching is in a heightened mode given the area's recent growth.
"In the last five years, the market has expanded rapidly," observed Pinjuv. "The
Northern Nevada population exceeded the
350,000 mark in 1996. Following that, national tenants and space users quadrupled
their interest in the area. " Such inquiries

have mainly come in the retail sector, according to Pinjuv, where businesses require a certain demographic profile to
spark market entry. However, large office
users are also increasingly eyeing RenoSparks as the region's labor base grows.
"It's been very challenging and exciting to
grow with the market," Pinjuv stated.
Part of the support necessary to accommodate a dynanli.c market comes from
being "a part of the Grubb & Ellis fanli.ly,"
according to Pinjuv. Grubb & Ellis includes
about 96 company stores and 25 affiliate
offices nationally; Pinjuv's brokerage ranks
among the affiliate offices. The fum's alliance with Grubb & Ellis "gives us strength
and commercial real estate market knowledge spanning the nation," Pinjuv said.
What's next for Grubb & Ellis/Nevada
Commercial Group? According to Pinjuv,
although the firm can expect more growth
in the coming years, the breakneck pace of
its expansion is likely to stabilize soon. "In
the last three years, we've doubled our income annually," he noted. "That will start to
level off, because we're linli.ted by the size
of the market. In the next year, we may add
two more brokers and one more property
manager. Looking ahead five years, we
don't expect to grow much beyond that. We
do, however, anticipate enhancing our production and increasing the efficiency level
of the service we offer our clients."
Regardless of the slowing growth of the
market or the fum, one can predict the estimation of Grubb & Ellis/Nevada Commercial Group will continue to grow among
commercial real estate industry members
and space users in Nmthern evada. The
finn's commitment to service, integrity and
furnishing market information has virtually
guaranteed Grubb & Ellis/Nevada Commercial Group ongoing respect and an expanding base of satisfied clients.
•
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NEWS BRIEF
Glasfloss opening Reno
facilities
Glasfloss Industries, Inc., a manufacturer
of HVAC air filtration products, opened a
West Coast manufacturing/distribution fa. cility in Reno last month. The 110,000square-foot site becomes the fifth manufacturing plant for Glasfloss. It will turn out
products for industrial, commercial and
residential applications.

Medical space coming to
northeast Las Vegas
Certified Commercial Realty announced
the availability of medical office space in
northeast Las Vegas at Washington and
Lamb. Azra Medical Center adjoins the new
Azra Retail Center and is comprised of
more than three acres of land. Building
pads are available, and owner/developer
Salim Rama is offering build-to-suit structures ranging in size from 2,000 square feet
to 65,000 square feet.

Century 21 Consolidated
opens real estate academy
Las Vegas-based Century 21 Consolidated
is offering classes for pre-licensing and
continuing education through its newly established Las Vegas Real Estate Academy.
The finn, which has more than 85 sales associates, recently received recognition
from the Century 21 Real Estate Corporation as one of the top 100 firms in the Century 21 system.

Pulte Homes wins national
energy award
The AHB Research Center recently honored Pulte Homes' Las Vegas division as a
leader in energy and resource efficiency in
construction. Pulte was a Gold winner of
the EnergyValue Housing Award for its Cypress Pointe community. The EnergyValue
Housing Award honors builders who integrate energy efficiency into the design, construction and marketing of new homes.

R.A.S. Builders constructing Venetian restaurant
R.AS. Builders, Inc. was selected as general
contractor for the interior build-out of the
Venetian Hotel and Casino's Canaletto
restaurant. The Canaletto will occupy
16,000 square feet, and -will feature a northern Italian scheme and a seafood menu.
Backen and Gillan1 of Sausalito, Calif.
served as project architects, and ll Fornaio
of Corte Madera, Calif. will own and
operate the eatery.

Harmon constructing
courthouse curtain wall
Harn1on, Ltd. was contracted to design,
fabricate and install a blast-resistant curtain wall to heighten protective measures
for the Las Vegas Federal Building and
United States courthouse. The Minnesotabased curtain wall architecture fum will
complete wor~ on the project in January
2000, with the downtown building slated to
open in May 2000.

Carson announces awarding of two projects
Las Vegas-based Carson Construction Inc.
was awarded two projects. The city of Henderson commissioned the finn to build the
Henderson police sub-station at 300 S.
Green Valley Parkway. The building, which
was contracted for $3.7 million, will encompass 3.26 acres and 21,310 square feet. The
Clark County School District awarded the
Rancho High School improvement project
to Carson, as well. The $5.1 million project
encompasses classroom additions and improvements to the school's athletic field.

GES forms new drilling
services company
Geotechnical & Environmental Services,
Inc. (GES) formed Eagle Drilling Services,
LLC, a subsidiary company designed to provide such drilling services as geotechnical
drilling and soil sampling, monitming well

installation and mineral exploration. Eagle
Drilling operations manager Craig Chaffee
has more than 15 years' drilling experience
and is a Nevada-licensed water well driller.
The company owns 1999 Mobile B-90
(above) and 1982 Mobile B-53 chill rigs.

Neuffer Co. breaks ground
on Carson Valley project
M.C. euffer Company started constmction on an industJ.ialloffice building in
Gardnerville. The finn designed the concrete tilt-up facility, which will offer 20,550
square feet of space. Located at 1415 Industrial Way, the building will be leased to
light industJ.i al companies.

Thomas & Mack Co.
establishes new division
The Thomas & Mack Co. organized an independent development division to pursue
joint venture and build-to-suit development oppmtunities. The new company is a
multi-project, full-service organization capable of managing the planning, design
and marketing of a wide range of conmlercial real estate projects. Robe1t A. "Tinl"
Snow will serve as president of the new
company. The announcement comes on
the heels of a record 1998 for Thomas &
Mack, which built 413,000 rentable square
feet and secured 450,000 rentable square
feet in leases last year.
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Commercial Real Estate Market Report
RETAIL MARKET SUMMARY
OFFICE MARKET- 4TH Quarter 1998
TOTAL MARKET

LAs VEGAS

Number of Properties

460

Total Square Feet

RENO
174

17,459.683 4,059,253

Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption
Avg Lease SF/ Mo (FSG- NNN)*
Under Construction
Planned Construction

INDUSTRIAL MARKET- 4TH Quarter 1998

RETAIL MARKET- 4RD Quarter 1998*

2,033,203

434,183

11.65%

11.50%

144,232

123,509

99.51.1

71,620

$1.76

$1.42

916,073

165.700

1,742,173

345.400

TOTAL MARKET

LAs VEGAS

Number of Properties
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet

RENO

202

TOTAL MARKET

76

24,228,257 8,632,059

LAs VEGAS

Number of Pro perties
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet

1,031.496

440,000

4.26%

5.70%

Percent Vacant

0

59,267

New Construction

Percent Vacant
New Construction

-

Net Absorption

6,902

Average Lease (N NN)

$1.22

$1.03

Under Construction

1,771,5 27

Planned Construction

5.025.972

Net Absorption

9·58%

12.00°/o

Total Square Feet (GLA)

0

69.500

Vacant Square Feet

48,282

22,668

Percent Vacant

$2.08

$1.65

Under Construction

281,366

102,900

Net Absorption

Planned Construction

719,868

145.800

Average Lease (N NN)

Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption
Avg Lease SF/Mo (FSG - NNN)*

DISTRIBUTION- LESS THAN 10% OFFICE

Number of Properties

10,132,074 1,504.423

Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant

61

274

Total Square Feet

""'1.

New Construction
Net Absorption
Avg Lease SF/Mo (FSG - NNN)*
Under Construction
Planned Construction

Number of Properties

Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption
Avg Lease SF/M o (FSG- NNN)*

lO.OOo/o

Number of Properties

144,23 2

46.900

Total Square Feet (GLA)

66,325

34.800

Vacant Square Feet

$1.73

$1.40

6,300

5.84°/o

6.oo%

Under Construction

0

49.400

Planned Construction

24,375

43,100

$1.31

$1.00

0

382,727

555 ,850

100,000

613.507

35.878

1,009,505

67,600

Net Absorption

401,843

336.344

2.75°/o

5·70%

0

8,867

-

- 17,913

Average Lease (NNN)

$1.28

149

92

Under Construction

1,604,297

281,000

998.750

Planned Construction

4.144,122

350,000

353.806

181,085

STRIP (ENTERS- RE TAIL (ENTERS

10.53%

19.00%

Number of Properties

0

17,500

-15 ,096

10,900

Vacant Square Feet

$1.52

$1.10

Percent Vacant

21,200

15,200

New Construction

Plan ned Construction

12,800

18,800

Net Absorption

*Average Monthly Lease Rates for Las Vegas reported
as Fuii·Service Gross and for Reno as Net Net Net.
*Las Vegas fourth·quarter 1998 retail figures
not yet available- 3rd quarter figures are provided.

Net Absorption

632,314
1,110,332

743,000
1,039,000

Avg Lease (NNN) < 10,000 SF

$o.5o

$0.46

> 1o,ooo SF

$0.40

$0.29

MANUFACTURING -10%- 20% OFFICE
Number of Properties

6.53%

Net Absorption

40,245

Under Construction

65,550

0

231,228

48,000

Avg Lease (NNN) < 1o,ooo SF

$0.49

$0.48

> 1o,ooo SF

$0-43

$0.29

Planned Construction

FLEX / MULTI USE- OVER 30% OFFICE
Number of Properties

Vacant Square Feet

919,611

Percent Vacant

297.569

66,856

New Construction

7.61%

7·27%

Net Absorption

0
80,714

Under Construction

293,073

Planned Construction

$1.o5

$0.96

Under Construction

167,230

140,662

> 1o,ooo SF

Planned Construction

326,000

35 ,000

STATISTICS COMPILED BY LEE & AssOCIATES COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE SERVICES
RENO STATISTICS COMPILED BY GRUBB & ElLIS NEVADA COMMERC IAL GROUP

647.637
12.78%

Avg Lease (N NN) < 10,000 SF

Average Lease (N NN)

91
5,067,286

3.908,672

0

1,141.594

26,790

27

-

100
6,462,556

New Construction

72

0

747
17,483,302

Percent Vacant

Total Square Feet

440

1,334.703

2,926,302

$1.05

3.360,790

Total Square Feet (GLA)

765,658

Vacant Square Feet
44

14,629,970 6,506.475

New Construction

New Construction

Total Square Feet

111

Percent Vacant

Under Construction

lAs VEGAS

332,084

RETAIL CENTERS WITH ANCHOR(S)

150,920

12.83%

CLASS 'C' OFFICE PROPERTIES

Total Square Feet

1,080,400

Planned Construction

4,322.337
14.63%

5.689,615

(OMMUNITY AND REGIONAL (ENTERS-

1,299.458

Percent Vacant

3

Under Construction

CLASS ' B' OFFICE PROPERTIES

6o6

460

29.537.524 39,236.949

19

New Construction

4.308,336

485,000

Vacant Square Feet

Number of Properties

753,273

743,000

Total Square Feet

176,278

3,016,645

1,039,000

WITH MINIMAL OR No IN -LINE SPACE

379.939

9-40%

792,448

3.157.530

Number of Properties

Vacant Square Feet

4.308,336

11.58%

Planned Construction

Number of Prop erties

23

6,111,568

421,662

RETAIL (ENTERS> 100,000 SF

37

46,161,116

1,468,955

POWER CENTERS-

3.966,819 1,556,o8o

713

52.761,427

Under Construction

CLASS 'A' OFFICE PROPERTIES

Total Square Feet

RENO

1,311

Abbreviations
BTS: Build To Suit
FSG: Fu li·Service Gross
GLA: Gross Leasable Area
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section of business leaders.
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• 70% are top or middle

•
•

•
•

management
48% are owners or partners
so% of their businesses gross
more than $1,ooo,ooo
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Art Galleries
Offering artistic
representations to suit
virtually any taste
Clockwise from top left: Crockett
Galle1y; Richardson Galle1y of
Fine Art; Fine art card from the
Moonstruck Gallery, photo by
Bonnie Rannald.

REVIEWED BY KATHLEEN fOLEY

Moonstruck Gallery
Las Vegas

702-364-0531

oonstruck Gallery recently relocated
to 6322 West Sahara Avenue at Torrey Pines . "We wanted to create a nonthreatening space where people can enjoy a
pleasant, easy experience," says gallery director Denise Mrochek. "They should feel
free to browse around and ask questions
without feeling intimidated." Specially designed display nooks at the new gallery invite visitors to discover a wide variety of
art and unique gifts in an eclectic mix of
styles, media and price ranges. Moonstruck
features original artwork, limited editions
and fine crafts by national and regional
artists in addition to gift items, alternative
music and art books. Works of art in porcelain from The Greenwich Workshop Collection include fanciful characters from
fairy tales and fantasy. Handcrafted Native
American flutes and drums share space
with fine art cards from local artists, hand
carved pens, kaleidoscopes, collector
plates and perfume bottles. Las Vegas attorney Chris Kaempfer offers collectibles
and trading cards for sports enthusiasts.
Moonstruck Gallery also specializes in
framing artwork, historical documents and
memorabilia. The gallery started in 1987
as a custom frami ng shop, and it has twice
won the Grand National Championship for
frame design. Mrochek teaches classes for
the Professional Picture Framers Association. Moonstruck is open from 10 a.m. to
7 p.m. Monday through Saturday, and is
closed Sunday.

M

The Richardson Gallery
of Fine Art
Reno

702-253-6336

Las Vegas

775-828-0888

he Richardson Gallery of Fine Art
features international contemporary
art by more than ?OO artists from 45 countries. Every style, subject, medium and
price range may be found in the 3,700square-foot gallery. Offerings include
original oil paintings and watercolors, fine
art graphics, lithographs and sculptures in
bronze, lucite and stone. Founded in 1993
by owner Mark Richardson, the gallery is
located at 3670 South Virginia Street near
the Reno Convention Center. "We hope
our clients are moved emotionally by what
they find here," says Richardson. "A few
people do come in just looking for something to fill a space on the wall, but many
more want to collect art and fall in love
with something they see at the gallery. We
have a variety of clients. About two-thirds
come from the Reno area and one-third are
tourists. We offer shipping for tourists who
want to send their treasures safely home."
Richardson Gallery also contains a frame
shop with a wide selection of moldings and
fabrics. Customers can bring a picture,
poster or any object to Richardson's and
have it professionally framed to preserve
and display it. The gallery is open from
10:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Monday through
Saturday, and 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Sunday.

T

The CrockeH Gallery
he selection of quality, fme originals
at the Crockett Gallery is always
varied. Recent offerings include bronze
sculptures and hand-blown glass pieces
as well as original paintings in oils,
watercolors and pastels. Owner Caty
Crockett, a native of Las Vegas, purchased
the gallery in 1992 because, as she explains, "If you really love something,
you want to share it. I have always loved
art, and the gallery is my way of sharing
with the community.
"I want my customers' purchase to be
something they will treasure for a lifetime," continues Crockett. "I take the time
to consider their needs and tastes, and I
enjoy educating them on what they 're buying. And we are careful about the artists
we select, to make sure their work will be
good enough for our clients."
One of Crockett's goals is to develop
more public interest in art. She was one
of the founders of the Las Vegas Gallery
Association in 1994 to promote art awareness. The gallery features quarterly receptions at which people can meet selected
artists. The Crockett Gallery 's location at
The Plazas, 2800 West Sahara, is easily
accessible to both visitors and residents. It
is open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through
Saturday, anci is closed Sunday.
•

T
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EX ECUTIVE PROFILE

Senator Ann O'Connell
Celebrating diversity
in Nevada
by JENNIFER RACHEL BAUMER

"Nevada is such
a melting pot we have a large
contingent of residents with interests numerous
and diverse, and
the more we've
grown , the more
those interests
have blossomed."
NEVADA STATE SENATOR
ANN O'CONNELL
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S

enator Ann O' Connell has made Nevada home since July 4, 1968, and has
witnessed first hand the state's dramatic evolution. "It's been exciting for me as an individual to watch the growth of Nevada. It's a
very satisfying process to observe people
corning here and to enjoy the amenities
we have to offer."
O' Connell set out to be a part of Nevada
from the beginning. Since moving to the
state, she served as executive director for the
Boulevard Merchant's Association for eight
years, a post she left to become executive director of an organization called Citizens for
Private Enterprise. Hired away by Sprint
Telephone, she subsequently moved on to
Southwest Advertising Company. After she
was elected to office, O' Connell and her
husband built the Meadows Inn Hotel in Las
Vegas and two years later opened the first of
three Christian bookstores .
It was after working with Las Vegas' Boulevard
·Mall that O ' Connell became active in the political
scene. She participated on the team that drafted
Nevada's shoplifting law, a team put together by
Bob List, the attorney general at the time.
Even before political office, O ' Connell was
active in the community. Involved with her
church and as a Sunday school teacher, she has
also served as president of Secret Witness, president of the merchant's division of the Las Vegas
Chamber of Commerce and president of Citizens
for Private Enterprise.
O' Connell has also assembled an impressive list
of frrsts: frrst woman to sit on the board of her
Chamber of Commerce; first woman to serve on
the retail division of the Chamber; first woman on
the board of the Boy Scouts; and the first woman
on the Better Business Bureau board. O'Connell is
also the first woman to chair the government

affairs committee in the Nevada Legislature, and
frrst woman to sit as a director of the Nevada Taxpayers Association. "I've had the opportunity
through my business associations to help break
ground and open the way for women to become involved in the community in a variety of ways. It's
an honor I find exhilarating," she says.
Raised by a single mother who ran her own
business and as a small business owner herself,
O' Connell believes strongly in free enterprise. "I
really feel we have too much government, too
much regulation over business," says O' Connell,
who wishes the government could be more user
friendly. "People are out there dealing with all
kinds of burdens and responsibilities, and when
they come across a situation where the bureaucracy is onerous, we need to have the attitude that the
government is really there to perform a service instead of becoming heavy handed."

O' Connell believes it's especially important for Nevada to diversify. "With the
proliferation of gaming nationwide, we
need to keep our eye on the ball and try to
make Nevada a place that brings in industry to complement the state," she says.
Because of the crucial role a skilled and
educated work force plays in drawing
more companies to Nevada, education is
a major component of diversification.
Which is one of the reasons O,Connell is
on the state education standards committee, rewriting curricula from kindergarten
through high school. "The statistics show
Nevada's students almost dead last in
every subject, and the omnibus bill was
generated from all the bad news we
received about our education system,"
O'Connell says . "Of course, business
owners have known about these issues for
a long time, because they 're the ones who
hire employees from this labor pool."
"Nevada is such a melting pot - we
have a large contingent of residents with
interests numerous and diverse, and the
more we've grown, the more those interests have blossomed," O' Connell says
about the diversifying economy.
O'Connell speaks of the serendipity involved in bringing her career and life success. "It's been a kind of evolution," she
says, "''ve just happened to be in the right
place at the right time in so many different
areas. Nevada holds those opportunities
for anybody interested in taking advantage of them."
During the Legislative session, O' Connell maintains a brisk pace. She starts her
day at 6:30 in the morning and says she's
lucky to be home by 8:00 at night, at
which point she begins reading her bills.
In her spare time, O'Connell enjoys painting china, playing bridge and doing research in various areas, but right now
she's enthusiastic about her involvement
in the political process.
"Things that are important to me - the
quality of life, if we can bring a [governmental] balance to Nevada - those are the
things I look for in the legislation I become
involved in and want to see passed." •
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AT THE TOP

Business Communications, Inc.

by TONY ILLIA

BCI's unique approach

Consulting firm helps businesses
maximize technological efficiency

takes one part technology and combines
it with two parts culture. A recent project involved the Clark
County School District
and Community College of Southern
Nevada High Tech
Center at Palo Verde
High School in Henderson (below). BCI
was responsible for
the complete network
design and systems
integration for the $4
million, 200,000square-foot facility.
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"T

he tail wags the dog far too often in
business," asserts Tripp Jones, president
and senior partner of Business Communications,
Incorporated (BCI). "People seldom focus on
fundamental business processes." Jones should
know: prior to joining BCI, he owned Automated
Solutions, a healthcare technology company
with clients and offices in three states and revenues in excess of $7 million. He was also a
founding partner of Kinko 's. With his diverse
background, Jones helped establish BCI in Nevada. He carne aboard in August 1997. Since then,
BCI has helped such well-known corporations
as Circus Circus, Colliers international, Bayer/
Brown!Bauserman and the Community College
of Southern Nevada improve profit margins and
increase productivity through state-of-the-art
technology systems .

Founded in 1993 in Jacksonville, Miss. , BCI
began as a structured data cabling firm . Its owners recognizing the need to diversify, the company soon began offering such services as network
systems integration, consulting, development
and systems analysis. In addition, BCI formed
strategic alliances with Sun Microsystems ,
Cisco Systems, Novell, Netscape, Microsoft and
Oracle. As a result, BCI now has four offices in
three states and employs more than 100 people.
Last year BCI recorded more than $10 million in
corporate revenues, ($2.7 million in Las Vegas).
Jones expects to top that figure this year.
BCI's unique approach takes one part technology and combines it with two parts culture. "You
can create the best mousetrap in the world, but if
nobody is using it, it's no good," Jones explains.
"We create practical solutions that require near
zero training." A recent project involved the
Clark County School District and Community
College of Southern Nevada High Tech Center at
Palo Verde High School in Henderson. The $4
million, 200,000-square-foot joint facility was
completed last September. BCI was responsible
for the complete network design and systems integration, a contract worth $125 ,000. "It was an
involved project requiring the technology to
bridge both the high school and the college information systems," says Jones. BCI has worked
for the school district before. In fact, they performed the retrofit, renovation and updated security for 10 Clark County schools within the
last 18 months. According to Jones, "The technology at some of these schools is becoming
much more sophisticated."
Another current BCI project entails developing and writing a Web-based commercial real estate application for Colliers International. The
program enables the company's brokers to expedite customer response time, improving overall

service. "A task that previously took a
broker three to five days to perform can
now be done instantly," notes Jones. "The
technology saves each broker a minimum
of 20 minutes per day." With more than 50
brokers, the subsequent savings are conservatively estimated at $2.5 million per
year for Colliers International's Las Vegas
branch alone. The application cost
$500,000. "It was very important to us
that we have the technical expertise, as
well as the trust that our capital investment would be a cost-effective one," says
company president Jim Stuart. "Today we
are looking to roll it out to all the Colliers
offices." That entails no small feat; Colliers has more than 215 offices in 47 countries and employs 4 ,400 people. In 1997,
the international commercial real estate
brokerage recorded $678 million in revenue in the United States. BCI has eight
full-time employees committed to the job.
The firm may also commit more employees to Internet-related issues, according to Jones. "We have yet to scratch the

tiniest tip of the Internet and its communication potential," he says. "The Internet has
created a whole business playground," believes Jones. "It has inspired a new group
of people and it is only going to become
bigger, busier and more secure."
Technology trends move so fast, it is often
difficult to keep pace; and as the millennium approaches, the hysteria over a global
computer meltdown has brought forth
some serious concerns. "I don ' t believe
the Y2K problem is as big as some people
think. Much of it is under control," says
Jones. "Y2K is a bonafide issue, however,
and will affect some." As a result, many
firms have retained BCI as a consultant to
prepare for the year 2000 transition. Jones
says that most of the larger and more established entities, such as Wall Street and
the Federal Reserve, prepared long ago.
He also notes the state of Nevada has been
at the leading edge of the millennium
issue, implementing the right infrastructure to handle the crossover.
"Technology is becoming a much more

Tripp Jones, president of BCI.
innovative weapon, lending a competitive
advantage to progressive businesses ,"
Jones says. As the computer trend broadens, further infiltrating the workplace, BCI
appears well equipped and properly positioned to identify, understand and provide
the responsive and workable answers to
some of our most challenging contemporary questions.
•
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1ntelligent Inserting & Direct Addressing

4395 S. Polaris Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89103

(702) 798-7999
Fax (702) 798-5502
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by Michael Sullivan

Let the Campaigns Begin
The retirement of a heavily favored
incumbent begins a Senate race for 2000
he new millennium's first political
season was already shaping up to be
a blockbuster, pitting several "young
guns" against seasoned political veterans.
But with the announcement that Sen.
Richard Bryan will step down, 2000 will
no doubt be a political year to remember.
The battle lines are already being
drawn, as leaders from both parties look
for control of the state Senate and Assembly so they can lead reapportionment - the
process where new districts are formed
and old districts are re-aligned. The 2001
Legislature will handle this chore, and political futures can be cemented or destroyed depending on its outcome.
The U.S. Senate race, however, was expected to be a boring affair, with Bryan
cruising to a relatively easy re-election.
Several names were mentioned as possible
opponents - such as Rep. Jim Gibbons,
former Congressman John Ensign and
State Senator Mark James - but it was
highly unlikely any of these shrewd political horses would have actually entered the
race come post time.
However, Bryan's recent announcement
- the two-term senator says he's tired of
Washington life and wants to come home
- has given this seat top billing and may
draw some of Nevada's best political talent for a battle-royal.
Already announcing his intentions literally one day after Bryan's news conference
was Ensign, the former two-term representative who narrowly lost a U.S . Senate race
to Harry Reid in 1998. He has the experience and a head start on any potential challenger, since he can literally use most of
the information and materials gained from
his recently completed campaign.
Early on, Ensign faced his most serious
Democratic challenger in former Governor Bob Miller, who is now a partner in a

T
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well known Las Vegas Jaw firm. However,
the enormously popular Miller ignored
supplications from every prominent Democrat in the country, including President
Bill Clinton and Vice President AI Gore,
deciding that he preferred to keep his family in Las Vegas.
Now that Miller has decided to stay in
the comfy confines of Nevada, the Democratic foc us will likely shift to Attorney
General Frankie Sue Del Papa or Las
Vegas Mayor Jan Jones, both worthy contenders. But Del Papa has angered union
leadership in the past, especially the Culinary, which actually supported Scott
Scherer against Del Papa last year.
Jones, a two-time loser in statewide
elections, is up to the challenge. But Ensign would certainly be the frontrunner
and the recipient of the majority of campaign cash.
Although it's likely to get the most attention, the U.S. Senate battle certainly
won ' t be the only hotly contested race in
Nevada. Rep. Shelley Berkley is sure to
face a tough challenge from two possible
Republican candidates.
State Senators Mark James and Jon
Porter have both expressed an interest in
running for the House seat, although it's
highly unlikely they will run against each
other. James has already been mentioned
as the potential frontrunner for his party's
nomination, but Porter will step in if
James decides to stay and run his burgeoning law practice. Both Senators would be
at mid-term and would not have to give up
their seats to run.
Even though the district leans solidly
Democratic, John Ensign's success gives a
moderate Republican a Jot of hope.
Berkley has been known to shoot herself in
the foot, but so far has been a good Congresswoman and hasn ' t given potential

challengers a lot of fuel to bum against her.
Although these high-profile races will
get a lot of ink in the newspapers, the political contests likely to be watched by insiders are the battles for control of the
State Senate and Assembly.
In the upper house, Minority Leader
Dina Titus always recruits a great crop of
political talent, but can' t overcome GOP
incumbency. Whether she can take back
the Senate might depend largely on
whether a few key Republican Senators
decide not to seek re-election.
Senators Bill O ' Donnell, Ray Rawson
and Randolph Townsend are up in 2000,
and they are not likely to lose in their highly Republican districts.
Over in the Assembly, GOP minority
leaders face a similar task. In the last two
elections cycles the Democrats have
widened their majority. Republicans have
failed to take seats where registration numbers either favor them or are nearly even.
All that may change, however, as Governor Kenny Guinn attempts to take control of the party structure. He has called
for the firings of top operatives like John
Mason, Chuck Muth and Dan Burdish,
who failed to strike a cord with voters during the 1998 elections.
Guinn is likely to install a more organized and creative team to fight for control
of both houses in the all-important reapportionment battle. Democrats, however,
continue to have a great organization and
leadership that knows how to get candidates elected and re-elected.
One thing is sure - voters are going to
be getting a lot of different messages in the
highly active 2000 campaign season. •
Michael Sullivan is the president of Paladin Advertising, a local political consulting and government affairs firm.

Brokerage lirms vs. banks
What's the dillerence?
by Secretary of State Dean Heller

Banks will go to great
lengths to hold onto
deposits, including
offering investment
and insurance services
through affiliates and
subsidiaries. If you
decide to use such
services, keep in mind
that while the bank's
deposits are government-insured, its brokerage and insurance
services are not.

A

s secretary of state, I am aware of
the many calls the Securities Division receives from the public looking for information regarding a variety of
investment topics. Many times the caller
is unsure of where to make the inquiry
because of the overlapping activities of
the regulatory agencies. One source of
confusion is the difference between banks
and brokerage .firms. Historically, a person would purchase investments at a brokerage firm and open a checking account
at a bank. Today, you may also have
check writi ng privileges with your brokerage account, and you can purchase securities at your bank branch. With the
ever-increasing overlap of activities of
banks and brokerage firms , you may
wonder what distinguishes the two. You
may also want to know if 'one-stop shopping' is a good idea.
Let's look at the bank branch where you
may have both a checking account and an
investment account. These accounts are
held by two separate entities: the bank and
a brokerage firm that may be a subsidiary
of the bank. They may have similar
sounding names and may share the same
building, but they are separate entities.
The confusion may extend to the products
you purchase.
COs (certificates of deposit) are a common investment purchased at a bank by
investors looking for a safe investment.
CDs are issued by the bank and offer a
fixed rate of return. They are insured by

the FDIC (Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation) for up to $100,000 of principal
and accrued interest.
Brokerage fi1ms may also offer CDs and
some offer CDs at higher rates than local
banks . How safe are those COs? A fust
question should be whether they are
FDIC-insured. As with any investment,
check things out and know what you are
buying and with whom you are dealing
before sending money.
Why does one bank sometimes offer
a higher rate than another bank? Banks
and brokerage firms may advertise
FDIC-insured CDs earning as much as
2 percent or 3 percent above the average
of other financial institutions. What is
going on here is quite simple: The bank
offering the deal has short-term capital
needs that require a quick infusion of
funds. However, such high-rate offers
may be available for as little as a week or
two and others may be linked to future interest rate movements or other circumstances. Make sure you fully understand
the conditions and features of any "special" CD in which you place your money.
You may also note that an out-of-state
bank may offer a higher rate CD. Before
investing, find out if the issuing bank is
FDIC-insured. There are several bankrating services such as Veribanc (1-800442-2657) that provide financial reports
on banks, usually for a fee. Regulatory
agencies, such as the FDIC, also provide
information regarding deposit and non-
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Securing Nevada

deposit products. Nevada banks are under
the regional office of FDIC, Deposit Insurance, 25 Ecker Street, Suite 2300, San
Francisco, Calif. 94105.
You may also see ads for "CD alternatives." What is a CD alternative? When the
rates offered by banks on CDs and savings
accounts are low, consumers look for
higher yielding investment options. Many
investors are willing to take on more risk
by moving into stocks, bonds, mutual
funds , fixed-income insurance products
such as annuities and other investment vehicles. It is these higher-risk investments
that are advertised as CD alternatives.
Indeed, almost any investment product
may be marketed as a CD alternative; they
are different in one important respect these products are not insured. Except
U.S. Government bonds, these alternatives all have more risk than government

insured CDs or savings accounts, but some
are riskier than others.
When considering putting your money
in one of the many CD alternatives, recognize that not all products offered by or
through banks are insured. Banks will go
to great lengths to hold onto deposits, including offering investment and insurance
services through affiliates and subsidiaries. If you decide to use such services, always keep in mind that while the
financial institution's deposits and some
instruments (e.g., CDs,) are governmentinsured, the same is not true when it
comes to the bank's brokerage and insurance services. Accounts at the brokerage
firms are protected against physical loss
by SIPC (Securities Investor Protection
Corporation), a non-government entity
funded by assessments paid by the brokerage firms. SIPC protects customer ac-

Communications
Technology

I

I

I

counts only if a member fails financially.
When seeking investments with higher
yields, you must decide just what risks
you are willing to take, your investment
goals, income needs and how much you
can afford to lose. Never invest in a product you don' t understand, and be sure you
have enough information before making
an investment. Ask questions until you get
answers you feel comfortable with. Understand that investments always have
some degree of risk; know what the risks
are. Always exercise caution when it
comes to the handling of your money.
Take the time to do your homework and
check out the background of all securities
firms and professionals by calling the
Nevada Securities Division. Additional investor education information is available
through the Nevada Securities Division at
1-800-7 5 8-6440.
•

meets commitment.
CRC, Las Vegas' oldest long distance company, is
committed to providing the lowest cost, most effective
caller conveniences, and a full range of services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I

Call 1-800-873-2722
today to save money.
...the company that cares
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DEDUCTING START-UP EXPENSES
An open or shut case
tarting a business typically takes
more than a little know-how. More
often than not, it requires cold, hard
cash. However, there is some good news you may qualify for a ljttle help from
Uncle Sam in the form of a tax deduction
for some of your start-up costs.
The costs, which include amounts you
pay to investigate the possibility of creating or purchasing a business and also expenditures you incur to get the business
started, are called "capital expenses." Although you generally cannot directly
deduct capital expenses, you may elect to
recover your investment in a business by
depreciating or amortizing your costs over
a number of years. The rules for deducting
start-up expenses hinge on whether or not
you actually open for business.

S

When you open the
doors lor business
hat are some legitimate start-up expenses? The Internal Revenue Service
cites surveys of potential markets ; analyses of available facilities, labor and supplies; travel and other necessary costs for
securing distributors, supplies or customers ; advertisements for the opening of
the business; salaries and wages for employees who are being trained; and fees for
consultants and professional services.
Under tax law, you may elect to amortize these start-up costs ratably over a period of 60 months, commencing with the
month in which the business begins, if they
meet the following tests: (1 ) they are costs
that would be deductible if they were paid
or incurred in connection with the expenses of an existing business in the same field;

W

LEGITIMAT E START-UP EX PENS ES
INC LUD E: SURVEYS OF POTE NT IAL
MARK ETS; ANALYSES O F AVA I LABLE
FAC ILI TIES , LABOR A N D SUPP LI ES ;
TRAVE L AND OTHER NECESSARY
COS TS FOR SECUR I NG DISTRIBUTORS , SUPP LI ES OR CUSTOMERS ;
ADVERT ISEMENTS FOR THE OPENlN G OF T HE BUS I NESS .

and (2) they are paid or incurred before
you actually begin business operations.
Consider the following example. Anna
decides to open a catering business. Her
start-up expenses for establishing the business include travel, advertising, repairs, office supplies and professional services - a
total of $12,000. Anna gets her first catering job in July. All of her pre-July expenses are capital expenditures and, if an election is made, are deductible over 60
months at the rate of $200 per month
($12,000 divided by 60 months). That
means, during the first year of business,
Anna may deduct $1,200 for the first six
months the business is opened (July
through December). In the following year,
Anna's first full year of operation, she may
deduct $2,400.
Under tax rules goverillng start-up expenses, you must make an election to
amortize expenses by the due date of the
return (including extensions) for the year
in which active business begins. To quali-

fy, you must include a description of the
expenses, the amounts, the dates they were
incurred, the month in which the business
began , and the number of months in the
amortization period. Sole proprietors, partners, and LLC members claim these deductions on IRS Form 4562, Depreciation
and Amortization.
If you sell or otherwise dispose of your
business before the end of the amortization
period you have selected, any start-up
costs for the business that you have not yet
deducted may be deducted to the extent
that they qualify as a business loss.

When your business
idea doesn't work out
hat happens if, after incurring start-up
expenses, you decide not to open a
business? If your attempt to go into business is not successful , you must divide
your start-up costs into two categories. If
you are not operating in corporate form,
costs incurred for a general search or preliminary investigation prior to making a
decision to acquire or to begin a specific
business become personal expenses and
are not deductible. An example of a prelimjnary investigation expense rillght be
an analysis of potential markets and the
area's labor supply.
Start-up expenses you incur after you've
made a decision to acquire or to establish a
specific business and prior to its actual operation may be deducted as a business loss
in the year in which your attempt to go into
business fails .
•

W
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What do you see as the most important issue(s) being debated by
the state Legislature, and how would you like to see that issue
(those issues) addressed from a lawmaking standpoint?

courage some kinds of
growth? It's a quality-of-life
issue. Our resources are not
such that we can continue to
tolerate unlimited growth.
We also cannot continue to
rely on traditional revenue
sources, such as the sales tax.
That type of funding lacks
stability. If we're going to address growth successfully, we
have to think of a more stable
source of funding.

BRIAN CRAM
Superintendent
Clark County
School District

A key issue has to do with
.ft.growth. How we manage
growth and finance growth is
what the Legislature must address. I've become convinced

CRAM

that growth does not pay for
itself, so we need to implement some long-term revenue
streams to help pay for the infrastructure that becomes necessary when cities grow
rapidly. We also have to deal
with what types of growth we
want. Are we going to en-
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inspectors and governments,
who are increasingly named
as defendants in such suits.
We're not trying to relieve responsibility; we just want to
eliminate frivolous lawsuits.

- RANDY CAPURRO

for construction defects before builders have a chance to
repair problems. That's
caused many in the insurance
industry to refuse construction defects coverage for
homebuilders. That creates a

si1glilikal1t. wnhlf..'ll,, IF..:...'Ht.<:r....

"Our resources are
not such that we can
continue to tolerate
unlimited growth."
- BRIA

"We're not trying
to relieve responsibility for construction defects; we just
want to eliminate
frivolous lawsuits."

RANDY CAPURRO
Vice President
Layne & Associates

T

he most important issue
we're facing in construction and insurance is construction defect legislation, or
the Home Warranty Program.
Homeowners are grouping together and suing contractors

everyone participating in the
building of the home is sued,
and the defense of these suits
is very expensive.
The Home Warranty Act
would establish standards regarding what qualifies as a
defect and how such defects
can be addressed in the future. It will also reduce the
time for finding and claiming
defects from seven years to
three years. It's difficult legislation because trial lawyers
are against any changes made
in not allowing for lawsuits.
But we're behind it, and we
have many allies: the Associated General Contractors,
homebuilders and even city

DIANE TORRY
Senior Vice President
U.S. Bank
raud is a growing business in our country, and
certainly here in Nevada as
well. It impacts the banking
industry, consumers and businesses. There are a couple of
initiatives we feel are important. One is the strengthening
of our stolen identity statute.
Stolen identity causes such
horrendous problems for its
victims, so we're going to
work on putting teeth into that
statute. That's a law we are really following and supporting.

F

"Stolen identity causes
such horrendous problems for its victims, so
we're going to work
on putting some teeth
into that statute."

comes and goes.
THE RELATIONSHIP

goes on forever. "
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COLLIERS

INTERNATIONAL

- DIANE TORRY

Stuart Mixer Commercial Real Estate

In the same way, we're beginning
to look at a number of statutes and
their silence on debit cards - they only
address fraud related to credit cards.
We need to have appropriate legislation
that will identify debit cards in this
area and benefit banks, consumers and
commercial entities.

began in 1993 with a guiding philosophy
so clear, so simple, that some may have
even considered it naive. The paradigm of
the times said the deal is everything. This
firm , however, would be based not just on
closing deals, but on building long-term
client relationships. And the only way to

CAROLE VILARDO
President
Nevada Taxpayers Association

do that was to always offer advice from
the heart - even if it means a particular
deal might not be such a deal after al l.

ne issue that concerns me a great
deal, yet that I don' t see being addressed, is meeting the technology needs
of state agencies and departments. Work
is happening on the Y2K problem. However, most of our larger local governments have technologically sophisticated
reporting programs in place so they can

O

"At the state level, we're
not anywhere near being
able to track taxpayer-funded programs to determine
how effective they are."

Today, Stuart Mixer has grown to become
Colliers International, the largest
commercial real estate firm in Nevada.
The philosophy continues to work. And
at the company's core, the culture of
commitment lives on.

WE INVITE YOU TO CALL FOR OUR REFERENCES .

(702)735- 5 700
3960 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 15 0

-CAROLE VILARDO

COLLIERS
INTEfu"'ATIONAL

Las Vegas , Nevada 89109

better track the use of taxpayers' dollars
and whether those dollars are being wisely expended.
At the state level, we're not anywhere
near being able to track most of our programs to determine how effective they
are. We' re raising this issue because
we're seeing increased demands for the
additional funding of some programs,
and yet, in almost all instances, the lack
of necessary databases makes it impossible to track the results of these programs to see if they've done what
they' re supposed to do. We're hoping
this issue will be addressed in the closings of the budgets, though we're not
confident it will be.
•

www .lvcollie rs. com

UNLV
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA LAS VEGAS

THE CENTER FOR BUSINESS
AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH
Director, R. Keith Schwer, Ph.D

THE SOUTHERN NEVADA
BUSINESS DIRECTORY, 1998

THE LAs VEGAS METROPOLITAN HousING MARKET CONDITIONS REPORT

Provides information on firms located in
Southern Nevada. Businesses are listed by
Standard Industrial Classification.

Contains current information on residential finance,
an assessment of the apartment market,
as well as indicators of future growth.

Price: $35

Annual Subscription: $20

plus $5 for shipping and handling

plus $3 for shipping and handling
(HOUSING MARKET DATA AVAILABLE FROM

4505

1985 TO

PRESENT)

THE CENTER FOR B USINESS AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH, U NIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAs VEGAS
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Bustop Shelters of Nevada Offers a Unique Medium ...
• Largest transit shelter operator in Las Vegas with over 2,000 panels. Bustop Shelters of Nevada covers
• The most locations of any Las Vegas Outdoor Advertising Company. the entire Las Vegas Valley, Las Vegas
• Shelters in Las Vegas are absolutely essential to cover the market.
Strip, near Strip tourist areas, Airport
• Complete exclusive tourist and local coverage.
Access and Convention Centers.
NewBustop
Junior Transit Posters
Benchback Advertising
Copy is silk-screeneci_ New Outdoor Advertising Now
directly embedded
Available on the Las Vegas Strip
into the fiberglass
and Surrounding Tourist Corridor
state-of-the-art
1' x 7' benchbacks.
2' x 7' Industry :=F.= ::=-:="111!!:!!!11
Standard wooden
bench back. ~===~:=~:::!
Comparatively ill
inexpensive
production costs.

Bustop Shelters of Nevada is now offering
new 20" X 29" advertising panels located on
the new "state of the art" receptacles being
installed next to the bus stop shelters on the
Las Vegas Strip and surrounding tourist areas.

Convention/Trade Show & Special Showings
To assist convention exhibitors, Bustop Shelters of Nevada offers eight different
convention packages that utilize our outdoor display panels in a combination of
locations. Each convention package offers locations:
1. In front of the Las Vegas Convention Center
2. On The Las Vegas Strip directly in front of major Strip Hotels
3. On all major access thoroughfares between McCarran Intemational
Airport and Hotels on The Strip
4. On Las Vegas Boulevard North, which leads to the famous Downtown Hotels

''Spectacular'' Advertising with Promotions In MotionTM
• Mobile units may be utilized on the Las Vegas Strip or anywhe re in
the Las Vegas Valley to reach tourists, convention atte ndees or the
loca l population.
• Promotions In Motion TM features the use of 3 dimensional extensions,
full vinyl wraps a nd 7 panel groups of 3 rotating advertising panels,
one on each side and one on the rear of the vehicle. Side panels are
8 ft. x 5 ft . The back panel is 5 ft. x 5 ft . (panel production is $750 for a set of 3).
• Extreme back lighting intensity of the advertising panels ensures the
a ll important Las Ve gas nig ht time viewing (no other Las Vegas mobile
advertising vehicles have back lit panels).
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Good news among banks, mortgage lenders;
ad agencies slip slightly

Featured Lists

he news for TopRank participants this
month is overwhelmingly positive. In
three key categories, ranking indicators are up, dramatically in many cases.
Without exception, banks reported their
1998 statewide deposits rose over 1997
levels. Last year's fledgling banks are
thriving, and joined by others new to the
banking community this year. Though consolidation, mergers and acquisitions remain
a significant story in Nevada (and nationwide), the other side of the coin reveals a
vibrant community banking market, ensuring a banking alternative for every need.
Among mortgage companies, in virtually every case, total lending volume is up
noticeably. This comes as no surprise in
the fastest growing state in the country,
where Southern Nevada harbors the nation's most rapidly growing cities and
Reno's housing market is now more active
than Orlando's. The high lending activity
is likely to continue in certain submarkets,

T

such as residential real estate, for some
time to come, though lending in some
commercial submarkets may dip slightly
as industry watchers express increasing
concern about over-development.
Where real estate is being bought and
sold in mass quantities, landscaping must
frequently follow. Such is the story for
landscaping architects, who mostly show
increases, if slight, in employee numbers.
This year, TopRank Nevada has added a
list of landscape contractors, understanding their importance in the development
community.
The one exception to the positive news
this month comes among advertising and
public relations firms, most of which show
either no growth or downward trends in
staffing levels. In some cases, such losses
can be attributed to agency mergers and
breakups. Perhaps the next year will bring
better news for this key segment of the
Nevada economy.
•
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TopRank Nevada
statewide book of lists
• Accurate & in-depth
• Complete with names & numbers
• Covers over so industry segments
·The only statewide book of lists in Nevada
· An invaluable resource for your employees
• Order a copy for each department

Order by Phone

702.JJS•700J

Ss.oo shipping & handling per order to:
Nevada Business Journal!TopRank Nevada • 2127 Paradise Road • Las Vegas, Nevada 89104

Or mail your check for $32.05* for each copy requested plus

quantity discount! Orders over 20 copies pay just $19.95 + rx .. * each! Call for delivery quotes.
• $29.95 + $2.10 sales tax (Nevada residents only) •• $19.95 + $1.40 sales tax (Nevada residents only)
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Advertising Agencies
Ranked by Nevada Employees
EMPLOYEES

"z
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"
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AoVERTlSINGAGENCY
ADDRESS
R&R Advertising
8076 W. Sahara Ave., LV 89117

PHONE
702 -228-0222

DRGM
50 Washington St. , Reno 89503
1221 Town Center Dr., Ste. B, LV 89134

775-686-7777
702-256-0065

~
CAPrTAllZED
BilliNGS

SENIOR NV EXEC(S)
A REAS OF SPECIALTY

CLIENTS

163
$116.0 mil.

Advertising, PR, Govt. Services, Event
Marketing, Research, Broadcast Production

LVOJA, Sunrise Hosp. & Med. Ctr., NCOT, Sierra
Pacific Power Co., Circus Circus Ent., Del Webb

YEAR EST. IN NEVADA
Billy Vassiliadis
1974

75
$46.0 mil.

Gaming, Tourism, Real Estate, Spec. Events

Mandalay Bay, IGT, Visa Las Vegas, Monte
Carlo, Reno Hilton , Quintus Resorts

John Glenn
1969

The Merica Agency/Faiss Foley Merica
521 S. 7th St. , LV 89101

702-947-7777

52
$72.4 mil.

Gaming, Entertainment, Banking, Real Est.,
Retail, Telecommunications

Sam's Town, Lake LV Resort, Desert Inn, NEXTLINK, Howard Hughes Prop., First Security Bank

Joe Merica
1977

4

Shonkwiler/Marcoux Advertising
7180 Pollock Dr., Ste. 100, LV 89119

702-914-1100

42
519.5 mil.

Casino/Resort Mktg. , Utilities, Retail, Master-Pian. Dev., Gaming Mfg., Auto Dealers

Showboat Hotels, Stratosphere Hotel, NV Power
Co., Amer. NV Corp., LV R-J, Stardust Hotel

Terry Shonkwiler
1988

5

DSLV/Lawlor Advertising
6600 Amelia Earhart Ct. , LV 89119

702-260-4700

35
$49.1 mil.

Gaming, Entertainment, Tourism, Retail,
Consumer Prod., Interactive/Web Site

Las Vegas Hilton, Sahara Hotel & Casino, DirecTV, RCA, GE, NV Power Co.

Mick Hall
1991

6

Rose/Glenn Group
PO Box 20158, Reno 89515

775-827-7311

26
S14.0mil.

Advertising, PR, Strategic Planning, Govt.
Affairs, Internet Mktg., Media Plan/Buy

RSOJA, Empl. Ins. Co. of NV, Resort at Squaw Cr.,
Pioneer Citizens Bank, UNR, Carson-Tahoe Hosp.

Valerie Glenn
1979

7

Bayer/ Brown/Bauserman
6700 S. Paradise Rd., Ste. A2, LV 89119

702-362-8265

25
$23.6 mil.

Gaming, Healthcare, Govt. Relations, Real
Est./Golf, Transp. , Auto Dealers

Valley Hosp./Summerlin Med. Ctr., Montreux CC,
Desert Spr. Hosp., Silverton/Santa Fe, Reno Toyota

Ray Brown
1990

7

Kruse & Parker Advertising, Marketing,
Public Relations
2810 W. Charleston Blvd., Ste. 70, LV 89102

25
$5.0 mil.

Gaming, Healthcare, Economic Dev. , Crisis/Issues Mgmt. , Branding/Corp. ID

Harrah's, NCED, NV Div. of Industrial Relations,
Dermody Properties, Saint Mary's Health Network, NV Interscholastic Activities Assn.

Stephanie Kruse, MA
1996

702-862-4800

22
$9.2 mil.

Strategic Mktg.

Courtesy Auto. Group, BankWest, Pulte Homes,
St. Rose Dominican Hosp., Valley Automall

Tim Quillin
1991

10 Joyce & Associates
1408 S. Jones Blvd., LV 89146

702-878-1408

15
S10.0mil.

Transit Sales, Airport Ad Sales, Bus Wrap Ad
Sales, Adv./Mktg., PR, Political Consult.

McCarran In!' I Airport, RTC, ARCO, FHP, Clark
Co. Emergency Management, Sun West Bank

Robin Joyce
1975

10 KSR Advertising
3753 Howard Hughes Pkwy., Ste. 310, LV 89109

702-734-0444

15
52.5 mil.

Advertising, Design, Mktg., PR

DND

Ed Rivera
1996

12

Geary Company
3136 E. Russell Rd. , LV 89120

702-382-9610

14
S5.0 mil.

Media Negotiation, Strategy/ Piacemt., Web
Sites, Broadcast/Print Prod ., Graphic Design

Friendly Ford, Fiesta Casino Hotel, Casino Data
Sys., Astoria Homes, Longford Homes of N.M.

Jim McKusick
1969

12

lnnerwest Advertising
465 Court St. , Reno 89501

775-323 -4500

14
$10.3 mil.

Gaming, Banking, Real Est., Telecom., Developers, Auto. , Bus.-to-Bus., Retail

Fitzgeralds Grp., SierraWest Bank, Wingfield
Springs, Coleman Communities, CeiiCom lnt'l

E. Anderson, D. Morgan,
B. Fe~en; 19B2

14

S/J Inc.
880 Northwood Blvd., Incline Village 89450

775-831-6262

13
DND

Collateral, Direct Mail , Web, Advertising

DND

Kelly Houston
1981

15

Ad Mart
5275 S. Arville, LV 89118

702-368-2464

12
DND

Media/Print Placmt. , Research, Computerized Focus Grps., Effective Spending

Jennifer Nicoll Laking
1984

15

Swan & Lo1,an Advertising
2880 Mea e, Ste. 202, LV 89102

702 -876-1559

12
DND

Marketing, Full-Service Advertising

LV Tourist Bureau, LV Athletic Clubs, Honda!Acura
Falconi, Dodge/Chrys. Tom Saitta, Beauty Rest Mat
Findlay Auto. Gr., Thomas & Mack/ Sam Boyd
Stadium, Del Mar Mort., Western States Ranches

17 Creative Dr.namics Inc.
3160 S. Val ey View Blvd., Ste. 102, LV B9102

702-876-3316

11
$2.5 mil.

High -End Design, Marketing, Corp. ID,
Campaign Series, Pkg./POP, Comp. lllustr.

SAC Tech ., Westwood Studios, Saxton, Inc., PostNet lnt'l, EPI Fundraising, Quantum Media Grp.

Eddie Roberts
1991

17 Minor Advertising Company
100 Washington St. , Ste. 350, Reno 89503

775-322-2020

11
$8.0 mil.

Automotive, Gaming, Grocery, Retail

Scolari's, Model Dairy, Jones West Ford, Carson
Nugget, Rail City Casino, Michael Hohl Motor

Jim Minor
1986

19 GustinCurtis
549 Court St., Reno 89501
19 Hands Ink Advertising/ PS Media
2020 S. Jones Blvd., LV 89146

775-333-9393

10 Banking, Med./Healthcare, Real Est., Mstr.-PI.
$7.5 mil. Comf[l., Gaming/ Casinos, Newspaper/Media

Dan Gustin
1987

702-364-8604

10 Hospitality, Gaming, Retail, Shopping
$4.6 mil. Ctrs., Healthcare, Business-to-Business

Norwest, Washoe Health Sys., Damonte Ranch
Ofc. Park, Sands Regency, Reno Gazette-Journal
Primm Investments, Flamingo Hilton Laughlin,
KLVX Channei10-PBS, GC Wallace Eng., Riviera

19

702-248-6334

10 Strategic Mktg., Advertising Campaigns,
DND Corp. ID, PR, Graphic Des.

Howard Hutes Corp., Carina Corp., Cashman
Equip., Lan scape Service, Inc., NV First Bank

Mike Benjamin
1996

702-367-6667

10
DND

DND

DND

Johnny Gunn ,
Emma Addis; 1984

10
$5.4 mil.

Resort/Hospitality, Real Estate Developments

Gordon Biersch Brewing Co. , La Posada de
Santa Fe Resort & Spa, Royal Palms Hotels &
Casitas, NDA, UNLV, IGT

Tom Puckett
1990

9
DND

Community/Media Relations, Public Involvement, Issues Mgmt. , Spec. Events

SNV Water Auth. , RTC, City of NLV, LV Valley
Water Dis!.

SaraM. Katz
1990

B Real Estate, Manufacturers, Healthcare,
$1 .2 mil. Prof. Svcs.

Thomas & Mack, Prestige American Express
Travel, Arthur Andersen, Mountain View Hospital , Laurich Properties, Cam Data Systems

D. Michael Ballard
1992

Fuii-Svc. Advertising/ PR Agency

Lake Mead Hosp. Medical Ctr., Champion
Homes, Mainor Harris, Sprint PCS, Gordon
Biersch , Turnberry Place

Peter Poggione
1993

Advertising, PR, Design, Multi-Media

On Demand Ntwk. , NV First Care, Sportif USA,
Sierra Pac. Power Co., Washoe Health Sys.

DND
1993

Packaging, Point-of-Sale, Print, Internet,
Interactive, Broadcast

Jewelers of LV, Sierra School CU , Panavise Inc.,
KRXI -Fox/KAME-UPN TV, Lassen Comm. Coli.

Peter J. Sanchez
1994

9

Quillin & Co. Advertising & Public Relations
3720 Howard Hughes Pkwy., Ste. 200, LV B9109

The Creative Group
3201 W. Sahara Ave., Ste. G, LV 89102

19 The Five Star Group
2310 Paseo Del Prado, Ste. 102, LV 89102
19

Thomas Puckett Marketing, Advertising &
Public Relations, Inc.
4680 S. Polaris, Ste. 200, LV 89103

702-880-8885

702-798-5300

24

Katz & Associates, Inc.
3150 W. Sahara Ave., Ste. B22 , LV 89102

25

Ballard Communications, Inc./
Burch Design Gr011._
1850 E. Flamingo R ., Ste. 120, LV 89119-5152

702-836-3000

Swamp Rhino Advertising/
SRPR Public Relations
3390 Wynn Rd ., Ste. B, LV 89102

702-253-1551

25

702-368-0065

8
DND

Theresa Blazic
1991

Peggy Smith
1984

27

EnVision Advertising & Marketing
777 Sinclair St., Ste. 200, Reno 89501

775-786-4445

7
$1 .0mil.

27

Graphic Edge Studio
3939 S. McCarran Blvd., Reno 89502

775-825-7732

7
DND

27

Letizia Ad Team
4820 Alpine Pl. , Ste. D-102, LV 89107

702-870-2362

7
$6.5 mil.

TV, Radio, Newspaper, Art Svcs., PR

Chaisson Motor Cars, Cloud Carpets, United
Nissan, Bank of Commerce, LV Motor Spdwy

Tom Letizia
1974

30

CLM Design
3940 Spring Dr. , Ste. 11, Reno 89502

775-828-9700

6
$0.4 mil.

3D/ Specialty lnvitations/ Dir. Mail, Brochure/
Magazine/ Program Design, Legal Exhibits

Caesars Palace, John Ascagua's Nugget, Reno Rodeo,
McNally Law Office, Luctor lnt'l, St. James's Village

William Letcher
1990

30

Consultants in Marketing, Inc.
7324 W. Cheyenne Ave., Ste. 2, LV 89129

702-944-2464

6
DND

Prof. Svcs. M ktng. , Legal, Real Est., Finan cial

Palm Mortuary, GLVAR, EVEREN Sec., Robert
L. Bolick, Ltd ., Nat' I Institute for Est. Planners

Darcy K. Neighbors
1996

30

Media Access Group
305 Stewart St. , Reno 89502

775-686-2100

6
$3.6 mil.

Media Placemt., Media/Mkt. Analysis, Casino
Mktg., Nat'I!Reg'l Placemt. Capabilities

Harrah's Lake Tahoe & Reno, Chinook Winds Cas.,
Wendy's, Kruse & Parker, NV Div. Child/ Fam. Svcs.

Debbie lost
1994

33

Advertising and Marketing Solutions
4699 Industrial Rd., Ste. 201 , LV 89103

702-798-1819

5
$1.3 mil.

Print Media, Public Relations, Direct Mail,
Broadcast

Community Coller,e of Southern NV, Sam's
Town, Caesars Pa ace, Re:sources Connection

Annie Sliman
1995

33

American Media Corporati on
6767 W. Tropicana Ave., Ste. 204, LV 89103

702-248- 1032

5
S0.6mil.

DND

DND

Scott Allcock
1995

33

Cooper & Associates
4012 S. Rainbow Blvd., Ste. K-454, LV 89103

702-248-8600

5
DND

Media Placemt. , Graphic Design, PR

Nevada Baby Magazine, Las Vegas WeddingsThe Magazine

Tiffany Frisch
1984

33

Elizabeth Younger Agency
223 Marsh Ave., Reno, 89509-1626

775-329-4200

5
DND

Public Relations, Events, Marketing, Sales,
Reno-Tahoe lnt'l Airport Display Advertising

DND

Chris Cooper
1996

33

Greg Mason Advertising Arts
280 Brinkby Ave., Ste. 204, Reno 89509

775-825-6555

5
DND

Logo Dev., Brochure Des. , Annual Reports

Chinook Winds Casino, Washoe Health System,
Harvey's Casino Lake :rahoe, Sierra Pac. Resources

Greg Mason
1989
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ADVERnSING AGENCY
ADDRESS
Kirvin Communications Group
1785 E. Sahara Ave., Ste. 340, LV 89104

33

Kramer Rogers Consulting
6787 W. Tropicana Ave., Ste. 242 , LV 89103

702-889-0999

33

MeriTex Marketing Group
5380 S. Valley View Blvd., Ste. A, LV 89118

702-891 -8777

5
DND

33

Newlon Communications
2585 S. Jones Blvd ., Ste. 2D, LV 89146

702-227-0670

5
DND

33

P.R. Plus
1555 E. Flamingo Rd., Ste. 421 , LV 891 19

702-696-1999

33

RFN Productions, Inc.
1412 S. Jones Blvd., LV 89146

33

PHONE

CAPITALIZED
BILLINGS

SENIOR NV Em(s)
CLIENTS
Chicago-The Musical , M&M's World/Ethel M,
Bellagio, Spago, House of Blues, Tate & Snyder

YEAR EST. IN NEVADA
David Kirvin
1999

KVVU Fox 5, Jacor Broadcasting, Cert. Auto Retailers, Elite Marine. Seibt Fin., Physician Alliance

Rick Kramer
1988

PR, Mkt. Research/ Planning, Adv., Writing/
Editing, Colla!. Lit. , Trade Show Mgmt./Dev.

DND

Meg Menritt
1992

Healthcare, Fuii-Svc. Agency, Homebuilders

Christopher Hms., Trimeridian, Silver St. Sch. CU,
Charter Behavioral Health System of NV, CSTRR

Allison Newlon
1993

5
$0.4 mil.

Entertainment, Dining, Hospitality, Gaming

Hard Rock HC, McCormick & Schmick's, LV
Hilton, Alexis Park Resort, Golden NuggeUMirage

Laura Herlovich
1991

775-258-6333

5
$2 .1 mil.

Direct Mktg., Internet. Radio/TV Prod.,
Graphic Des.

LV Tourist Bureau, Home Show, Village Shops,
Showcase Slots

Rich Newman
1978

Sidra Kain Advertising & Public Relations
2785 E. Desert Inn Rd., Ste. 255, LV 89121

702-794-0405

5
DND

Strategic Planning/ Consulting, PR,
PrinURadio/TV Advertising

DND

Sidra Kain
1987

33

The Firm
3975 W. Quail Ave., Ste. 6, LV 89118

702-739-9933

5
DND

Public Relations

Blockbuster Ent. , Southland Corp., NV First Bank,
Sprint 1st Source, Kaufman & Broad, Primadonna

Solveig Thorsrud-AIIen
1993

33

Weidinger Public Relations
225 Kingsbury Grade, Ste. C, Stateline 89449

775-588-2412

5
$0.4 mil.

Tourism. Golf, Spec. Events, Media Relations

Lake Tahoe Visitors Auth., Lake Tahoe Celeb. Golf
Tourn., Embassy Stes. Resort & Lake Tahoe

Phil Weidinger
1985

46

Albrecht Advertising, Inc.
PO Box 50055 , Sparks 89435-0055

775-626-6800

4
$1 .0mil.

TV, Radio, Print

Reno Jeep-Chrysler-Plymouth , Winans Furn.,
G&H Industries

Scott W. Albrecht
1989

46

Blue Moon Communications Inc.
2545 Chandler, Ste. 4, LV 89120

702-740-5656

4
$1.5 mil.

New Home Dev. , Hospitality, High Tech

Triple 5, Chartered Homes, Real Homes, Mirage Computers, Developers Mktg. Grp.

Ed Rubenstein
1996

46

MassMedia
5868 S. Pecos Rd ., Ste. 200, LV 89120

702-433-4331

4
$0.3 mil.

Media Relations, Spec. Events, PR, Corp. PR,
Adv. Placemt./Des., Employee Relations

MacDonald Ranch CC, Euphoria Salons & Day
Spa, Silver State Bank, Colliers lnternat'l

Paula Yakubik
1997

46

Strategic Communication
2655 S. Rainbow Blvd., Ste. 310, LV 89146

702-255-0588

4
DND

Destination Mktg. , Nat'l Media Relations

Lake Powell Resorts, Wilderness River Advenlures, Ellis Is. Nat'l Monumt. , Denali Park Resorts

Lynn Davis
1997

50

Allen Advertising
P.O. Box 97084, Henderson 89014

702-361 -5393

3
DND

Medical

NV Cancer Ctr., West Valley Imaging, Insight
Mtn . Diagnostics, Directions, NV Dermatology

Gail & Harvey Allen
1979

50

Americana Advertising Agency
PO Box 15110, LV 89114-51 10

702-242 -4482

3
DND

Internet, Magazine Promos, Americanization
of Foreign Products, Cable TV Acquisition

DND

Richard Reed
1990

50

Chayra Communications
4250 Valley Pine, N. LV 89030

702-658-3236

3
DND

Healthcare, Native American Issues

Fertility Ctr. of LV, Cl. Co. Health Dis!., PAHOI,
Clark Co. Safe Kids Coalition, Hozhoni Oyate

Sharon Chayra
1995

50

Roseman Marketing, Inc.
423 W. Plumb Ln., Reno 89509

775-322-5523

3
$1 .2 mil.

Strategic Planning, Positioning, Publishing,
Corp. Comm., Bus.-to-Bus., Strategic Thinking

DND

Tova Roseman
1990

50

The Harris Group
PO Box 50044, Henderson 89016

702-644-1111

3
$2.0 mil.

TV Advertising for Attorneys

Carl Piazza, Phillip Goldstein, Broadacres Swap. ,
Block Law, Casper & Casper, Colman & Townsley

Carl Colalillo
1980

55

Bernard Hodes Advertising
2421 Tech Center Ct., Ste. 103, LV 89128

702 -363-4343

2
DND

Recruit. Prog., Empl. Comm./Retention Prog.,
lnterac?"e Solutns., Dir. Mail/Brochures/ Flyers

DND

Monica Eichman
1998

55

Doug Shane & Associates
10301 Homestead, LV 89131

702-656-2277

2
S1 .0mil.

Automotive, Retail, Housing

Desert Dodge, Summer Trail, Spanish Trail,
Adams Western Wear, Clark Co. Fair

Doug Shane
1994

55

Kirsh Media Group
221 N. Buffalo Dr., Ste. B, LV 89128

702-838-0800

Wellish Vision Ins!., Berger & Son Jewelers, Fleetwood Home ctr. , Horton & Assoc., Hebrew Acad.

Ron Kirsh
1997

55

Lynam Werner Communications
6600 W. Charleston Blvd ., Ste. 123, LV 89102

702-878-6867

2
$0.3 mil.

Govt./Political Affairs, Crisis Mgmt.

Venetian, Repub. Silver St. Disp., NFIB, NV Auto
Trade Assn., Keystone Corp., El Dorado Energy, LLC

Keith Lynam, Matthew
Werner.1995

55

Paradigm Advertising
3557 S. Valley View Blvd., LV 89103-1865

702-871-7675

2
DND

Interactive Multimedia, Internet Site Design, Corp. ID Design

Meeting/ Incentive Mgmt., Boulder Dam Area
BSA, Sys. , Energy & Tech ., Inc., Ultimate Ears

Paul Cuthbert
1996

55

Russ Fans Public Relations
7509 Turtle Dove Ct. , LV 89129

702-658-7654

2
DND

Food/ Bev., Healthcare, EntertainmUSports,
Bus.-to-Bus., Fin . Svcsllnstitutions, RE/ Const.

Natrol, Inc., Key Performance Internal' I LLC, LTS
Enterprises, Inc., Kammrath & Assoc., TGM, Inc.

Russ Fans
1994

55

Steven Jacobs Advertising
PO Box 50871 , Reno 89513

775-828-9922

2
DND

Corp. ID, Graphic Des., Logos, Brach., Reports,
Fuii-Svc. Retail Adv., Med., RE, Hi. Tech, Retail

DND

Steven Jacobs
1986

55

Stockdale & Crum
1650 Lucerne St., Minden 89423

775-782 -3678

2
DND

Medical, Tourism , Political, Business-to Business

Barton Mem. Hasp., Carson Valley C of C & Visit.
Auth., Astromec, Ametherm, Quintas Resorts

Suzanne J. Stockdale
1987

55

The PR Group
6655 W. Sahara Ave .. Ste. B200, LV 89146

702-646-8470

2
$0.3 mil.

Real Est., Prof. Svc. Firms, Editorial Svcs.

Maritz, Wolff & Co., Ricciardi & Paustian, Sullivan
& Knott, Inc., Churchill Mort. Corp., SNWA

Sydney Knott
1995

64

Chrisse White-Waddell Public Relations, Inc.
3161 Alden Ave., Ste. A, LV 89121

702-458-5927

1
DND

Hospitality, Entertainment, Business

NV Hotel/Motel Assoc., NV Restaurant Assoc. ,
Mount Charleston Lodge

Chrisse White-Waddell
1997

64

Media Directions, Inc.
PO Box 6389, Reno 89513

775-747-7722

1
$1.2 mil.

Media Planning, Media Placemt., Media
Strategy

DND

Johanna McClain
1996

64

Nevada Adworks
5554 Tappan Dr., Reno 89523

775-787-2253

1
$0.4 mil.

Radio, TV, Direct Response, Media Buying,
Prod.

Career College No. NV, Sylvan Learning Ctrs. ,
Thrifty Car Rentl./Sales, RV Trailerland, CDF Whsl.

Kevin Jamerson
1987

64

Thomas Advertising Associates
PO Box 70311 , Reno 89570-0311

775-322 -8558

1
DND

Retail Advertising/Media Buying

DND

Marsha Thomas
1988

68

Kubik Advertising
6767 W. Tropicana Ave., LV 89103

702-248-9074

0
DND

Commercial Design, Mktg. Plans, Commercials

DND

Kathy Kubik
1997

68

The Mantel Sloane Company
4820 Alpine Pl. , Ste. D-102, LV 89107

702-877-4117

0
DND

Advertising Consultant, PR, TV
Creative/Prod .

Tower of Jewels, U.S. Home, Furniture Direct,
Luna Home Collection

Lynne Mantel Sloane
1994

N/A Ad -Media Promotions LLC
4535 W. Sahara Ave., Ste. 105, LV 89102

702-645-7400

DND
DND

Multi-Media Mktg., Radio/TV / PrinUintemet,
Commrd Prod./Piacemt./Negot., Graphic Des.

Planet X Utopia Virtual Community, TalentSearch Org., WebFieaMarket.com

San Dee Herman
1985

N/A

775-852-7018

DND
DND

DND

KFC, 13 Markets

Gert Bowers
1977

N/ A Bruce Merrin Public Relations & Advertising
3885 S. Decatur Blvd ., Ste. 3001 , LV 89103

702-367-0331

DND
$1.5 mil.

Entertainmt., Gaming/ Resort, Corp. , Literary
Author Tours, Prod. Launches, Seminar Tours

Kutash Ent., BluBiocker Corp., Celebrity Speakers/
Ent. , Handle With Care, Inc., Bruce Jenner

Bruce Merrin
1990

N/ A Where Will You Be In 2000 A.D.?
325 S. 3rd St , Ste. 265, LV 89101
DND ; Did not disclose

702-383-6688

DND
DND

Multi-Media Campaigns-Global, Logo/Merdt
Dev., Orig. Musical Comp., Stage Prod./Cioth.

DND

Richard Lopresto
1998

Alan Frank & Associates, Inc.
30 De Anza Dr., Reno 89511

BOOK ~ LISTS
OF

702-737-3100

5
DND

AREAS OF SPECIALTY
PR, Mktg., Spec. Events

5 Automotive, Retail, Broadcast Promotions,
$2.5 mil. Financial, Created Svcs.

2 Media Buying/Consulting, PR, Electronic
DND Media Prod.

[im:J Note: The above information was supplied by representatiVes of the listed companies in response to faxed survey fonns. Companies not appearing did not respond. To ttie best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of press time.

While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness. errors and omissions do occur. Send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of Usts, Research Dept, 2127 Paradise Rd., LV, NV 89104.
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Landscape Contractors
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EMPLYS
~
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3
4
5
5
5
8
8

10
10
12
13
14
15

16
16
18
18
20
21
21
21
24
25
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

lANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR
ADDRESS

PHONE

Gothic Landscaping
4565 W. Nevso Dr.
Las Vegas 891 03
Landscape Service, Inc.
35 W. Mayflower Ave.
North Las Vegas 89030
The GroundsKeeper
4450 S. Valley View Blvd.
Las Vegas 89103
Environmental Care, Inc.
4580 S. Polaris Ave.
Las Vegas 89103
Exteriors, Inc.
3125 Ali Baba Ln., Ste. 712
Las Vegas 89118
Harrison Landscape Company
1951 Ramrod Ave.
Henderson 89014
Nevada Landscape Corp.
5000 W. Oakey Blvd., Ste. A3
Las Vegas 89146·3394
Cedco Landcape Inc.
6720 W. Serene Ave.
Las Vegas 89139
High Sierra Trees &
Landscaping, LLC/Colorock
11240 S. Virginia St.
Reno 89511
Jerry Mitchell, Inc.
455 Tacchino
Reno 89512
Parkway Landscape
8689 W. Sahara Ave .• Ste. 180
Las Vegas 89117 ,
MSI Landscaping
3175 Ali Baba Ln. , Ste. 804
Las Vegas 89118
Parsons Bros. Rockeries Inc.
PO Box 40694
Reno 89504
L. Barrios & Associates
3072 Sheridan St.
Las Vegas 89102
Kimberly Nurseries Nevada
dba Team Green Inc.
2223 N. 5th
Elko 89801
Native Plant Farm & Tree Movers
5005 Old Hwy. 395 N.
Carson City 89704
U.S. Landscape, Inc.
9789 Ashton Peak Ct.
Las Vegas 89117
Glenwood Construction
536 14th St.
Sparks 89431
Little Ci~ Landscape
450 Lin en St.
Reno 89502
Environmental Landscape Designs Inc.
5430 W. Sahara Ave., Ste. 204
Las Vegas 89031
Mauri Landscapes
853 Teal Ave.
Las Vegas 89123
Sienna Landscape
259 W. Atlantic Ave.
Henderson 89015
Tullis Landscaping & Maintenance Inc.
1853 Ruby Ln.
Henderson 89014
Pro-Scape
4933 W. Craig Rd. , Ste. 125
Las Vegas 89130
A-Quali~ Landscape
5001 E. onanza Rd., Ste. 365
Las Vegas 89110
B&D Landscaping
8370 W. Cheyenne Av., Ste. 109-142
Las Vegas 89129
Landscapes by Tim Inc.
4570 Wynn Rd.
Las Vegas 89103
Miscellaneous Landscaping Service
6441 Cedar Breaks Ave.
Las Vegas 89115
Western Environments Inc.
1488 Kingsley Ln.
Carson City 89701

DND = Did not disclose

702-252-7017
702·386-5477
702-597-0443
702-736·3551
702-739-7799
702-451·9703
702·251·5533
702-837-0345

775-853·8734
775·323-7008
702-388-2088
702-891-8912
775-323-0302
702-368-1820

775-738-8011

EST.
NV SERVICES
178 Grading, Landscape Constr., Irrigation Constr., Park
1982 Development, Landscape Main!., Model HomesLandscape, Production-Landscape
147 Landscape Architecture, Site Planning, Water Con1992 serv. Plans, Irrigation Des., Land Planning, Design
Landscape Maint./lmprove., Irrigation Repair, Land86 scape Mgmt.
1994
Landscape Main!., Interior Plant Main!., Lif.ht
75 Cons!. , Palm Tree Pruning, Irrigation Instal ./Repair
1989
Landscape Des./Const./Maint., Fountains, Water
50 Features
1989
Landscape, Main!., Grading
50
1996
Landscape Des./Build, lnstaii./Maint.
50
1986
Lands~e Maint./lnstall., Irrigation lnstaii./Repair,
40 Rainbir Maxicom Certified
DND
Install., Sprinkler Sys., Drip Sys., Sod, Concr. Curb.,
Retaining Wails, Rock, RR Ties, Waterfalls, Custom
40 Landscp. Des., Tree Plant./Saies, Moving, Eqpl Rent.
1984
Design, Consult., Irrigation, Excavation, Landscape
30 Cons!., Rock Wail Cons!.
1991
Landscape Const./Maint. , Retaining Walls,
30 Concrete
1993
Landscape Cons!. , Mainl , Design, Misting Sys.
28
1992
Rock Retaining Walls
25
1989
Landscape lnstaii./Maint., Renovation, Irrigation In·
20 stalL / Repair
1993
Landsc. Cons!. , lrrig. Install., Ground Main!. , Night/
17 Security Lighting, Snow Removal, Waterscapes, CTI
1996 Concrete Restor./Beaut., Synthetic Golf Greens

YR.
IN

775-883-2099

10
1997

702-254-0444

10
1997

Des./lnstail., Native "Plants/Specimen Trees. Ponds/
Water Feat. , Retainer Walls, Sod/Hydroseed, lrrig./
Light., Erosion Control, Bank Stabiliz .• Wetiand Restor.
Design, Landscape Const./Maint.

SENIOR NV

Exec.

CURRRENT PROJECTS

TITLE

Sonata & Vivaldi Parks at Seven Hills, Dos Escuelas
Park at Green Valley Ranch, Del Webb Anthem
Country Club and Coventry, Spring Mtn. Ranch
Anthem Country Club, Sun City Anthem , MacDonald Ranch, Portcielo of Lake LV, Windsor Park at
Queensridge, Del Webb's Sun City Summerlin
Wells Fa'5,o Branches, Southwest Gas, Marriott Hotels, Resi ence Inns. Rancho Las Brisas HOA

Brian K. Meehan
Branch Manager
Brad Mishlove
President
Curtis Steinle
Regional Manager

Green Valley Ranch

Fehmi Midani
NV Operations Mgr.

Commercial/Residential

Joe Vassallo
Vice President

DND

Rob Des Jardins
Managing Partner

The Borgata, Decatur Villas, Villas at Rancho
del Norte II, Encore Ole. Park, Judith Villas,
RPS Office Bldg.
DND

Edward Finger
President
Mike Davis
President

DND
Gail Willey
Owner
Several Large Res./Comm. Projects

Jerry Mitchell
President

Belle Esprit, Scarlett Canyon, La Entrada, Heather
Glen, Woodridge, Sahara Summit

Dennis Parker
President

DND

DND
DND

Home Depot, Northtowne Plaza, Para~on Homes,
Centex Homes, Maloney & Bell , Doub e Diamond
Homes
DND

Bill Parsons
Vice President

UNR Fire Sch. , OfficeMax, Comfort Inn. Holiday Inn
Express. CADV, Joan Anderson
Lot 24-Job's Peak Ranch , No. 9 Silver Saddle·Li~htning W. Golf Course, Entry-Job's Peak Ranch, P ytoremediation-495 Nugget Ave.-Sparks
TropiWest Plaza, Simone Ole. Bldg., Childers Res .•
Zavala Res .• Garafolo Res. , Charts Res.

Larry Barrios
General Manager
Daniel Vance
President
Pat Fox
Owner
John W. Mortensen
President

Res./Comm./Subdiv. Landscape, Concrete
775-358-6004

8
1991

775-825·2300

8
1981

702·227·8311

6
1990

702-837-5757

5
1998

702-565·3880

5
1995

702-435-9427

5
1986

702 ·631-9575

4
1995

Apts. , Custom Homes

Glen Callender
Manager

Reno Christian Fellowship, ClearView Comm. Ctr.

Kirk Barlow
Owner

Residential Customs, Ron Vitto's Commercial Projects, Frank Marino Res.

Maxine Wise
CEO

Brick Patios/Walkways, Waterfalls/ Ponds, Themed
Landscapes, Decorative Walls, 1·Yr. Warranty

Res./Small Comm. Jobs

DND
DND

Irrigation, Design, Landscape Install., Keystone Wails,
Flagstone Patios/Walks, Ponds, Native Plant Use

Sullivan Res .. Lemmon Res. , Harouff Res. , Angel Res.

Donna Servin
Owner

DND

Dale Tullis
President

Landscape, Main!., Clean-Up, Sprinkler Repair/ In·
stall. , Designs
Landscape Des./Build, Main!. , Plant Nut., Lighting,
BBQs

Landscaping, Lighting, Tree Svc., Irrigation, Main!.
Landscape Des./lnstall.• Irrigation, Patios

702-438-7691

3
1993

702-228-1273

DND
1993

702-364·5001

DND
1988

DND

Ralph Hollander
President

Landscape Install., Water Feat. , Sprinkler lnstaii./ Repair, Main!.

DND

Michael P. Manko
Owner

Landscaping. Landscaping Des. , Sprinkler Repair,
Pool Main!. , Yard Main!.

Res./Comm. Landscaping

DND
DND

DND

Tim Waldrup
President

DND

Ron James
Owner

Comm./Res.

Peter D. Sinnoh
President

Design, Waterfalls, Custom Cons!., Patios/ Covers

702-438-9661

DND
1993

Landscaping. Watersca~s. Sprinkler Sys., Curbing,
Concrete Patios, Block ails. Grading
Landscape Contractors/ Main!.

775-883·1420

DND
1985

[E While
Note: The above information was supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of press time.
every effort is made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness, errors and omissionsdo occur. Send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of Lists. Research Dept. 2127 Paradise Rd., LV, NV 89104.
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Landscape Architects
Ranked by Nevada Employees
EMPUEES

"'

~

PHONE

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
ADDRESS

REGis.

AROmrn

1 Poggemeyer Design Group, Inc.
2601 N. Tenaya Way, LV 89128

702-255~

Jeff Codega Planning/Design
433 W. Plumb Ln., Reno 89509
3 FPE
---~250 S. Rock, Ste. 100, Reno 89502

775-322-5100

45
4

n5-332-4920

42
1

775-856-1150

36
2

4 CFA, Inc.
1150 Corporate Blvd. , Reno 89502
The WLB Group
2551 N. Green Valley Pkwy. , Ste. A425
Henderson 89014
-~~~~c""el~
la Barr Associa-te-s-. 1-n-c.1771 E. Flamingo Rd., Ste. 103B, LV 89119
J.W. Zunino &. Associates Inc.
3191 S. Jones Blvd., LV 89146
8 Schoenberg Design Associates
320 Flint St., Reno 89501
9 Veltman Consulting s=--e-rv.,..
ic-es- 2801 N. Tenaya Way, LV 89128
10 Southwick &. Associates
---2601 N. Tenaya Way, LV 89128
11 Designscapes
--~--I
3068 Sunset Rd., Ste. 9, LV 89120
11

Richard Price &. Associates. Inc.
3760 S. Jones Blvd. , LV 89103

775-458-2551

46
3

24
1

702-893-7n9

16
5
702-253-9390 · ~
4
775-322·1414

6
1

,.s' :

<.cjP~~·~· 'fl>'¢''

~-~~~"
<I'~Q~....~'0 ~ '""

,JJ'

•• •••
1- -- 1- •• • •
1•• ••
11•• ••
_,_1•••••

-

OTHER

SENIOR

.

NV

EXEC.

YEAR ESTABLISHED

Larry V. Carroll
1982
~~.

Civil Engineering, Surveyi

1996
Harlan Fricke
1986

~-

I~

-• • -• :-• •
_,_
;-

j-

1-

1-

1-

- I- 1-

Engineering, Surveying,
Land Use Planning

Arrow Creek Planned Unit Dev.. Callahan Ranch Park, Key- Brita Tryggvi
stone Com. Church Campus, Paradise Park Community P_ark
_ ..,.1~
9,-.
81-=--UNLV Parking Fadlity, University Med. Ctr., Clark County
Nelson Stone
Family Services, Federal Court House, Rainbow-D./. Deten- 1988
tion Basin, Mountain Vista Park

Resort Dev. , Parks/ Rec. Site
Planning, Plazas/Urban 5p.

Rio H&C, Henderson Promenade, NW Soccerfield Complex,
Klamath Falls Sports Complex, Stardust H&C, Summerlin

Olfcou~. Recreation.
• • • • • ,_ IGParks
·~

• • • • Consulting
1- - IStandards, Architecture,
••
• • Dev.
Research, Urban Des.
1- - I- •• •••
1•• ••
- ;•• ••••
• • • • • • Architect
1- - I- 1DND
•• •
1- - I- 1
GOlfCOu~
,_• • • • • ,_

1

Hansen

Mojave Desert Preserve, Vets Cemetery, Children's Memorial
Park, River Mtns. Trtmt Fadlity. So. NV Vet Home, Ued Ubrary
Washoe Co. HS, Sparks Marina Park, NV Air Guard Design
Guides, McQueen Fire Sta., Northtowne Plaza, Redfield Prom.

~

702-869-2288

5
2

775·255-1084

4
3

702-312-6399

3
1

702-564-0960

3
2

775-825-3892

1
2

775-265-4824

DND
DND

619-224-3689

DND
1

I ~

-

Front Site Weapons Training lnst, Rosemary Clark M.S., Steph.Fiarningo M.P., Eagle Mtn. Viii., Rancho Plaza, Tenaya-Craig M.P.
East Av. Medians, Cimarron Robindale H.S., Hard Rock Hotel
Exp .. Alex. Dawson Sch., Ann Cim. Pk., UNLV Arch. Connect.
ParkS/Open Space-Seven Hills

j-

Park Towers, Eastgate, ANC Corp. Ctr., BuckinghamQueensridge, Willows, Crossing Bus. Ctr.
Huge Residence, Warehouse/Restaurant, Cottage, Site for
School
DND
DND

David Kemp
1988

DND = Did not disclose
~ Note: The above infonnation was supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is acrurate as of press time.
BDDK ~LISTS
OF
L!JI.it.tJ Whne t!VefY effort is made to ensure acruracy and thoroughness. erroo and omissions do occur. Send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nt!Vada Statewide Book of Usts, Research Depl . 2127 Paradise Rd., LV, NV 89104.

Free Meeting Space
and Continental Breakfast

During the months of June, July and August we offer a complimentary meeting
room and breakfast for groups of 30 or more.

· Buffet
· Bungalows
· 24-Hour Cafe
· Luxury Suites
· fine Gourmet Dining
· Deluxe lower Rooms
HOHL-CASINO-GOLf-S
· Live Showroom Entertainment
· 10,000 sq II Convention Space
Mesquite , Nevada
· World Class Co-ed Spa
· 24 Hour Casino Adion
· 18 Hole Championship
· Lagoon Pool with
Golf Course
Waterfall Slide
Problem Gambling Hotline 800-522-4700
One Hour Norlh of Las Vegas · l.800 .459.PLI'IY or 702-341-5274

Creative ... Responsive... Innovative ___ Dedicated
April 1999 •
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Banks
Ranked by Total Nevada Deposits
~

z
<

"'
2
3

' " o,

PHONE

BANK
ADDRESS

Bank of America
PO Box 98600, LV 89193-8600
Norwest/Wells Fargo
3300 W. Sahara Ave., LV 89102
U.S. Bank
1 E. Liberty St., Reno 89501

BRANCHES

NEVADA DEPOSITS

1 998 1NCOME

..,,., ,,.,

702-654-8428

$4,367,000,000

$5,165,000,000

0.88

"'
1156

702-765-3318

4 ,300,000,000

N/A

N/A

N/A

800-US BANKS

1,125,000,000

1,327.400

2.03

• uu"

HEAOQUAJmRS

IN N EVADA

Charlotte, NC

S ENIOR NV EXECUTIVE
TITlE

George W. Smith
Nevada Area Exec.
Laura Schulte
PresidenUCEO

84

San Francisco, CA

104

24.10

Minneapolis, MN

51

Kenneth G. Ladd
President
David J. Smith
PresidenUCEO
William E. Martin
PresidenUCEO

4

First Security Bank of Nevada
PO Box 19250, LV 89132

702-952-6000

923,396,000

11,584,000

1.32

16.69

Salt Lake City, UT

14

5

Pioneer Citizens Bank
750 E. Warm Springs Rd., Ste. 400, LV 891 19
Nevada State Bank
PO Box 990, Las Vegas 89125-0990

702-731-2222

900,000,000

13,291,000

1.46

22 .28

Reno

13

702-383-0009

896,472 ,000

13,659,000

151

25.84

Las Vegas

BankWest of Nevada
2700 W Sahara Ave., LV 89102
Colonial Bank
2330 S. Virginia, Reno 89502
SierraWest Bank
PO Box 61000, Truckee CA 96160

702-248-4200

298,822.437

3,305,830

1.26

18.90

Las Vegas

775-827-7200

239,756,000

DND

DND

DND

530-582-3803

195,000,000

10,450,000

1.30

15.00

First Republic Bank
2510 S. Maryland Pkwy. , LV 89109
Community Bank of Nevada
1400 S. Rainbow Blvd., LV 89146

702-792-2200

146,079,000

DND

0.81

12.39

702-878-0700

12 1,842,000

1,734,000

1.32

13.1 0

Las Vegas

12

Business Bank of Nevada
6085 W Twain Ave., LV 89113

702-794-0070

101,400,000

1,120,000

0.76

7.03

Las Vegas

AI Alvarez
President & CEO

13

Great Basin Bank of Nevada
487 Railroad St. , Elko 89801
Nevada First Bank
2800 W. Sahara Ave., LV 89102

775-753-3800

51,721,217

627,566

1.15

14.76

Elko

Terry R. Sullivan
President & CEO

702-310-4000

38,201 ,000

(208,000)

N/ A

N/ A

Las Vegas

Sun West Bank
5830
Flamingo Rd., LV 89103
The First National Bank of Ely
595 Aultman St. , Ely 89301

702-949-2265

26,000,000

N/ A*

N/A

N/A

Las Vegas

775-289-4441

24,200,000

1,090,000

2.12

7.62

Ely

Dennis E. Guldin
PresidenUCEO
Jackie K. Delaney
President & CEO
John Gionoli
President

Valley Bank
370 N. Stephanie, Henderson 89014
Goleta National Bank
5827 Hollister Ave. , Goleta CA 93117

702-436-1515

6,000,000

N/A*•

N/A

N/A

Henderson

805-683 -4944

DND

DND

DND

DND

Goleta, CA

KeyBank Commercial Real Estate
3980 Howard Hughes Pkwy. , Ste. 500, LV 89109

702-696-1880

DND

996,000,000

1.32

18-:oo-

Cleveland, OH

6
7
8
9
10
11

14
15
16
17
N/A
N/A

w

DND = Did not disclose

• Bank opened 7/ 98

George B. Hofmann
President & CEO
Larry L. Woodrum
PresidenUCEO

Reno

Richard Martucci
Regional President

Truckee, CA

Dave Funk
Regional President
Jim Baumberger
Executive Vice Pres.
Edward M. Jamison
CEO/President

Barry L. Hulin
President & CEO
0

Gary Crouch
SBA Loan Specialist
Bradford K. Giles
Senior Vice President

••aank opened 10198

BOOK&mlLISTS [!E Note: The above information was supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of press time.

While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness, errors and omissi~s do ocwr. Send corrections Of' additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of Usts, Research Dept, 2127 Paradise Rd .. LV. NV 89104.
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t• At U.S. Bank, your small business
\
8
~
doesn't get the runaround, just the credit •
~

We've shortened our small business credit process to
~·
~.,
make it easier for you to get the credit you need.
'2·
'0
Now, by filling out a simple
No openi ng or
application,youcanapplyforbotha
annual fees.
- - - - - - - - U.S. Bank., Advantage Line and a

(';!

t§

U.S. Bank Visa"'Business Card. No financials or coYateral
are required, so you can complete the form in about
~
~·
10 minutes. You can also take advantage of other offers on small
business
products and services. (Offers end April16, 1999.) For
~0~
0 cessb 0
complete details, stop by U.S. Bank, or calll-888-746-2870.

-A

".or.

Simply Business®

[!I3bank~
Your needs. Our tools.·

C1999 US.Bancotp. Loans and lines subject to aecit approval. AI products. terms and conditions are subject to change. Consult atrt US.Bank branch b' aJrTent information. US.Bank Advantage Une has no set maturity. US. Bank may reduce the credit limit or terminate the line in accordance
with the US. Bank Advantage Une Agreement US.Bank Advantage Une accounts booked rtJW through 4/16199 will have no annual and/or opening fees. No annual fee appftes to the US.Bani<VtSa Business Card when you use the card twetve or more times in a twetve month period,otherwise
the fee is $25. The creditor and issuer of the U.S.BankVISa Business Card is US.Bank National Associatioo NO and the card is oNy avaiiatje to businesses in the UMed States. The creditor and issuer of US.Bank Advantage Une is US.Bank National Association. US. Bank member FDIC.
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NEVADA FIRST BANK BELIEVES THERE IS STILL
PLENTY OF ROOM FOR THE FRIENDLY, NEIGHBORHOOD BANK WHICH CARES ABOUT ITS CLIENTS.

T

PriJPiding jirstJYate customer sernce is
a key philosophy of N evada First Bank .
PI CT URED TOP TO BOTTOM:

President & CEO Dermis Guldin ;
Operations Officer Leo Moschioni
with a potential client;
Lending Assistant Louise Mendoza.

he phenomenal success Nevada First Bank has enjoyed
since opening its doors in
January 1998 would seem to prove
them right. By July 1998, the new
bank was already showing a profit,
and is currently averaging $100,000
in after-tax profit each month. Nevada First Bank recently celebrated paying off the last of its startup expenses,
a remarkable feat in so short a rime,
and it anticipates an after tax profit
for irs first fiscal year of $800,000. As
of February 1999 assets stood at $52
million, loans at $39 million and deposits at $41 million.
Located at 2800 West Sahara in
the financial services corridor, Nevada First Bank offers loans to businesses and individuals, lines of credit, construction loans and private
banking. President and CEO Dennis
Guldin attributes the bank's success
to rwo main factors: keeping costs
down and providing exceptional customer service. A "lean and mean" approach to saving money led to the
decision to lease office space in The
Plazas instead of constructing an expensive new headquarters building.
Low overhead enables the bank to
ADVERTORIAL

offer competitive interest rates.
As a small community bank, the
emphasis at Nevada First has always
been on customer service. Guldin's
desk is located in the bank lobby,
and the bank president's voice mail
even gives callers the number of his
cellular phone. Says Guldin: "We
know our customers by name, and
they become familiar with the bank
staff as well, so they know whom to
call with a problem or question. Our
staff are very knowledgeable and professional, but they are also very
friendly. " Nevada First Bank extends
its personalized service to loan decisions as well. "We have no standardized credit scoring system," explains
Guldin. "We'll go out and visit the
client's business, talk with his or her
employees, discuss plans for the future. That gives us the whole picture
about whether it's a good risk. "
About 75 percent of the bank's
clients make use of its courier service.
If the courier is not available, a bank
officer himself may go to pick up papers. "We bring the bank to the
client," says Guldin. "No matter
where they are in the valley, the pickup service makes it convenient for

I Nevada Business Journal I

them to deal with us." The bank is
also connected to the PLUS system,
enabling clients to use ATMs all over
the country to withdraw cash, or use
debit cards to charge with merchants.
The bank's Board of Directors
come from many segments of the
local business community. "Local directors mean accountability," explains Guldin. "And, they are not
just figureheads . They are actively involved in the bank and meet every
week to consider loan requests. "
Board Chairman Jim Rogers is the
CEO of Valley Broadcasting Company, which owns KVBC television
in Las Vegas as well as six other stations. He is also an attorney and
well-known philanthropist. Vice
Chairman Dipak Desai is a gastroenterologist and teaches at the University of Nevada School of Medicine.
Vice Chairman Bill Wortman owns
the Nevada Palace Casino. Other
board members represent the real estate community, advertising and
other local business interests.
Bank President and CEO Dennis

Guldin has been actively engaged in
the banking industry since 1968.
Prior to joining Nevada First Bank in
October 1997 he served at Sun State
Bank for more than five years as an
executive vice president. He also
served more than 11 years with First
Interstate Bank of Nevada in senior
level management and 10 years with
Bank of America. He has lived in
Southern Nevada for 22 years.
The bank's commitment to the
community is reflected in its contributions to local nonprofit groups.
Dennis Guldin serves on the Board
of Big Brothers and Big Sisters, on
the Board of the UNLV Lied Foundation and on the UNLV President's
Advisory Board. He is also a director
of the Nevada State Development
Corporation. Senior Vice President
John Blackmon is the Chairman of
the Board of Boys Town of Nevada,
serves on the Sunrise Childrens
Hospital Board · and the Lied
Discovery Museum Board. He is
Finance Chairman of the UNLV
Football Foundation.

First Cash Machine

Now that the bank has achieved
irs first goal of paying off startup
costs, it is planning another branch
on the western edge of town. "Our
long-term goal is to make ourselves
a valuable parr of the business
community in Southern Nevada by
developing long-term relationships
with clients," says Guldin. Nevada
First Bank's slogan: "Join the First
Team" indicates that the bank and irs
clients work together as a team to
help each other succeed. "We are
committed to the growth of our
clients," says Dennis Guldin. "If we
run into someone who could use the
product or services they provide,
we're happy to recommend them. It
helps them and indirectly helps us
too. We believe 'Teamwork will
make the Dream work' for us all. "
\

Nevada \
First· Bank
2800

i/111

w'e~t Sahara Ave.

,, Las veWas, NV 89102

;:' ..Jlf 'fiiJ
Above: Dennis Guldin (left) and Senior Vice President foh n Blackmon
Top: T eller Kelley Bwse
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Set Your Corporate Game Plan in Motion
Your business plan calls for your company to take its next significant step ...
But You Need
[ EXPANSION/ACQUISITION CAPITAL ]

( BRAND DEVELOPMENT ]

[ CORPORATE SECURITIES OFFERINGS ]

[ MARKETING STRATEGIES ]

Ifyour business is ready
[ ASSET PROTECTION RECOMMENDATIONS ]

[ BUSINESS VALUATIONS

to make its next move, you
can find all this and more at

THE NEVADA FUND
AUDITED FINANCIAL ANALYSIS ]

[ ADVICE ON THE BEST, MOST PROFITABLE COURSE OF ACTION ]

Strength Through Partnerships
.... . ··········· ························-········· ................ .

www. nevada fun d.com
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Mortgage Companies
Ranked by 1998 Total Lending Volume
1998 LENDINGVOLUME
TOTAL

""z<

"'

4
5
5
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

MORTGAGE COMPANY

PHONE

New South Federal Savings Bank
3611 S. Lindell Rd.
Las Vegas 89103
Great Basin Mortgage,
A Central Pacific Co.
6075 S. Eastern Ave., Ste. 3
Las Vegas 89119
American Home Finance
830 W. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine IL 60067
Key Commercial Mortgage
3980 Howard Hughes Pkwy., Ste. 500
Las Vegas 89109
Guild Mortgage Co.
2685 S. Rainbow Blvd. , Ste. 100
Las Vegas 89146
North American Mort~a,re
3821 W. Charleston Bv ., Ste. 100
Las Vegas 89102
Crossland Mortgage
500 N. Rainbow Blvd., Ste. 110
Las Vegas 89107
Unicor Funding, Inc.
26391 Crown Valley Pkwy.
Mission Viejo CA 92691
lnterWest Mortgage
2330 S. Virginia St.
Reno 89502
Aspen Mortgage Services
7560 W. Sahara Ave., Ste. 107
Las Vegas 89117
MLSG Home Loans
590 Double Eagle Ct. , Ste. 100
Reno 89511
Philadelphia Freedom
2080 E. Flamingo Rd. , Ste. 114
Las Vegas 89119
Del Mar Mortgage
2901 El Camino Ave.
Las Vegas 89102
Nevada State Bank
4240 W. Flamingo Rd .
Las Vegas 89103
DMR Mortgage Services
6490 S. McCarran Blvd. , Ste. A-1
Reno 89509
Chase Manhattan Mortgage Corp.
6160 Plumas St. , Ste. B
Reno 89509
Priority Mortgage Inc.
4760 S. Pecos Rd., Ste. 100
Las Vegas 89113
Commercial Financial Services
1700 E. Desert Inn Rd. , Ste. 416
Las Vegas 891 09
Bonneville Realty Capital
3773 Howard Hughes Pkwy., Ste. 550 S.
Las Vegas 89109
USA Capital
3900 Paradise Rd., Ste. 263
Las Vegas 89109
City Mortgage
3901 Meadows Ln.
Las Vegas 891 07
James Financial Services Corp.
3675 Pecos-Mcleod , Ste. 500
Las Vegas 89121
Northern Pacific Mortgage
6625 W. Sahara Ave., Ste. 3
Las Vegas 89102
Lee/Moran Financial Services, LLC
2700 W. Sahara Ave., Ste. 300
Las Vegas 89102
Pulte Mortga~e Corp.
1635 Village enter Cir. , Ste. 270
Las Vegas 89134
Nevada Mortgage, Inc.
2001 E. Flamingo Rd. , Ste. 200
Las Vegas 89119
Bedore & Associates Financial Corp.
4534 W. Hacienda Ave., Ste. B
Las Vegas 89118
Top Gun Mortgage, Inc.
7400 E. Orchard Rd., Ste. 4050
Englewood CO 80111
Amera Mortgage Corp.
3515 W. Charleston Blvd.
Las Vegas 89102
Interstate Financial
823 S. 3rd St.
Las Vegas 89101
CONTINUED
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702-251-8964

$1,480.00 million
N/A
$1,480.00 million
1,260.00 million
702-891 -8446
10.00 million
1,250.00 million
847-705- 1940

702-696-1880
702-248-0029
702-822-2001
702-878-5809
949-348-4629
775-827-7220
702-341 -8445
775-850- 1550
702-454-1776
702-227-0965
702-889-3 172
775-828-3088
775-828-6100
702-647-4747
702-737-1822
702-693-4600
702-734-2400
702-367-8082
702-735-5678
702-248-0800
702-894-4195
702-228-4565
702-732-7777
702-873-3100
303 -796-9400
702-320-8700
702-388-4422

PROCESS

COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTtA.L

ADDRESS

531.00 million
1.00 million
530.00 million
525.00 million
525.00 million
N/A
500.00 million
N/A
500.00 million
500.00 million
N/A
500.00 million
424.04 million
N/A
424.04 million
290.00 million
N/A
290.00 million
267.83 million
N/A
267.83 million
200.00 million
N/ A
200.00 million
194.82 million
N/A
194.82 million
162.50 million
6.50 million
156.00 million
160.00 million
160.00 million
N/A
153.00 million
140.00 million
13.00 million
142.78 million
N/A
142.78 million
130.00 million
N/A
130.00 million
122.00 million
N/A
122.00 million
105.00 million
105.00 million
N/A
100.50 million
100.50 million
N/A
100.00 million
100.00 million
N/A
90.00 million
15.00 million
75.00 million
88.00 million
50.00 million
38.00 million
86.70 million
2.20 million
84.50 million
84.26 million
84.26 million
N/A
82.67 million
N/A
82.67 million
80.00 million
N/A
80.00 million
73 .00 million
73.00 million
N/A
72.00 million
N/A
72.00 million
70.00 million
N/A
70.00 million
67.00 million
11 .00 million
56.00 million

LOAN RANGE (S)

TiME
(DAYS)

up to
$1 million

15

25,000 to
2 billion
165,000

PRODUCT TYPE

•

SENIOR NV EXECUTIVE
YEAR EST. IN NEVADA

Canst. Permanent, Conventional, VA, FHA,
Jumbo, Non-conforming

Mardell Flowers
1996

21

Gov1.-FHA-VA, Conv. , Sub-Prime,
Off-Shore Lending

Kerry Robbins
1995

30

A Paper

Filisa Rigg
1986

Retail, Ole .. Multifamily, Warehouse, Industrial, Self Storage

Bradford K. Giles
1998

•

250,000 to
50,000,000+
up to 2 mil./res.
250,000+/com.

2

Conv./Conforming/Non-conf., Conv. SubBill Kesterson
prime, FHA/VA, NINA, Nehemiah Prog. , Eq- 1999
uity Loans to 125%
Conv., Gov1. , B/ C, Bond
Richard Martin
1991

up to 1.5 million

5

129,000

5 to 14

•

•

Conv., FHA, VA, B/C/D, Jumbo/Super
Jumbo

Lloyd Green
1978

10,000 to
750,000

30

•

•

FHA Title Loans, 125 Loans, Equity Loans,
2nd Mortgages

Noreen Hanson
1995

25,000 to
1 million

20

••

Conv. , FHA, VA, Const

Richard Martucci
1983

25,000 to
1 million+

7 to 14

FHNVA, Conv., Jumbo, ND Loans, Const.
Loans, Subdivision Financing

Sean Corrigan
1995

10,000 to
300,000

5 to 10

Conv., Jumbo, Home Equity, A+ to D
Credit Grade

Edward A. Goormastic
1993

30/ 15-Yr. Fixed , Living Home Loan , 3/ 1
and 10/ 1 ARM, 125% LTV

Dan B. Yaffe
1982

Land Acquisition, Dev., Const. , Bridge Fin.

Mike Shustek
1996

Home Loans, Subdivisions, Retail , Ole .
(Owner/ Non-owner occupied), Industrial
(Owner/ Non-owner occupied)
FNMNFHLMC, GNMA, Jumbo, Sub-prime

George Hofmann
1955

••

•••

133,000

•

•

up to 10 million

10

0.1-2.5 mil./ res.
0.5-22 mil./com.

21/res.
60/ com.

50,000 to
3 million

4

••

125,000 to
600,000

30 or
less

• •

120,000

14

500,000 to
30 million

45

•

Apts., Retail , Industrial, Ofc., M ini-Storage,
Motel/Hotel

700,000 to
50 million

50 to 75

•

Ole. , Retail, Industrial, Apt., Mobile Home
Park, Hotels, Mini-Storage

1 million to
10 million

less than
30

•

Subdivision, Ofc. , Warehouse, Retail

All

14 to 30

•••

All Gov1., Conv./Non-conv., Canst., Private,
Sub-prime

Paul Grady
1990

130,000/ res.
1.3 mil./ com.

14 to 21 /
res.; 45 to
60/com.
3 to 5

••••

Res.-Conforming, VNFHA, Sub-prime,
Comm.-lncome Producing, SBA-7A, 504

James Lytner
1993
Chris J. Machado
1996

•

Res. Purchase/Refin., Equity, Comm. , No-income Qualifiers, 100% Purchase, ARM,
FHA/VA
Const. Loans, Bridge Loans, Permanent
Loans

80,000 to
800,000

••

•

•

Thomas J. Powell
1997

Conv., Non-conforming/ Jumbo, Gov1.FHNVA, Const.

Jackie Bernardini-Griffin
1996

FHA, VA, Conv., Non-conforming, 2nd
Mortgages

Holly Larsen,
Carrie DiNapoli
1993
David Cowell
1991
Scott L. Monroe,
John C. Lucus
DND
Tom Hantges
1989

500,000 to
22 million

45

122,410 avg.

17

FHA, VA, Conv., Sub-prime

Nancy Doran
1990

10,000 to
5 million

10

William H. Ochs, Jr.
1978

1 million to
50 million

45

FHNVA, Conv. Conforming, Conv. Jumbo,
Non-conforming, Stated Inc., Equity Lines
of Credit, 2nd Mortgage
Comm. Real Estate

up to 1 million

15

•

•

Conv. , Conforming, Non-conforming

Terry W. Graham
1997

25,000 to
1 million

3

•

•

Conv., Sub-prime ND, No Inc., Stated Inc.

Debra Horns
1996

70,000 to
1 million

10 to 30

••

•

Conforming, FHNVA, Jumbo, Comm.

Doug Moreau
1995

•

John J. Moran
1997

Rory L. Bedore
1997

TopRankiNevada
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Mortgage Companies

(continued)

Ranked by 1998 Total Lending Volume
1998 LENDING VOLUME

TOTAL

lli
<

"'
31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39
40

41
42

43

44

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/ A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/ A

N/A

N/ A
N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

MORTGAGE COMPANY
ADDRESS

Nevada Citizens Financial
4570 S. Eastern Ave., Ste. C-21
Las Vegas 89119
NVR Mortgase Finance Inc.
1771 E. Flamtngo Rd .• Ste. 201A
Las Vegas 89119
American Commonwealtfi Mortgage Co.
536 E. St. Louis Ave.
Las Vegas 89104
Terra West Financial, Inc.
2685 S. Rainbow Blvd. , Ste. 212
Las Vegas 89102
First Liberty Mortgage Corp.
5461 S. Eastern Ave.
Las Vegas 89119
First City Capital
5965 Harrison Dr., Ste. 6
Las Vegas 89120
Nevada State Development Corp.
350 S. Center St. , Ste. 310
Reno 89501
Cedar Woods Financial
685 Railroad
Elko 87801
Commerce Loan Company
4055 S. Spencer, Ste. 236
Las Vegas 89119
Integrated Financial Associates
2810 W. Charleston Blvd. , Ste. 62
Las Vegas 89102

~"to~.~~~~ St.
Pahrump 89048
Nevada First Mortgage Inc.
415 S. 6th St. . Ste. 203
Las Vegas 891 01
American Guaranteed Mortgage
4406 E. Flamingo Rd.
Las Vegas 89121
Focus 2000
2270 S. Hwy. 160
Pahrump 89048
Capital Communities Mortgage
4760 W. Sahara Ave., Ste. 5
Las Vegas 89102
Cetus Mortgage Ltd .
6121 Lakeside Dr., Ste. 210
Reno 89511
CityFed Mortgage
3100 W. Sahara Ave., Ste. 216
Las Vegas 891 02
Corporate Capital Financial
330 E. Warm Springs Rd.
Las Vegas 89119
Forward Financial
3375 Glenn Ave.
Las.Vegas 89121
Glenwood Financial/ Inc.
2725 S. Jones Blvd., Ste. 109
Las Vegas 89146
Global Financiaflnc.
4161 S. Eastern Ave., Ste. E- 1
Las Vegas 89119
Khang Funding Consultants
4132 S. Rainbow Blvd. , Ste. 238
Las Vegas 89103
Lake Financial Services
750 Silver St.
Elko 89801
Las Vegas Capital Lending
2660 S. Rainbow Blvd., Ste. K-106
Las Vegas 89146
Red Rock Mortgage
810 S. Durango Rd., Ste. 105
Las Vegas 89128
Rock Financial
2680 S. Maryland Pkwy., Ste.
Las Vegas 89109
The Mortgase Depot, Inc.
3930 E. Patnck Ln .
Las Vegas 89120
Torrey Pines Financial. Inc.
5650 W. Charleston Blvd., Ste. 11
Las Vegas 89146
Trioid International Group, LLC
1515 E. Tropicana Ave .• Ste. 710·1
Las Vegas 89119
Washington Mutual
2625 S. Rainbow Blvd.
Las Vegas 89146
Wausau Mortgage Corp.
1725 S. Rainbow Blvd., Ste. 19A
Las Vegas 89146

P HONE

RESIDENTIAL

702 -732-1010

702-731-3707

702·731·3163

702-362-8774
702-458-8113

702 -454 -9774

775-323 -3625

775-777 -1151

702-732-7655
702-257-0021

775· 727 ·4213
702 -384-7677

702-313-0870

702 -751·0202
702 -310-3000

775-689·8222
702-251 -5446

702 -837-6364

702-432-0432

702-838-9638

702·764·4411

702-220-3910

775· 753· 7883

702-531 -5626
702-320-9595

702-691 -5511

702-836-9660

702·313 ·2600

702·262-2249
702-889 -7000

702·240·4995

P ROCESS

CoMMERCIAL

$55.30 million
N/ A
$55.30 million
49.90 million
N/ A
49.90 million
44.00 million
34.00 million
10.00 million
40.00 million
40.00 million
N/ A
30.67 million
0.85 million
29.82 million
20.00 million
N/ A
20.00 million
19.1 4 million
19.14 million
N/ A
16.50 million
N/ A
16.50 million
13.58 million
13.58 million
N/A
13.00 million
13.00 million
N/ A
12.00 million
N/A
12.00 million
10.64 million
0.40 million
10.24 million
10.00 million
N/ A
10.00 million
9.50 million
7.50 million
2.00 million
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND
DND

SENIOR NV EXECUTIVE

TiME
LOAN RANG E (5)

(DAYS)

10,000 to
1 million+

14 to 21

25,000 to
1 million

15

100.000 to
10 million

14 to 28

•

•

250,000 to
6 million
15,000 and up

No limit

50,000 to
1 million
DND

YEAR EST. IN NEVADA

PRODUa TYPE

•
20 to 30

Conv./JumboNA Fixed/ARM, Canst. Per·
manent Fixed, Fixed Seconds, Sub-prime

J.E. Lopez
1982

FHA, VA, Conv.

Jon L. Copeland
1988

Land, Comm., Church , Healthcare, Multi·
family, Res.
Land Acquisition, Dev., Canst. , Note Purchases, Comm. Refin.

David Cabral,
Jim Zurbriggen
1977
Kerry L. Keltner
1993

Conv. Conforming/ Non-conforming,
FHA/VA, Sub-prime, Seconds, Comm.

Margaret L. Kratzer
1984

FHAIVA/Con v., 125 LTV, Seconds, B/ C,
Hard Money, Much More

Jerad Hunsaker
1995

SBA Lender, SBA 504/7(a) Loans. Working
Capital Loans

Bobbi Bennett
1982

FHA/VA, Conv., Non -conforming

Nikki Cochrane
1996

100,000 to
4 million

June G. Cravenn
1994

140,000 to
5 million

Hard Money Commercial

Tom Lea
1997

30,000 to
300,000

FNMA, FHLMC, GNMA, Alternative

Jack Della Vedora
1996

20,000 to
1.5 million

Res. Conv., VA Streamline, Res. Seconds,
Land Loans, Canst. Loans, Comm. Loans

Jack L. Norton
1981

Single Fam. Res. to 4-plex 1st Mortgages,
Canst., 2nd Mortgages,

DeeM. Weber
1995

SFR, Apt. Bldgs.

DND
1995

90,000 to
200,000+

21

100,000

100,000 to
500,000

14

FHA/VA, Conv., Jumbo, Piggybacks

Pamela Ehtee
1997

20,000 to
2 million

21

Conventional, Jumbo, Residential Construction, Second Trust Deeds, Sub Prime, NonOwner Occupied
Conforming, Non-conforming, Sub-prime,
Govt.

Marcie Benvi n
1987
Alison Gamboa
1996

1st/2nd Mortgages, Home Improvement,
FHA/VA, Conv.

Jacque Hill
1998

Mobile Homes/Land, RVs, Boats

Bill Benson
1991

Conv. , Govt., Non -conforming Sub-prime,
Mobile, Comm. , Seconds

Trina Francine Grochows·
ki
1998
Connie Farris
1985

130,000 avg.

•

90,000 to
600,000
10,000+

•

4,000 to
1 billion
50,000+

20 to 30

VA Streamline. VA Refinance, VA Purchase,
All Conventional, Jumbo Loans, Private Investments
DND

50,000+

DND

DND

10,000 to
3 million+

2 to 7

DND

DND

10,000 and up

10 to 20

10,000 to
5 million

•

100,000 to
2 million
93,000 to
62 million

45

DND

DND

50,000 to
1 million

14

Houa Lo
DND

Res., Mobile Homes

Shirley Lake
1996

FNMA/FHLMC, Sub-prime A·Z, Manuf.
Homes, Land Canst. . Comm.

Deborah Rolf
1998

1st/2nd Mortgages

Linda Ward
1998

All Products Offered

Lon Gallo
1997

1stl2nd Mortgages. Sub-prime Loans, Com·
mercia! Loans, Investor Loans, Home Equity
Loans
VA, Conv., No Inc. Verif., No Asset Verif.,
Priv. Investor Financing

Sal Quezada
1997
Gregory O lson
1991

Real Estate-Based, Start-Up Tech .. SBA,
Apt./Ofc. Bldgs .• Shopping Ctrs., Res.

Gary Sing
1997
Michael D. Philips
DND

••

FHA, VA. Conforming/ Non-conforming,
Debt Consol. , B·C Paper

Sandi Fletcher
1997

DND= Did not disclose
~ Note: The above information was supplied by representatives of the listed companies in response to faxed survey forms. Companies not appearing did not respond. To the best of our knowledge, the information is accurate as of press time.
BOOK ~LISTS
OF
L!.li..it:.t:J While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and thoroughness, errors and omissions do ocrur. Send corrections or additions on company letterhead to TopRank Nevada Statewide Book of lists, Research Oepl, 2127 Paradise Rd., LV. NV 89104.
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Employers Insurance Company of
Nevada partners with agents
Employers Insurance Company of Nevada
established a strategic partnership with the
Nevada Independent Insurance Agents
(NIIA). Beginning July 1, when the evada
workers' compensation insurance marketplace opens to competition, about 75 propelty and casualty agencies statewide will
offer workers ' compensation insurance
from Employers Insurance Company of
Nevada to their clients. NIIA agents will
function as an extension of the sales force
of Employers Insurance Co. of Nevada.

u.s. Bank inks deal with
H&R Block

U.S. Bank has finalized an agreement to
provide operating capital, credit card processing and deposit and treasury management services for 37 Southern Nevada lo-

cations of Marmi, Inc. , dba H&R Block.
The relationship applies to H&R Block's
seasonal tax offices, which operate between January and April, and four hub locations open year-round.

Sunrise participates in
painkiller study
Sunrise Hospital and Medical Center in
Las Vegas is one of 15 sites across the
country testing a painkiller that might
eventually replace morphine as the leading
treatment for chronic pain. The chemical,
called ABT-594, is 200 times more powerful than morphine. Though the study at
Sunrise ends in July, several years may
pass before the drug, derived from the
venom of a poisonous, Ecuadorian frog ,
receives FDA approval.

BPW Precision expands operations
BPW Precision Metal Fabrication, Inc .
leased 16,000 square feet of additional

manufacturing space at Polaris and Deselt
Inn in Las Vegas. The facility is dedicated
to powder coating operations and assembly of electro-mechanical devices.

NNDA releases performance report
Northern Nevada Development Authority
released performance numbers for 1998,
revealing a heightened level of activity in
bringing new companies to the Carson
City area. Officials from the authority report 20 new company relocations in 1998,
up from 12 in 1997. The activity translated
into 475 new jobs, a substantial gain from
1997's 338 new jobs.

J.J. Croney & Associates earns
IBM Premier status
JJ. Croney & Associates, a Las Vegas
computer systems integrator, earned
ffiM's Premier Business Partner status.
The status represents the highest level of
achievement within the mM Business )o-

Panda Express steps up
Las Vegas Presence
Panda Management Company, Inc. is
dramatically increasing its Southern
Nevada presence. The 25-year-old
company recently opened three
restaurants in three months in Las
Vegas, one of which became its 300th
location nationally. The country 's
largest Chinese restaurant chain plans
to open five more Las Vegas locations
by this summer, for a total of eight
new Las Vegas locations over a sixmonth period.
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Suggestion to the IRS:
by Joe Mullich

Go back to being dull
e are constantly
telling the pompous and selfImportant to "get a
sense of humor." It's fun saying this. However, it can be
unfortunate when the pompous and self-important actually try to follow this advice.
Al Gore, for instance,
should never pretend he has
a sense of humor. He should
merely say, "I'm dull, and I
stick by it." No problem with
that. I wouldn't want Jim
Carrey 's manic finger near
the button that arms a nuclear warhead. But I sleep
easy with the idea of Gore
being the one to make that
decision. Dull can be good.
Over the past few years,
however, the Internal Revenue Service has tried and
tried to convince us that it
is a group of wacky, goodnatured individuals. Of
late, the IRS has taken a
different tack, purposefully
pointing out how many
mistakes it makes.
This approach has never
worked with me. It's hard to
share a common laugh over
tax mistakes with the IRS
when only one of us has the
power to garnish the other's
salary. So I was a bit peeved
when I saw an article in the
Wall Street Journal about
how the IRS 's Web site was
listing "glitches and correc-

W
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tions" the IRS was making.
I logged onto the site at
www.irs.ustreas.gov. The
Web site certainly tries to
be breezy. It says: "Here's
one cool place to check out
the hottest things going on
at the Internal Revenue Service." Among the "hottest
things" going on were the
series of mistakes.
The goofs included a
printing error on a form for
depreciation and amortization included in form 1040
packages sent out to about
700,000 tax payers. The reverse side of the form was
"inadvertently printed with
the instructions fo r a different" form , the IRS said.
I'm glad the IRS pointed
out the mistake was "inadvertent." Otherwise, I would
have assumed the mistake
was made because those
wacky guys at the IRS were
just being wacky.
The IRS Web site unnerved me with its tone.
The section that explained
how people could seek help
in using the Web site said:
"The IRS uses real people to
help you. And remember, it's
anonymous and private. So
don ' t leave any names, social
security numbers or personal
stuff. (Yes, there are times
we don' t want to know
everything! ) That ought to
cheer you up."

"The IRS uses real people to help
you. And remember, it's anonymous
and private. So don't leave any
names, social security numbers or
personal stuff. (Yes, there are times
we don't want to know everything!)
That ought to cheer you up."
Actually, it depressed me.
I don 't like people who handle my money to be funny. I
like them to be exceedingly
dull. For some reason, that
comforts me.
There were way too many
examples of the IRS trying to
be "fu n." The IRS has a "tax
stat page," where we are told,
"These facts will amuse
some of you. Others will find
them worth their weight in
gold. And everyone is happy,
statistically speaking."
The tax stats were listed
under categories like "Data
by Form Type" and "County
to County Migration." I
couldn't stand such hilarity
so I moved on.
The front page of the
IRS Web site on the day I
checked in included this
story: "Twin brothers Alan
and Andre Menino took top
honors for their Science Fair
project, Differences and Similarities Between Children of
Multiple Births. The brothers
will share the first place science scholarship award.

Their mother, Angela Menino, beamed, 'I am so proud
of my boys! The scholarship
will really help with their
education.'"
That's certainly a nice
story. But I couldn 't figure
out what it was doing on the
IRS Web site. Until I read
the next sentence in the
story: "The mother continued, ' On top of that, I just
learned that I qualify for the
Child Tax Credit - I get
$400 for each of the boys!"'
When I read this, I wondered if it was a joke. A
mother learned her kids won
some prize at a science fair
and then an IRS agent steps
out of the shadows and announces she gets a tax credit
too? And that's what really
makes her happy ? This
sounds like an old Saturday
Night Live sketch. "It's a
floor polish and a dessert
topping."
I wish it was a joke, but
my guess is it wasn ' t meant
to be. And that may be the
greatest joke of all.
•
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Nevada's finest private golf club ...
(702) 263-1000
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MACDONALD RANCH
COUNTRY CLUB
A RARE COMBINATION OF THE BEST THERE IS.
THE
ETERNAL.

SETTING
THE

VIEWS

EXTRAORDINARY.
REWARDS

THE

UNEQUALED.

MACDONALD
COUNTRY
NEW,

IS

RANCH

(LUB •.. THE

PRIVATE

RESIDEN-

TIAL AND RECREATIONAL
COMMUNITY UNLIKE ANY
OTHER YOU WILL FIND IN
GREATER

LAs

VEGAS.
PLAN THAT HAS TAKEN
OVER TEN YEARS TO PERFECT, THIS DRAMATICALLY DIFFERENT COMMUNITY IS SITUATED ON 1200
ACRES NESTLED INTO THE
McCOLLOUGH MOUNTAINS.

e

BREATHTAKING VIEWS AND SPACIOUS HOMESITES

e A 24-HOUR MANNED GUARD GATE
e AN 18-HOLE JAY MORRISH/ DAVID

DRUZISKY

DESIGNED PRIVATE GOLF COURSE

e A

PROPOSED CLUBHOUSE FEATURING

A GOLF SHOP, SWIMMING POOL
AND EXERCISE FACILITIES.

e

TENNIS COURTS ARE ALSO PLANNED
AS WELL AS HIKING, BIKING AND WALKING
PATHS THROUGHOUT THE COMMUNITY.

CUSTOM HOMESITES FROM $135,000
TO OVER ONE MILLION.

702-614-9100,
702-458-0001 OR
TOLL FREE 877-614-9100.
BROKER PARTICIPATION WELCOME.

HORIZON RIDGE AT VALLE VERDE
MAILING ADDRESS:
MACDONALD PROPERTIES, LTD.
2920 N. GREEN VALLEY PARKWAY
5TE. 212
HENDERSON, NV 89014

Obtain and read the Public Offering Statement before signing anything. Community Association fees and additional fees for golf are required. Golf Course will be
privately owned and operated. Golf Course privileges are subject to acquisition of membership in private club. Prices, rates and terms are subject to availability and may
change without notice.

